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NIKON INCORPORATED (NIKON)
GENERAL INFORMATION AND CONDITIONS OF SALE
EFFECTIVE ' JANUARY 1 1978
CONDITIONS OF SALE
(a) This Nikon Sales Policy applies to Nikon Authorized
Dealers only. A Nikon Authorized Dealer is a retailer
who has signed a Nikon Authorized Dealer Agreement which has been accepted and signed by an
officer of Nikon Incorporated.
The possession of a Nikon Dealer Price List and/
or catalog does not create a dealer relationship.
(b) The minimum order requirement for Nikon Merchandise is $50 Net. Net prices are listed in the Nikon
Dealer Price List.
(c) All orders received by Nikon are subject to approval
by the Nikon Credit Department.
(d) Nikon reserves the right to change all prices, product
specifications, terms of sale and cancel any backorder without prior notice.
TERMS
(a) Standard credit terms are as follows. 2% 10 EOM,
based Oil the prices listed on the Nikon Dealer Price
List in effect on the date the order is shipped. Credit
terms may be changed by Nikon for special
promotions.
The shipping date indicated on each invoice
determines price.
(b) Invoice date determines applicable invoicing
terms. The end of the month for invoicing purposes
is the 24th. Beginning with the 25th of the month,
invoices are considered as business transactions for
the following month. For remittances postmarked on
or before the 10th of the month after the invoicing
month, the prevailing cash discount allowance will
be allowed .
With respect to dating programs, in the event of
non-payment of an installment. within its terms.
Nikon at its option may require payment of any
part or all of the remaining installments without
discount allowance.
SHIPPING TERMS
Nikon will pre-pay transportation costs of shipments
$200 Net or more. All shipments are F.O.s. from the
Nikon/ EPOI facility servicing your account. Title to
the merchandise transfers to the consignee upon
delivery to the carrier. The method of transportation
is at the discretion of Nikon. Back-orders will be
shipped pre-paid if part of an original order
amounting to $200 Net or more.
Any additional freight or special handling charges
incurred due to special shipping requirements of
the dealer, will be for the account of the dealer
and will be added to the invoice.
CLAIMS
All claims for damage, carton shortage or pilferage
must be made by the dealer to the delivering carrier.
Upon request of the dealer, Nikon will cooperate in
presenting the claim to the carrier if notified within

NIKON Inc.

three (3) working days after receipt of shipment and
provided the proper claimed exception has been
noted on the delivery receipt.
CONCEALED DAMAGE OR PILFERAGE
Either damage or pilferage not readily apparent at
time of delivery should be made known to the
delivering carrier and a request for inspection be
made as soon as possible but no later than thirty
(30) days after receipt of shipment. Shipment
should be left intact until such examination is made.
SHORT SHIPMENT
Claims must be made within three (3) days after
receipt of shipment and must be accompanied by a
copy of the Nikon packing slip.
NON-DELIVERY
Nikon cannot be held responsible for non-delivery
unless notified in writing within thirty (30) days from
date of invoice.
RETURNS
(a) Returns For Service should be pre-paid and
addressed to the attention of the Nikon Service
Department at the Nikon/ EPOI facility servicing your
account.
(b) Returns For Credit-All Nikon Products are sold
without return privileges. Any requests for a
Merchandise Return Authorization must be made in
writing to the Nikon District Sales Manager servicing
your account. All returns must be accompanied by a
Nikon Merchandise Return Authorization Form.
Merchandise returned without prior authorization from Nikon will be returned at the dealers'
expense. All authorized returns must be shipped
pre-paid and delivered to a certified carrier
within fifteen (15) days of issuance of the
merchandise return authorization.
(c) Returns of Defective Inventory requires prior
written approval, in the form of a Merchandise
Authorized Return, from the Nikon Service Department at the Nikon/EPOI facility which services your
account. Merchandise must be current, new, unmarked and in original packaging with all warranty
information as originally supplied. All such merchandise is subject to inspection and verification by
Nikon. Merchandise will be exchanged on a unit-byunit basis, subject to availability. If not available, the
unit will be repaired as expeditiously as possible.

Returns of Defective Inventory must be shipped
pre-paid by the dealer on a certified carrier. Such
shipments must be sent to the Nikon Service
Department located at the Nikon/EPOI facility
servicing your account. Enclosed with the shipment should be a copy of the Nikon Merchandise
Authorized Return and a letter which clearly
explains the problem.

Subsidiary of EHRENREICH PHOTO-OPTICAL INDUSTRIES, INC.
623 Stewart Avenue, Garden City, New York 11530
Branch Offices . Niles, Illinois and San Francisco, California

The Nikon System for 35mm Photography
The system approach-the concept of extending the
advantages of the 35mm sir camera to all areas of
photography-has been the cornerstone of Nikon sir
design from the very beginning. It is on this principle
that the Nikon system has evolved with singular
success through the years and continues to evolve.
Today, the Nikon system has as its nucleus three
basic sir cameras :
Nikon F2 • Nikon FM • Nikon EL2
Each offers specific advantages, depending on the
photographer 's individual needs and preferences
and on the type of photography to be accomplished .
Yet , all three share the unmistakable stamp of Nikon
system design unity. This is a purposeful unity,
intended not only to permit the interchange among
all the cameras of hundreds of Nikon system lenses
and accessories but also to enable the photographer
to move from one Nikon camera to another with the
reassurance of an essential similarity of major
controls and operating patterns. Features shared by
all Nikon F2-series, FM , and EL2 cameras include:
• Interchangeability of Nikon System Lenses
more than 55 , from 6mm to 2000mm .
• Interchangeability of Nikon Accessories for
close-up , macro and micro work , viewfinder
attachments, flash units and systems-even , in
many nstances, carrying cases an array of
more than three hundred precision aids freely
interchangeable between Nikon cameras.
• Center-Weighted, Through-the-Lens Metering,
proven through literally millions of exposures as
the most consistently accurate for throughthe-lens exposure control.
• High-Performance Automatic Firepower
Capability, through photography's largest system
of Motor Drives and Auto Winders , each built for
use with specific camera models.
• All-Metal, Focal-Plane Shutters, assuring
accuracy and durability unattainable in other
shutter types.
• Uniquely Smooth, Responsive Handling with
the convenient 'Apollo' film transport lever which
also activates the exposure meter, and the famed
Nikon K' Type finder screen with 3-way focusing
accuracy features patterned after Nikon
cameras built for the U.S. space program
• Rugged, All-Metal Construction to uniform
standards of precision so exacting that Nikon
cameras have been used successfully under
conditions ranging from tropic heat to arctic cold
from outer space to the ocean floor This
ruggedness of construction has made Nikon
cameras so reliable that they are overwhelmingly
the choice of professional photographers
worldwide ; it may truly be said that the history of
Ol:Jr time is being recorded through Nikon cameras
and Nikkor lenses.
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The Nikon System for 35mm Photography

Nikon F2A Photomic
is the most advanced and most versatile of all Nikon
cameras-indeed , of all 35mm cameras. It offers
ready nterchangeability of all components:
viewfinders (including meter/ finder systems) , finder
screens , motor drives, and camera backs , n
addition to all lenses and countless accessories from
the Nikon system.

Nikon EL2
assures correct exposures automatically,
electronically, through any reflex-viewing Nikkor
lens, accessory, or image-forming attachment.
Equipped with the compact, cordless Nikon Auto
Winder it also provides automatic film and shutter
winding at rates to 2 frames per second Its dual
Silicon Photo Diode meter complements the fasthandling characteristics of this uniquely easy-to-use,
high-performance Nikon .

Nikon FM
is the smallest and lightest of all Nikon-system
cameras-yet an nstrument of formidable
capabilities, ncluding high-speed motorized
operation at rates to 3.5 frames per second It
offers an advanced dual Gallium Photo Diode meter
with brilliant LED exposure readout, precise
mUltiple-exposure capability, and many other,
advanced features .

All specifications subject to change without notice.
Nikon, Inc. , Garden City, N.V. 11530. Subsidiary of Ehrenreich Photo-Optical Industri es , Inc. Other offices in Niles, III. , and San Francisco, Calif. 'rn[Jl1l

Nikon F2 Cameras: An Introduction
The Nikon F2 is more than the finest of all 35mm
cameras it is the foundation of the entire Nikon
System of 35mm photography-the world 's largest.
Through its uniquely modular concept and
construction it not only challenges but successfully
defies obsolescence , permitting interchangeability of
all basic components.
• Interchangeable Nikkor and AI-Nikkor Lenses
more than 55 available, from 6mm to 2000rnm
including
• Interchangeable Viewfinders
Standard Prism, Photomic through- the-lens
meter/ finders , with expanded sensitivity and
automatic-exposure capability' Action Prism
Finder ' Waist-Level Finder, and 6X Focusing
Finder
• Interchangeable Finder Screens 20 precision
screens for every need
• Interchangeable Nikon Motor Drive System
giving up to 5 exposures per second requiring no
modification not even removal of camera back.
• Interchangeable Backs
ncluding 250- and
750-Exposure Magazines plus Speed Magny
Attachments for Polaroid ® and other large-format
films .
• Hundreds of Nikon accessories for every
requirement.
Through this ngenious, modular design the Nikon
photographer can n effect, create an infinite
number of picture-taking nstruments attuned
precisely to his specific needs-today and
tomorrow.
There are three basic types of Nikon F2 cameral
finder combinations .
• Nikon F2 with Pentaprism Finder DE-1, first
choice of photographers employing separate
exposure meters .
• Nikon F2 Photomic and F2SB Photomic,
supplied with Photomic meter/finders DP-1 and
DP-3, respectively, these offer full-aperture ,
center-weighted metering with all Nikkor lenses
with meter-coupling shoe , ncluding all AI-Nikkor
lenses , the maximum aperture of the selected lens
is ndexed with a quick turn of the aperture ring
• Nikon F2A Photomic and F2AS Photomic,
supplied with Photomic DP-11 and DP-12 meter/
finders (respectively) provide center-weighted
full-aperture exposure control , automatic aperture
indexing (AI) and through-the-finder Aperture
Direct Reading (ADR) with all AI-Nikkor lenses.
These most advanced F2 models also permit stopdown metering with non-AI lenses and like other
F2 models, accept al Nikkor sir lenses from 6mm
t02000mm.
Significantly, any Nikon F2 camera can be converted
to any other F2 model by simply substituting the
appropriate finder-an example of true modular
versatility unrivalled in all photography.
Section II , Sheet 2/July 1977-Printed in U.S.A
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NikonF2
Interchangeable
Pentaprism Viewfinder
The DE-1 eye-level pentaprism finder supplied
with the standard Nikon F2 is silver-coated for
maximum brightness and contrast. It gives an
upright, laterally-correct image at eye-level
and incorporates a built-in ready light for
connection with Nikon electronic flash units .
Weighing only 3.2 ounces, this compact
viewfinder is interchangeable with all other
Nikon F2 cameras and accepts all Nikon
Eyepiece Correction Lenses and other N ikon
eyepiece attachments. Virtually 100 % of the
film image appears within any F2 viewfinder
for the most accurate image control of any
35mm sir camera.

Titanium-Foil Focal-Plane
Shutter
Exceptionally accurate, resistant to heat and
humidity the Titani um-foi I, horizontal-travel
shutter is specially " quilted " for extra
strength. Basic shutter speed range is 1
second-1/2000th second plus " B" with
stepless, continuously variable speed
selection from 1/80th second to 1/2000th .
Additional shutter speeds of 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10
seconds (or any intermediate interval) are
obtained via the built-in self timer The shutter
movement is ball-bearing mounted for
ultimate accuracy and repeatability Shutter
curtains " scan " the film plan e in just 10 milliseconds. The shutter is built to take the
action of motor drive at up to 5 fps.

Oversize Instant-Return
Mirror

Ultimate Precision
and Versatility
Nucleus of the Nikon system, the Nikon F2
camera permits the photographer to choose
the lens, viewfinder, finder screen, film
magazine, even film transport and exposure
control system appropriate to any assignment.
Its fast-handling, responsive controls simplify
every aspect of the picture-taking process.
Each of its 1506 individual parts is engineered
to quality standards that have made the name
Nikon a universal symbol of optical and
mechanical excellence.

Enlarged mirror eliminates finder image cutoff even with long telephoto lenses.
Sophisticated damping mechanism virtually
eliminates impact shock. Mirror may be
locked up for special applications. Entire
mirror chamber is effectively baffled and
finished in matte material to prevent internal
reflections.

Automatic Flash-Synch
Adjustment
Setting shutter speed automatically adjusts
for flash type in use. Electronic flash synch at
all speeds to 1/80th second ; FP synch from
"B " and 1 to 1/30th and'1/125 to 1/2000th
second. Special hot shoe provides cordless
synch with Nikon-System flash units;
automatic safety switch in shoe prevents
electrical shock when unit is not in place.
Single PC outlet accepts either N ikon screwin or conventional PC cords.

Interchangeable
Finder Screens
Standard Nikon Type K screen incorporates
central split-image range-finder with
microprism circle and overall matte/Fresnel
groundglass for edge-to-edge brightness.
Interchangeable with 20 optional Nikon
screens.

Printed in U.S.A.
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NikonF2
Short-Stroke Transport Lever

Technical Specifications

Large, plastic-tipped lever requires only 120
stroke, or any equivalent number of shorter
strokes, to advance film, wind shutter and
count exposure. Lever pivots on ball bearings
for smoothest operation. Integral locking
device prevents accidental shutter release
before transport lever has completed its cycle.
0

Accurately-Registered
Multiple Exposures
Simply by depressing the rewind button, then
operating the film transport lever, the shutter
may be recocked, producing multiple
exposures in precise registration . As many
exposures as desired may be made on a
single frame.

Multi-Function Self-Timer
Calibrated for delays of 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10
seconds. AlternativelY with shutter set at "B"
and shutter release fingerguard turned to "T"
the self-timer produces accurate slow shutter
speeds of these durations, or any
intermediate times .

Easy Film Loading
The hinged back and multi-slotted take-up
spool aid fast, error-free loading. Exposure
counter automatically resets to "0" when
camera back is opened. Rapid-rewind crank
rises 6mm above camera top for unobstructed
operation. A Fi m Memo Holder on the camera
b.ack accepts the film carton end tab for a
practical reminder of film in use. A unique
safety lock makes inadvertent back opening
virtually impossible.

Superior Film Flatness
Film winds onto take-up spool emulsion-sideout for greatest tension. The large pressure
plate, polished guide rails , and cassette
stabilizer combine to assure exceptional film
flatness for edge-to-edge sharpness.

Other Features
The fingerguard (around shutter release
button) locks/unlocks shutter release, permits
time exposures in the absence of a locking
cable release, and also allows accuratelytimed exposures of 2,4,6,8, and 10 seconds
(in conjunction with the self timer) according
to the position selected. Depth-of-field
preview is provided for focus check (or stopdown exposure measurement with Photomic
meter/finder). Neckstrap eyelets are reinforced
with stainless steel, and the camera
lens mount is made of stainless steel
for maximum durability and
strength. The Nikon F2 camera accepts all
N ikkor and AI-N ikkor lenses from 6mm to
2000mm. It is supplied in satin chrome
(Product No. 1600) or professional black finish
(Product No. 1605).

Camera Type: 35mm sir with interchangeable lenses, viewfinders,
finder screens, film magazines and backs, and motor drives.
Lensmount: Stainless-steel Nikon bayonet accepts all Nikkor
lenses 6mm-2000mm and all Nikon-mount accessories.
Flange/film distance: 46.5mm . Automatic diaphragm coupling ,
Exposure Control: Accepts optional Nikon Photomic meter/finder
for through-the-Iens metering .
Shutter' Titanium foil, horizontal-travel focal plane; speeds B, 1,
1/2, 1/4, 1/8, 1/15, 1/30, 1/60, 1/80, 1/125, 1/250, 1/500, 1/1000,
1/2000th second via shutter speed dial and 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10
seconds at 'B' position, via self-timer Speeds continuously
variable from 2-10 seconds and1/80-1/2000th second.
Flash Synchronization: "X" synch at "B" to 1/80th second;
"FP" synch at B, 1 1/30th, and 1/125-1/2000th second; automatic synch adjustment as shutter speed is set.
Flash Contacts: Built-in Nikon F2 hot shoe with automatic safety
switch; single PC outlet accepting Nikon screw-in or conventional PC cords.
Viewfinder' Interchangeable eye-level Pentaprism Finder DE-1
(supplied) with -1.0 diopter eyepiece and built-in ready light
for Nikon electronic flash units. Virtually 100% finder
coverage.
Focusing Screen: Nikon Type K Screen (supplied) with 3mmdiameter split-image rangefinder, 1mm microprism circle
plus overall matte/Fresnel area, interchangeable with 20
other Nikon screens.
Reflex Mirror' Oversize instant-return type with independent
locking control
Film Loading: Multi-slotted take-up spool, hinged back and
additive automatic-reset exposure counter for fast loading .
Film Transport: Ratchet-action lever advances film, winds shutter,
and counts exposures in 120 action , may be left at "ready"
position 20 from camera body or folded flush for storage.
Film Rewind: Rewind-release button on camera baseplate; foldout rewind crank may be elevated up to 6mm for convenient
access.
Multiple Exposure Control: By depressing rewind button while
operating transport lever also operates with Nikon Motor
Drive attached.
Battery Type: None required, camera accepts two 1.5v silver
oxide batteries (Eveready S76 or equivalent) to power flash
ready light or optional meter/finder
Other Features: Depth-of-field preview; stainless steel
reinforced neckstrap eyelets; bu It-in self timer with
cal brated delays of 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 seconds, also provides slow shutter speeds ; fingerguard around shutter
release button adjustable to lock or unlock shutter permits
time exposures 2-10 seconds with self timer' film memo
holder on camera back stores film carton end tab or
other data.
Dimensions: Camera body with Pentaprism Finder DE-1 6.0" x
3.9" X 2,2" (152.5mm x 98mm x 56mm).
Weight: 25.8 oz. (730g).
0

0

All specificat ions subject to chang e with out notice.
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Nikon F2A Phofomic
Split-Second Lens
Interchange ...
With the Nikon F2A Photomic, the photographer
need only attach the selected AI-Nikkor lens with a
quick quarter turn, and the meter/finder is
automatically programmed for maximum-aperture
operation . This Automatic Indexing (AI) feature
makes lens interchangeability faster and error-free
with all AI-Nikkor lenses from 6mm to 600mm .

. .. With Direct Aperture Reading
With any AI-Nikkor lens, the selected aperture is
reflected from the lens barrel directly into the
viewfinder of the F2A Photomic through the
ingenious Aperture Direct Reading (ADR) system.
In addition, all other exposure information appears
in the F2A finder, including the precise shutter
speed in use, meter needle, and over/underexposure indicators. Exposure can also be checked
in a window on the finder top showing meter needle
and reference marks.

Center-Weighted,
Full-Aperture Metering

• Optimum Handling Speed
and Convenience
• Total Nikon System Versatility
The Nikon F2A Photomic combines the proven reliability of
the essential F2 camera with the advanced F2A Photomic
Meter/Finder DP-11 for a new level of professional operating
speed attuned to today's most challenging requirements. It
permits the fullest utilization of the newest AI-Nikkor lenses,
while accepting all other Nikkor lenses as well. The latest
model of the camera selected by an overwhelming majority of
professional photographers, the Nikon F2A Photomic again
validates the Nikon premise of excellence through
innovation ...

Prin ted in U.S.A.

The sensitive CdS meter of the Nikon F2A Photomic
provides full-aperture metering with all AI-Nikkor
lenses. Stop-down exposure measurement (equally
accurate) is used with non-AI lenses, specialized
optics such as Reflex and PC-Nikkors, and
accessories such as bellows units, microscopes,
and telescopes. (Most non-AI Auto-Nikkor lenses
can be converted for full-aperture AI operation ;
please see "Nikkor Lens AI-Conversion" page in
Nikkor Lens catalog section for complete details.)
Through the Nikon center-weighted system , the
meter's CdS cells observe the entire image area,
while concentrating more than half of their
sensitivity on a central 12mm area, clearly defined
by a circle in the finder, to provide consistently
excellent exposures under the broadest range of
lighting conditions. The meter, powered by two 1.5v
silver oxide batteries in the camera baseplate, is
activated by moving the film transport lever to
"ready" position 20° from the camera body.

Section II, Sheet 4/June 1978

Nikon F2A Photomic
Fast, Error-Free Operation
For a correctly-exposed photograph with the Nikon
F2A Photomic and AI-Nikkor lens, the photographer
need only activate the meter via the film transport
lever, adjust lens aperture or shutter speed until the
meter needle is centered , and press the shutter
release! Both shutter and aperture are crosscoupled to the meter system , and the full
information display-shutter speed and selected
aperture-in the finder makes it unnecessary for the
photographer to remove his eye to check settings .
an invaluable advantage in news, action, and
candid photography.

Plus, All Other
Nikon F2 Features:
Titanium-foil-curtain focal-plane shutter with
speeds 10 seconds-1/2000th second.
o Automatic flash synch adjustment with "X" synch
at "B," 1-1/8Oth second ; " FP" synch at " B," 1-1/30
and 1/125-1/2000th second .
o Oversize, instant-return mirror with independent
lock.
o Short-stroke film transport with plastic-tipped ,
ratchet-action lever.
o Precise multiple-exposure control by depressing
rewind button while operating film-transport lever'
also operates with Nikon Motor Drive attached.
o Fast loading and unloading with hinged,
detachable back and multi-slot take-up spool.
o Superior film flatness via 5-point flattening system
with extra-large pressure plate and cassette
stabilizer. Film winds emulsion-side-out for
optimum tension .
o Built-in self-timer for either timed delays or long
exposures of 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 seconds or any
intermediate time.
o Plus, depth-of-field preview, fingerguard for
shutter lock and time exposures, stainless-steel
reinforced neckstrap eyelets , stainless steel
lensmount, film memo holder
o Accepts all Nikon F2 interchangeable finders ,
finder screens, motor drive systems , and film backs
without modification ~
o

The Nikon F2A Photomic camera body is supplied in
satin chrome (Product No. 1670) or professional
black finish (Product No. 1673).
"Except data backs

Technical Specifications
Camera Type: 35mm sir with through-the-Iens CdS metering via
Photomic Meter/ Finder DP-11 (supplied) , interchangeable lenses,
viewfinders, finder screens, film magazines and backs , and motor
drives.
Lensmount: Stainless steel Nikon bayonet accepts all Nikkor lenses
6mm-2000mm and all Nikon-mount accessories. Flange/ film
distance: 46.5mm. Automatic diaphragm coupling .
Exposure Control Through-the-Iens , match-needle readout with
aperture or shutter priority, with Nikon F2A Photomic DP-11 Meter/
Finder (supplied) .
Meter System CdS cells concentrate 60% of sensitivity on central 12mm
area shown by circle in finder ' operates at full aperture with all
AI-Nikkor lenses ; stop-down measurement with non-AI lenses ,
attachments, or instruments. Automatic maximum aperture indexing
with all AI-Nikkor lenses.
Meter Ranges: ASA 6-6400; EV 1 to 17 (with ASA 100 film and f1.4 lens) .
Full-aperture coupling range : f1.2-f32.
Shutter" Titanium foil , horizontal-travel, focal plane ; speeds " B," 1 1/2,
1/4, 1/8, 1/15, 1/30 , 1/60 , 1/80, 1/125, 1/250, 1/500 , 1/1000, and 1/2000th
second via shutter speed dial and 2, 4, 6,8, and 10 seconds at "B"
position , via self-timer Speeds continuously variable from 2-10
seconds and 1/80-1 /2000th second .
Flash Synchronization "X" synch at " B" to -1 /80th second ; " FP"
synch at " B," 1-1/30th and 1/125-1/2000th second ' automatic synch
adjustment as shutter speed is set.
Flash Contacts: Built-in Nikon F2 hot shoe with automatic safety switch ;
single PC outlet accepting Nikon screw-in or conventional PC cords.
Viewfinder" Interchangeabl e eye-level pentaprism Photomic Meter/Finder
DP-11 with -1.0 diopter correction and built-in ready light for Nikon
electronic flash units; information display includes meter needle,
under/over-exposure indicators, shutter speed in use, and selected
lens aperture with all AI-Nikkor lenses through Nikon Direct Reading
(ADR) system. Window on finder top shows meter needle and
reference mark, permits exposure check from above. Virtually 100%
finder coverage .
Focusing Screen Nikon Type K Screen (supplied) with 3mm-diameter
split-image rangefinder, 1mm microprism circle plus overall matte
Fresnel area, interchangeable with 20 other Nikon screens .
Reflex Mirror" Oversize instant-return type with independent locking
control.
Film Loading Multi-slotted take-up spool , hinged back and additive
automatic-reset exposure counter for fast loading.
Film Transport: Ratchet-action lever advances film , winds shutter,
switches meter on , and counts exposures in 1200 action, may be left
at "ready " position 20 from camera body to activate meter' when
folded flush , lever turns meter off
Film Rewind" Rewind-release button on camera baseplate; fold-out
rewind crank may be elevated up to 6mm for convenient access .
Multiple-Exposure Control By depressing rewind button while
operating transport lever ' also operates with Nikon Motor Drive
attached .
Battery Type: Two 1.5v silver oxide batteries (Eveready S76 or
equivalent) power meter Battery tester built into Photomic finder.
Other Features" Depth-of-field preview ' stainless steel reinforced
neckstrap eyelets ; built-in self timer with calibrated delays of 2, 4, 6,
8, and 10 seconds , also provides slow shutter speeds ; fingerguard
around shutter release button adjustable to lock or unlock shutter,
permit time exposures or exposures 2-10 seconds with self timer'
memo holder on camera back stores film carton tab or other data.
Dimensions Camera body with F2A Photomic Finder DP-11 6.0" x 4.0"
x 2.6" (152.5mm x 102mm x 65.5mm)
Weight: 29.3 oz . (830g)
0
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Nikon, Inc. , Garden City, N.Y. 11 530 . Subsidi ary of Ehrenreich Photo-Optica l Industri es, In c. Oth er offi ces in Niles, III. , and San Francisco, Calif. rn[ll~

Nikon F2AS Phofomic
State-Of-The-Art Advances
This most sophisticated of Nikon F2 cameras
embodies many innovative features for ultimate
handling ease and highly accurate operation . The
maximum aperture of any AI -Nikkor lens is
automatically indexed as you attach the lens with a
quick quarter turn . The F2AS Photomic meter
operates with the AI-Nikkor lens at its full aperture,
so the finder image is always at its brightest ;
stop-down exposure measurement is also provided
for through-the-Iens metering with non-AI lenses,
non-coupled or special-purpose lenses such as
Reflex and PC-Nikkors , and attachments such as
Nikon bellows units, telescopes, or microscopes.
(Most non-AI Auto-Nikkor lenses can be converted
for full-aperture , AI-compatible operation as detailed
in the catalog page "Nikkor Lens AI-Conversion" in
Nikkor Lens catalog section.) And, the selected
aperture of all AI-Nikkor lenses is reflected into the
viewfinder via the Nikon Aperture Direct Reading
(ADR) system for full visual control at eye-level.

SPD Meter System with
LED Readout
The Silicon Photo Diode meter (DP-12) provides
center-weighted exposure measurement of
remarkable sensitivity' EV - 2 to + 17 from eight
seconds at f1.4 to 1/2000th second at f8 with ASA
100 film.A brilliant sequential LED display indicates
optimum exposure , plus four levels of under-andover-exposure in these gradations:
Overexposure by more than 1 f-stop
Overexposure by 1/5 to 1 f-stop
Correct Exposure
Underexposure by 1/5 to 1 f-stop
Underexposure by more than 1 f-stop

• Ultra-Sensitive
Silicon Photo Diode Meter
• Quick, Comfortable Handling
• Automatic Exposure Provision
• Total System Capabilities

This advanced meter readout system simplifies
such professional exposure techniques as
"bracketing " without removing the camera from the
eye or adjusting the ASA film speed. And , the solidstate meter mechanism is extremely durable and
shock-resistant-a vital consideration in motordrive photography. In addition to the lens aperture,
the selected shutter speed (from 1/2000th sec. to B)
is shown . An external LED readout on the finder top
permits exposure check or adjustment without
looking through the finder, and an eyepiece shutter
is bu ilt in to shield the meter from stray light when
the external LED readout is used or when the
camera is used in automated , remote operation .

Every element of the Nikon F2AS Photomic blends together
towards one goal: photographs of a range, diversity, and
excellence unrivalled in all photography. It combines the
legendary Nikon F2 camera-overwhelmingly selected by
professionals everywhere-with the latest F2AS Photomic
Meter/Finder DP-12 for unprecedented response speed and
wide-ranging accuracy. And, with its seemingly endless
array of instantly-interchangeable accessories-finders,
finder screens, film backs, and motor drive systems-the
Nikon F2AS lets you master any challenge, explore any
dimension, in all the world of photography.
Printed in U.SA
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Nikon F2AS Phofomic
Shutter-Priority
Automatic Exposure Control
To transform the Nikon F2AS into a completely
automatic exposure camera, you need only slide on
the cordless , self-powered EE Aperture Control
DS-12 ; this compact servo unit automatically sets
any AI-Nikkor lens to the lens aperture signalled by
the camera's meter. By adding a Nikon motor drive,
250-exposure or 750-exposure film back ,
Intervalometer, and Modulite remote control unit,
the photog rapher can enjoy completely automated ,
unmanned photography for extended periods,
without adjustment. The EE Aperture Control
module powers its self-contained servo motor by an
interchangeable nicad battery DN-1 or with the
accessory AC/DC Converter MA-4, can operate on
standard household AC . Al so DB-1 Cell Pack which
accepts 4-C -cells.

Plus, All Other
Nikon F2 Features:
Titanium -foil-curtain , focal-plane shutter with
speeds 10 seconds-1 /2000th second .
o Automatic flash synch adjustment with "X" synch
at "B;' 1-1/80th second ; "FP" synch at "B;'
1-1/30 and 1/125- 1/200Oth second .
o Oversize, instant-return mirror with independent
lock.
o Short-stroke film transport with plastic-tipped ,
ratchet-action lever.
o Precise mUltiple-exposure control by depressing
rewind button wh ile operating transport lever' also
operates with Nikon Motor Drive attached.
o Fast loading and unloading with hinged ,
detachable back and multi-slot take-up spool.
o Superior film flatness via 5-point flattening system
with extra-large pressure plate and cassette
stabilizer. Film winds emulsion-side-out for
optimum tension .
o Built-in self timer for either timed delays or long
exposures of 2, 4,6 , 8, and 10 seconds or any
intermediate time.
o Plus, depth-of-field previe w, fingerguard for
shutter lock and time exposures , stainless-steel
reinforced neckstrap eyelets , stainless steel
lensmount, film memo holder.
o Accepts all Nikon F2 interchangeable finders ,
finder screens , motor drive systems , and film
backs without modification ~
o

The Nikon F2AS Photomic camera body is supplied
in satin chrome (Product No. 1675) or professional
black finish (Product No. 1678).
' Except data backs

Technical Specifications
Camera Type: 35mm sir with through-the-Iens Silicon Photo Diode
metering , interchangeable lenses, viewfinders, finder screens , film
magazines and backs , and motor drives.
Lensmount: Stainless steel Nikon bayonet accepts all Nikkor lenses
6mm-2000mm and all Nikon-mount accessories. Flange/film
distance 46.5mm. Automatic diaphram coupling .
Exposure Control Through-the-Iens, LED-readout with aperture or
shutter priority, with Nikon F2AS Photomic DP-12 Meter/ Finder
(supplied) .
Meter System Silicon Photo Diode (SPD) cells concentrate more than
half of their sensitivity on central 12mm area shown by circle in finder'
operates at full aperture with all AI-Nikkor lenses ; stopdown
measurement with non-AI lenses, attachments, or instruments.
Automatic maximum-aperture indexi ng with all AI -Nikkor lenses.
Meter Ranges: ASA 12-6400; EV - 2 to + 17 (with ASA 100 film and
f1.4lens) . Full-aperture coupling range: f1 .2-f32.
Shutter- Titanium foil , horizontal-travel, focal plane ; speeds "B;' 1 1/2,
1/4, 1/8, 1/15, 1/30, 1/60,1 /80, 1/125, 1/250,1 /500, 1/1000, and 1/200Oth
second via shutter speed dial and 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 seconds at " B'\
position , via self-timer. Speeds continuously variable from 2-10
seconds and 1/80-1/200Oth second .
Flash Synchronization: "X" synch at " B" to 1/80 second ; " FP"
synch at " B;' 1-1/3Oth and 1/125-1 /2000th second; automatic
synch adjustment as shutter speed is set.
Flash Contacts: Built-in Nikon F2 hot shoe with automatic safety switch ;
single PC outlet acepting Nikon screw-in or conventional PC cords .
Viewfinder' Interchangeable eye-level pentaprism Photomic
Meter/Finder DP-12 (supplied) with - 1.0 diopter eyepiece and
built-in ready-light for Nikon electronic flash units ; information display
includes 5-stage LED readout with under/over-exposure indicators,
shutter speed in use, and selected lens aperture with all AI -Nikkor
lenses through Nikon Direct Reading (ADR) system.LED window on
finder top permits exposure check from above. Virtually 100% finder
coverage .
Focusing Screen: Nikon Type K Screen (supplied) with 3mm-diameter
split-image rangefinder, 1mm microprism circle plus overall matte
Fresnel area, interchangeable with 20 other Nikon screens .
Reflex Mirror ' Oversize instant-return type with independent locking
control.
Film Loading' Multi-slotted take-up spool , hinged back and additive
automatic-reset exposure counter for fast loading.
Film Transport: Ratchet-action lever advances film , winds shutter,
switches meter on , and counts exposures in 1200 action , may be left
at "ready" position 20 0 from camera body, to activate meter' when
folded flush , lever turns meter off
Film Rewind Rewind- release button on camera baseplate ; fold-out
rewind crank may be elevated up to 6mm for convenient access .
Multiple Exposure Control: By depressing rewind button while
operating transport lever' also operates with Nikon Motor Drive
attached .
Battery Type: Two 1.5v silver oxide batteries (Eveready S76 or
equivalent) power meter. Battery tester built into Photomic finder
Other Features: Depth-of-field preview' stainless steel reinforced
neckstrap eyelets ; built-in self-timer with calibrated delays of 2, 4, 6,
8, and 10 seconds, also provides slow shutter speeds ; finge rguard
around shutter release button adjustable to lock or unlock shutter,
permit time exposure or exposures 2-10 seconds with self-timer'
memo holder on camera back stores film carton tab or other data.
Dimensions: Camera body with F2AS Photomic Finder DP-12, 6.0" x
4.0" x 2.5" (152 .5mm x 102mm x 64.5mm) .
Weight: 29.6 oz. (840g)

All speci fications subject to change without notice.
Nikon , Inc., Garden Ci ty, N. Y 11530 . Subsidia ry of Ehrenreich Photo-Optical Industries , Inc. Other offi ces in Niles , III. , and San Francisco, Ca lif, rnc;J1l

Nikon F2 Phofomic
Center-Weighted Metering
The CdS sensor cells within the Photomic DP-l
finder cover the full image area but concentrate
more than half of their sensitivity on the central
12mm-diameter area shown by a circle on the
focusing screen . This system , designed by Nikon, is
acknowledged to be the most conSistently reliable for
through-the-Iens exposure control under the widest
variety of lighting conditions. It operates accurately
with camera in vertical or horizontal position , and
regardless of the type of lens used .

.. . At Full Aperture
Metering is done at full aperture with all Nikkor
lenses with meter-coupling shoe , including all
AI-Nikkors. Stop-down metering (equally accurate) is
used with non-coupled lenses or accessories such
as extension rings , bellows units, microscopes and
telescopes .

.. . Activated by Transport Lever
Bringing the film transport lever to "ready " position
20° from the camera body automatically activates the
meter' when the transport lever is folded flush with
the camera body, the meter is turned off Power is
supplied by two 1.5v silver-oxide batteries housed in
the camera baseplate. By pressing the test button on
the finder, battery condition can be checked at any
time , using either the needle in the finder or that in
the external window as a reference.

Wide Sensitivity Range
The specially selected dual CdS cell system gives
accurate measurement over a range from EV 1 to 17
(1 sec. at fl.4-1 /2000th sec. at f8) with ASA 100 film .
ASA range is 6-6400.

Complete Exposure
Information in Finder

Center-Weighted
Through-The-Lens Metering
Broadens Nikon System
Capability

Within the Photomic Meter/Finder DP-l the
photographer sees the meter needle and reference
mark as well as the lens aperture and shutter speed
in use. Meter needle and reference also are shown in
a window on the finder top-a valuable aid in
low-angle or candid photography, or when the
camera is held overhead (upside down) or mounted
on a copystand.

The Nikon F2 Photomic adds an important dimension to the
capabilities of the basic Nikon F2 camera: accurate,
one-step, through-the-Iens exposure metering. Aperture
and shutter speed information are displayed in the bright
silver-coated prism viewfinder. And, all the versatility
of the essential camera is retained, including ready
interchangeability of viewfinders, finder screens, lenses,
camera backs and motor drives.

Printed in USA
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Nikon F2 Phofomic
Shutter or Aperture Priority
The F2 Photomic is cross-coupled to both aperture
and shutter speed controls ; either may be adjusted
to center the needle for correct exposure. The
continuously variable shutter speeds from 1/80th to
1/2000th second are particularly helpful in obtaining
accurate exposure settings, especially with Reflex
Nikkor lenses, microscopes, or other instruments
without lens diaphragms.

Built-In Flash Ready-Light
Activated by accessory Ready Light Adapter SC-4,
which connects to compatible Nikon electronic
flash units.

Plus, All Other
Nikon F2 Features:
• Titanium-foil-curtain focal plane shutter with
speeds 10 seconds-1 /2000th second .
• Automatic flash synch adjustment with " X"
synch at "8 ", 1-1/80th second ; " FP" synch at " 8 "
1-1/30 and 1/125-1/200Oth second .
• Oversize, instant-return mirror with
independent lock.
• Short-stroke film transport with plastic-tipcushioned , ratchet-action lever
• Precise multiple-exposure control by
depressing rewind button while operating transport
lever; also operates with Nikon Motor Drive
attached .
• Fast loading and unloading with hinged ,
detachable back and multi -slot take-up spool.
• Superior film flatness via 5-point flattening
system with extra-large pressure plate , long guide
rails, anti-bellying roller, emulsion-side-out winding
onto take-up spool, and cassette stabilizer
• Dual-function self-timer for either delayed
shutter release after 2, 4, 6, 8, or 10 seconds or
long exposures of same durations.
Plus depth-of-field preview, fingerguard for shutter
lock and time exposures , stainless-steel reinforced
neckstrap eyelets , stainless steellensmount, film
memo holder
Accepts all Nikon F2 interchangeable finders ,
finder screens , motor drive systems , and film backs
without modification ~
Nikon F2 Photomic camera body is supplied in either
satin chrome (Product No. 1650) or professional
black finish (Product No. 1653).
' Except data backs

Technical Specifications
Camera Type: 35mm sir with through-the-Iens CdS metering ,
interchangeable lenses, viewfinders, finder screens, film magazines
and backs , and motor drives.
Lensmount: Stainless steel Nikon bayonet accepts all Nikkor lenses
6mm-2000mm and all Nikon-mount accessories. Flange/ film
distance: 46.5mm . Automatic diaphragm coupling .
Exposure Control Through-the-Iens , match-needle readout with
aperture or shutter priority, with Nikon F2 Photomic DP-1 Meter/ Finder
(supplied) .
Meter System Center-weighted CdS meter concentrates more than half
of its sensitivity on central 12mm area shown by circle in finder;
operates at full aperture with all Nikkor lenses with meter-coupling
shoe (including all AI-Nikkors) ; stop-down measurement with noncoupled lenses, attachments, or instruments.
Meter Ranges: ASA 6-6400 ; EV 1 to 17 (with ASA 100 film and f1.4
lens). FUll-aperture coupling range: f1 .2-f32.
Shutter' Titanium foil curtain , horizontal-travel , focal plane ; speeds "8 " 1
1/2,1 /4, 1/8,1 /15, 1/30 , 1/60,1 /80,1 /125,1 /500 , 1/1000, and 1/2000th
second via shutter speed dial , and 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 seconds via selftimer, with dial at "8 " position. Speeds continuously variable from 210 seconds and 1/80-1 /2000th second.
Flash Synchronization "X" synch at " 8 " to 1/80th second ; " FP"
synch at " 8" 1-1/30th and 1/125-1/2000th second automatic synch
adjustment as shutter speed is set.
Flash Contacts: 8uilt-in Nikon F2 hot shoe with automatic safety switch ;
single PC outlet accepting Nikon screw-on or conventional PC cords .
Viewfinder' Interchangeable eye-level pentaprism DP-1 Photomic Meter/
Finder supplied with -1.0 diopter eyepiece and built-in ready light for
Nikon electronic flash units , information display includes meter
needle, under/over-exposure indicators, shutter speed in use, and
selected lens aperture . Window on finder top shows needle and
reference mark, permitting exposure check from above. Virtually
100% finder coverage.
Focusing Screen Nikon Type K Screen (supplied) with 3mm-diameter
split-image rangefinder 1mm microprism circle plus overall matte
Fresnel area; interchangeable with 20 other Nikon screens.
Reflex Mirror' Oversize , instant-return type with independent locking
control.
Film Loading Multi-slotted take-up spool , hinged back and additive
automatic-reset exposure counter for fast loading .
Film Transport: Ratchet-action lever advances film , winds shutter,
switches meter on , and counts exposures in 1200 action , may be left
at "ready " position 20 0 from camera body to activate meter' when
folded flush, lever turns meter off
Film Rewind: Rewind-release button on camera baseplate ; fold-out
rewind crank may be elevated up to 6mm for convenient access .
Multiple Exposure Control 8y depressing rewind button while
operating transport lever' also operates with Nikon Motor Drive
attached.
Battery Type: Two 1.5v silver oxide batteries (Eveready S76 or
equivalent) power meter 8attery tester built into Photomic finder.
Other Features: Depth-of-field preview ' stainless steel reinforced
neckstrap eyelets; built-in self-timer with calibrated delays of 2, 4, 6,
8, and 10 seconds , also provides slow shutter speeds ; fingerguard
around shutter release button adjustable to lock or unlock shutter
permit time exposures or 2 to 10 second exposures with self timer;
film memo holder on camera back stores film carton tab or other data.
Dimensions, Camera body with Photomic F2 Finder DP-1 6.0"x4.0" x
2.6" (152 .5mm x 102mm x 65mm).
Weight: 29.6 oz . (840g)

All speci fi cation s subiect to change without notice.
Nikon, Inc. , Garden City, N.V. 11 530. Subsidiary of Ehrenreich Photo- Optical Industries, Inc. Other offices in Nil es , III. , and San Francisco , Calif. [liL'd~

Nikon F2SB Phofomic
Solid-State LED Readout
The Nikon F2SB Photomic incorporates an alwaysbright LED exposure readout system in place of the
conventional needle and index mark. Either the
shutter speed dial or aperture ring can be adjusted
until the desired exposure setting is reached ,
according to this sequence:
Ove(exposure by more than 1 f-stop
Overexposure by 1/5 to 1 f-stop
Correct Exposure
Underexposure by 1/5 to 1 f-stop
Underexposure by more than 1 f-stop

• Extended Sensitivity in
Through-The-Lens Metering
• Automatic Exposure Control
Capability
• Total Nikon System Versatility
The Nikon F2SB Photomic combines the basic F2 camera
body with the Silicon Photo Diode DP-3 Photomic Meter/
Finder, which offers an exceptionally wide sensitivity range:
EV - 2 to + 17 (more than 500,000:1 , without any booster
accessory!). Brilliant LED meter readout plus illuminated
shutter and aperture displays are easily visible in viewfinder
in even the dimmest light-including accurate time
exposures from 2 to 10 seconds, obtained by means of the
Nikon F2 dual-purpose self-timer. In addition to this, the
Nikon F2SB adds exciting new capabilities in conjunction
with the accessory EE Aperture Control DS-2 which
provides fully automatic exposure control with all AutoNikkor lenses with meter-coupling shoe (including all
AI-Nikkor lenses) .

Through this unique system, exposure techniques
such as "bracketing" are immensely simplified ,
without any need to remove the camera from the
eye or re-set film speeds . The solid-state meter
circuitry is exceptionally shock-resistant and stable
despite wide variations in temperature , humidity, or
other factors .

Exposure Check Through
Finder and From Above
The complete information display in the F2SB
Photomic finder includes 5-stage meter readout,
plus lens aperture and shutter speed in use.
A built-in illuminator makes aperture and shutter
settings easy to read , even in low light. Exposure also
can be checked in an LED window on top of the
finder; this valuable secondary readout facilitates
operation when the camera is on a copystand or at a
low level, or held overhead (upside down). An
eyepiece shutter is built in, shielding the meter cells
from extraneous light when the photographer's eye is
not at the finder eyepiece; this feature also insures
excellent metering accuracy in unmanned and
remote-control applications with the accessory EE
Aperture Control Unit or when stop-down metering is
used for bellows or other applications .

Center-Weighted
Full-Aperture Measurement
Nikon F2SB uses the Nikon center-weighted
metering system , in which the meter responds to the
entire image area but concentrates more than half of
its sensitivity on the central 12mm area, outlined by a
circle on the finder screen . Measurement is made at
full aperture with all Auto-Nikkor lenses (including all
AI-Nikkor lenses) . Stop-down measurement is used
with non-coupled lenses or accessories including
Printed in U.SA
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Nikon F2SB Photomic
bellows units, extension rings, microscopes and
telescopes; in these applications the greatly
expanded sensitivity of the F2SB Silicon Photo
Diode meter is a welcome aid . The meter switch is
activated by the film transport lever' no separate
operation is required.

EE Aperture Control Unit
The accessory EE Aperture Control Unit DS-2
slides easily onto the Nikon F2S8 and transforms it
into a fUlly-automatic-exposure camera. It contains
a powerful servo-motor which receives exposure
information from the meter and adjusts the lens
aperture ring automatically for correct exposure. No
connecting cords are involved , and no modification
of lens, camera , or finder is necessary. The EE
Aperture Control Unit couples for automatic
operation with any Nikkor lens with meter-coupling
shoe. Powered by a self-contained , rechargeable
nickel-cadmium battery DN-1 the Aperture Control
unit can also operate on household current, using
the accessory AC/DC Converter MA-4.
Equipped with EE Aperture Control Unit and Motor
Drive , the Nikon F2S8 Photomic offers unparalleled
facilities for in-hand and remote-control
photography. To this may be added a 250- or
750-Exposure Magazine 8ack and Intervalometer
providing accurate , fully automatic sequence
photography at intervals of up to 8 minutes between
even completely unmanned
exposures
operation for periods of several hours!

Plus, All Other
Nikon F2 Features:
• Titanium-foil-curtain focal-plane shutter with
speeds 10 seconds-1 /2000th second.
• Automatic flash synch adjustment with "X" synch
at "8 " and 1-1/80th second " FP" synch at " 8 "
1-1/30 and 1/125-1/2000th second .
• Oversize, instant-return mirror with independent
lock.
• Short-stroke film transport with plastic-tipped ,
ratchet-action lever' also activates meter switch.
• Precise multiple-exposure control by depressing
rewind button while operating transport lever ' also
operates with Nikon Motor Drive attached.
• Fast loading and unloading with hinged ,
detachable back and multi-slot take-up spool.
• Superior film flatness via 5-point flattening system
with cassette stabilizer oversize pressure plate,
extra long guide rails , anti-bellying roller, and
emulsion-side-out winding on take-up spool.
• Dual-function self-timer for delayed shutter
release after 2, 4, 6, 8, or 10 seconds , and for long
exposures of same durations.
• Plus depth-of-field preview, fingerguard for shutter
lock and time exposures , stainless-steel reinforced
neckstrap eyelets , stainless steel lensmount, film
memo holder.
• Accepts all Nikon F2 interchangeable finders,
finder screens , motor drive systems , and film
backs without modification.

Nikon F2S8 Photomic camera body is supplied in
satin chrome (Product No. 1655) or professional
black finish (Product No. 1656).

TechnicaJ Specifications
Camera Type: 35mm sir with through-the-Iens dual Silicon Photo Diode
metering, interchangeable lenses, viewfinders, finder screens , film
magazines and backs, and motor drives.
Lensmount: Stainless steel Nikon bayonet accepts all Nikkor and
AI-Nikkor lenses 6mm-2000mm and all Nikon-mount accessories.
Flange/ film distance: 46.5mm. Automatic diaphragm coupling.
Exposure Control Through-the-Iens , LED-readout with aperture or
shutter priority, with Nikon F2S8 Photomic DP-3 Meter/ Finder
(supplied).
Meter System Silicon Photo Diode (SPD) cells concentrate more than
half of their sensitivity on central 12mm area shown by circle in finder'
operates at full aperture with all Nikkor lenses with meter-coupling
shoe (including all AI-Nikkors) ; stop-down measurement with
non-coupled lenses, attachments, or instruments.
Meter Ranges: ASA 12-6400; EV - 2 to + 17 (with ASA 100 film and f1.4
lens) . Full-aperture coupling range: f1.2-f32.
Shutter· Titanium-foil curtain , horizontal-travel , focal plane ; speeds " 8 ",
1,1/2,1 /4,1 /8,1 /15,1/30,1 /60,1 /80,1 /125, 1/250, 1/500 , 1/1000, and
1/2000th second via shutter speed dial and 2, 4,6,8, and 10 seconds
at " 8 " position , via self-timer. Speeds continuously variable from
2-10 seconds and 1/80-1 /2000th second.
Flash Synchronization: " X" synch at " 8" to 1/80th second; " FP"
synch at "8 " 1-1/3Oth and 1/125-1/2000th second ; automatic
synch adjustment as shutter speed is set.
Flash Contacts. 8uilt-in Nikon F2 hot shoe with automatic safety switch
single PC outlet accepting Nikon screw-on or conventional PC cords.
Viewfinder· Interchangeable eye-level pentaprism Meter/ Finder DP-3
with - 1.0 diopter eyepiece and built-in ready-light for Nikon
electronic flash units; information display includes 5-stage LED
readout with under/ over-exposure indicators, shutter speed in use,
and selected lens aperture. Window on finder top shows meter LED ,
permits exposure check from above ; built-in aperture/ shutter
illuminator and eyepiece shutter Virtually 100% finder coverage.
Focusing Screen Nikon Type K Screen (supplied) with 3mm-diameter
split-image rangefinder 1mm microprism circle plus overall matte
Fresnel area , interchangeable with 20 other Nikon screens .
Reflex Mirror· Oversize , instant-return type with independent locking
control.
Film Loading Multi-slotted take-up spool , hinged back and additive
automatic-reset exposure counter for fast loading.
Film Transport: Ratchet-action lever advances film , winds shutter,
switches meter on , and counts exposures in 120 action , may be left
at "ready " position 20 from camera body to activate meter; when
folded flush , lever turns meter off
Film Rewind Rewind-release button on camera baseplate; fold-out
rewind crank may be elevated up to 6mm for convenient access.
0

0

Multiple Exposure Control by depressing rewind button while
operating transport lever' also operates with Nikon Motor Drive
attached.
Battery Type: Two 1.5v silver oxide batteries (Eveready S76 or
equivalent) power meter 8attery tester built into Photomic finder
Other Features: Depth-of-field preview' stainless steel reinforced
neckstrap eyelets ; built-in self timer with calibrated delays of 2, 4, 6,
8, and 10 seconds , also provides slow shutter speeds; fingerguard
around shutter release button adjustable to lock or unlock shutter
permit time exposures or exposures 2-10 seconds with self-timer'
memo holder on camera back stores film carton tab or other data.
Dimensions. Camera body with F2S8 Photomic Finder DP-3, 6.0" x 4.0"
x 2.6" (152.5mm x 102mm x 65mm).
Weight: 30.0 oz. (850g).

All specificati ons subject to chang e with out noti ce.
Nikon, Inc. , Garden City, N. Y. 11530. Subsidiary of Ehrenreich Photo-Optical Industries, Inc. Other offi ces in Niles, III., and San Fran cisco, Calif . rnlll5

NikonF2H
Nikon F2H Camera

Nikon F2H Camera and
MD-100Motor Drive for
motorized photography t010 f.p.s.
This specially-designed edition of the Nikon F2 and
its matched motor drive permit single or continuous
exposures as fast as 10 f.p.s.-the fastest rate ever
achieved in a conventional style 35mm sir camera.
The camera's multi-coated, non-moving mirror provides
continuous image visibility at all speeds-a decisive
advantage in professional sports , wildlife, surveillance,
industrial, and scientific applications.

Printed in U.S.A.

The Nikon F2H camera incorporates
several special features differing from
the standard Nikon F2. The stationary
reflex mirror eliminates image cutoff in the
finder with even the longest Nikkor Tele ,
Reflex, and Zoom lenses. Multi-coated
for extra efficiency, the mirror transmits
approximately 65% of the light to the
film plane, reflecting the balance to the
Nikon pentaprism finder DE-1 (itself silvercoated for maximum brightness) The noninterchangeable Nikon Type '8 ' screen with
12mm fine ground glass spot permits quick,
precise focusing with the long lenses of
moderate speed most often selected for
motorized action coverage.
In normal use, the Nikon F2H maintains the
lens diaphragm at taking apertures, a special 'preview' button permits full-aperture
focusing and framing Like the Nikon F2,
the F2H contains a horizontal focal-plane
shutter made of quilted titanium for maximum strength and reliability, but with
speeds from 1/100Oth to 1 sec. Speeds are
continuously adjustable from 1/80th sec. to
the fastest, a special advantage with Reflex
Nikkor lenses, which have no variable
diaphragm
The Nikon F2H body is reinforced with
titanium metal in many internal areas,
also, many outer surfaces are made of
this virtually indestructible material for
ultimate ruggedness and durability. The
F2H exterior is finished with a crinklefinish black epoxy paint. While engineered
especially for motorized use, it is equipped
with Apollo-type 120 0 ratchet advance lever
and film rewind crank and permits multiple
exposures in precise registration , with or
without the motor drive. Designed exclusively for use with standard 35mm film
cassettes, the Nikon F2H accepts all
reflex-viewing Nikkor lenses from 6mm
through 2000mm as well as all Nikon
F2A and F2AS viewfinders and most F2
accessories.
The F2H may also be used without motor
drive as a conventional manually-operated
camera.
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NikonF2H
Nikon MD-100 Motor Drive
The Nikon MO-100 motor drive is designed
specifically for the Nikon F2H and supplied
with the camera. Its anatomical grip contains a 3-way mode selector with 'continuous' 'single', and 'lock' settings. Five
continuous firing speeds permit operation
from:10 f.p.s. (at shutter speeds of 1/250th
sec. or above) to 3 f.p.s. (at speeds as
slow as 1/30th sec.) Film can be rewound
automatically in about 7 seconds for a
36-exposure cassette. The MO-100 motor
drive contains an external LED signal verifying each advance cycle. It is powered
by 4 Nikon MN-1 Nicad batteries, which are
recharged in approximately 3 hours with
the special Nikon MH-100 quick charger

Technic~1

Specifications

---.

Nikon F2H Camera Outfit.
Product No. 1680.
Black epoxy finish, similar specifications and capabilities
as the conventional Nikon F2 camera except as noted
Lensmount: Chromed-steel Nikon bayonet accepts all reflex-viewing
Nikkor lenses 6mm-2000mm. Lenses requiring mirror lock-up
cannot be used.
Exposure Control' Manual; stopdown metering with accessory Nikon
F2A and F2AS Photomic viewfinders. (Exposure compensation
required due to fixed mirror.)
Shutter' Titanium-foil , horizontal focal plane; speeds 1 1/2,1 /4,1 /8,1 /15,
1/30 , 1/60 , 1/80,1 /125,1/250,1 /500 , and 1/1000th second
Speeds continuously variable 1/80-1 /1000th sec . no self-timer
Focusing Screen: Non-interchangeable Nikon Type B with 12mm central
ground glass spot, overall matte/Fresnel area.
Reflex mirror' Extra-large, non-moving mirror with Nikon multi-layer
Integrated Coating for maximum viewing brightness. (Approx . 65%
light transmission , 35% reflectance.)
Other features: Full aperture focusing preview ' titanium used for internal
reinforcement and external surfaces for maximum strength . Finished
in black epoxy paint.

MD-100 Motor Drive
Firing Modes: Continuous , single-frame , and lock settings provided.
Firing Speeds: Setting
Shutter
Speeds

A Complete, Unified System
The Nikon F2H camera is supplied in a
complete set which includes: DE-1
pentaprism finder, MO-100 motor drive,
MB-100 cordless battery pack, four MN-1
Nicad batteries, and the MH-100 quick
charger The motor's remote terminal
permits use of optional Nikon Modulite,
Wireless Remote Control, Intervalometer,
and all other timing and triggering
accessories compatible with Nikon Motor
Drives MO-2, MO-3 and MO-11

Approx.
f.p.s.

H

M3

M2

M1

L

1/301/601/250- 1/ 125- 1/601/ 1000 1/ 1000 1/ 1000 1/ 1000 1/1000
10

7.5

6

3.5

3

Other features: Automatic film rewind ; accepts all Nikon remote
triggering and timing accessories compatible with Nikon MD-2/3/11
motor drives. Supplied with Nikon MB-100 cordless battery pack , 4
MN-1 Nicad batteries , MH-100 quick charger (recharges to 70-80% in
approx. 3 hours, to full charge in 6 hours) charger uses 100-240V
50/60 Hz . AC.

All specifications subject to change without notice.
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Nikon F2 Data Recording Systems
Each Nikon F2 Data Recording System consists of
two basic components:
• Special black Nikon F2 camera body with
removable film plane mask, and selected Nikon F2
Photomic or Prism Finder'
• Either of two Nikon Data Backs, each containing
adjustable 12-hour timepiece (displays hours,
minutes, and seconds), dating unit (year, month,
and date), and memo plate slot (for insertion of
written matter in 12x21 mm area), as well as the
built-in, battery-powered electronic data flash .
Data Back MF-10 accepts standard 36-exposure
film cassettes; Data Back MF-11 uses
250-exposure film loads in conjunction with a
specially-matched 250-exposure film magazine
MF-1 supplied with the Data Back. The
250-exposure Data System requires the MD-2
motor drive (purchased separately). Use of the
MD-2 is optional when using the 36-exposure
system.

Nikon F2 Data Recording .... \I'O>TOrT
with MF-10 36-Exposure Back

Fast, Error-Free Operation

Nikon F2 Data Recording System
with MF-11 250-Exposure Back

These uniquely versatile Nikons provide unprecedented
information capability for scientific, industrial, and
forensic applications. A special, matched Data Back
photographically imprints the time, date, and other
information written on interchangeable memo plates. The
information is exposed by a built-in electronic flash unit
which assures consistent clarity and legibility, regardless of
ambient lighting conditions or subject matter. Nikon F2 Data
Recording Systems accept virtually all Nikon accessories
including Motor Drive MD-2, EE Aperture Control Unit
DS-12 for F2AS Photomic Finder DP-12, all Nikon F2
interchangeable viewfinders and finder screens, and all
Nikkor lenses 6mm-2000mm for totally flexible picturetaking versatility.
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Film loading, lens mounting, exposure control, and
shutter operation are performed exactly as with any
Nikon F2. The photographer need only set the
timepiece and dating unit, insert the memo plate
with written information (if desired), and switch on
the built-in electronic data flash, adjusting its
intensity for the film speed in use. When the shutter
is released, the Data Camera automatically imprints
the time, date, and written notation on a 3.5mm x
10mm area at the left side of the 24mm x 36mm film
frame. The special Type S focusing screen, included
with each Data System, shows the imprinted area
and offers the same 3-way focusing accuracy as the
Type K screen: central3mm split-image rangefinder,
1mm microprism circle, and overall matte Fresnel
groundglass (as well as 12mm circle denoting
center-weighted meter area).

Other Features
Data Systems with MF-10 36-exposure Back may
be operated via the camera's film transport lever or
the optional accessory Motor Drive MD-2; systems
with MF-11 250-exposure Back are designed
exclusively for use with MD-2. The MF-10 electronic
data flash is powered by 2 AA alkaline batteries,
Eveready Type E91 or equivalent; the MF-11 flash
uses 4 cells (same type). Both flash units may be
powered alternatively by an optional auxiliary
300-330v DC source, via their external power
sockets. With alkaline cells, the flash units recycle in
approx.1 second at normal temperature; a special
safety circuit activates the flash only when at full
power to insure consistent data legibility. And, by
removing the film plane mask and substituting a
standard Nikon F2 camera back, any Nikon F2 Data
Camera can be used as a normal F2 at any time.

Nikon F2 Data Recording Systems
Nikon F2 Data Recording Systems
with MF-10 36-Exposure Back

Nikon F2 Data Recording Systems
with MF-11 250-Exposure Back

• Following systems consist of a special black Nikon F2
camera body with viewfinder as indicated, matched MF-10
Data Back, MC-6 Synch Cord , AH-1 Hand Strap, and 10
Memo Plates.
• MD-2 motor drive with power supply may be purchased
separately. Its use is optional.
• Uses most Nikon F2 accessories.

• Following systems consist of a special black Nikon F2
camera body with viewfinder as indicated, matched MF-11
Data Back, matched MF-1 250-Exposure Film Magazine,
MC-6 Synch Cord, and 10 Memo Plates.
• Requires MD-2 motor drive and power supply (purchased
separately).

Product No.

1612

1642

1646

Product No.

1613

1643

1647

Description

F2 Data
Camera

F2A Photomic
Data Camera

F2AS Photomic
Data Camera

Description

F2 Data
Camera

F2A Photomic
Data Camera

F2AS Photomic
Data Camera

Viewfinder

Pentaprism
DE-1

F2A Photomic
DP-11

F2AS Photomic
DP-12

Viewfinder

Pentaprism
DE-1

F2A Photomic
DP-11

F2AS Photomic
DP-12

Meter
System

None

CdS CenterWeighted

SPD CenterWeighted

Meter
System

None

CdS CenterWeighted

SPD CenterWeighted

Information Area

3mm x 10mm on left side

Information Area

3mm x 10mm on left side

Time Input

Built-in 12-hour timepiece shows
hours, minutes, seconds

Time Input

Built-in 12-hour timepiece shows
hours, minutes, seconds

Date Input

Adjustable dial shows year,
month, date

Date Input

Adjustable dial shows year,
month, date

Other Input

Interchangeable 12mm x 21mm Memo
Plate for written data

Other Input

Interchangeable 12mm x 21mm Memo
Plate for written data

Finder Screen
Flash Batteries

Type S Data

Finder Screen
Flash Batteries

Type S Data

1.5v AA alkaline, 2 required
(not included)

Number of Flashes

250 (approx.)

Recycling Time
Usable B & W Films
Usable Color Films
Dimensions, Back

1 second (approx.)

Weight, Back

ASA25-1600
ASA25-640
2.7" X 6.9// x 2.4//
(69mm x 176.5mm x 60mm)
14.1 oz. (400g)

Number of Flashes
Recycling Time
Usable B & W Films
Usable Color Films
Accessories required
Dimensions, Back
Weight, Back

1.5v AA alkaline, 4 required
(not included)
1000 (approx .)
1 second (approx.)
ASA25-1600
ASA25-640
MD-2 Motor, Power Supply,
2 #2077 Cassettes
2.7" X 11.8// x 3.0//
(69mm x 299mm x 76mm)
22.9 oz . (650g)

All specifications subject to change without notice.
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Nikon F2 Interchangeable Viewfinders
The unmatched viewing accuracy-essential for
critical composition and framing-of the Nikon F2
camera is complemented by an array of viewfinders
and meter/ finders ranging from simple waist-level
type to sophisticated Silicon Photo Diode models
with provision for completely automatic, cordless
exposure control. Any finder listed may be used on
any Nikon F2 camera without modification thus, in
effect, permitting the Nikon F2 photographer to
create an infinite variety of cameras , each customequipped to meet his photographic requirements
precisely

6X Focusing Finder DW-2
Magnifies entire image area six times for ultra-critical focusing,
particularly helpful in photomicrography and macrography.
Permits aerial-image focusing in conjunction with Type C or M
Focusing Screens. Lens-quality 5-element, 3-group optics with
continuous eyepiece adjustment from - 5 to + 3 diopters. Also
serves as an excellent slide magnifier. With rubber eyecup .
Weight 8.1 oz . (230g) . Product No. 2317

Pentaprism Finder DE-1
Provides upright, laterally-correct image at eye-level; silvercoated prism for optimum brilliance and contrast. Excellent for
photographers employing separate exposure meters. Accepts
screw-in Nikon eyepiece accessories. Built-in ready-light for
Nikon electronic-flash units. Provides 0.8x apparent image
magnification with 50mm lens ; - 1 diopter correction. Weight
3.5 oz. (100g). Chrome finish , Product No. 2323 ; black , 2324 ;
Carrying Case for DE-I , Product No. 405.

Action Finder DA-1
Pentaprism with extra-large , rectangular eyepiece allows fullimage viewing at distances to 2.4" (60mm) from eyepiece .
Widely preferred for sports photography as well as conditions
where it is impossible to place eye close to finder-for example,
when camera is in underwater housing or photographer must
wear special goggles or eyeglasses . - 1 diopter eyepiece ; 0.7x
apparent image magnification with 50mm lens. Weight 10.9 oz .
(310g) . Chrome , Product No. 2308 ; black, 2309.

Waist-Level Finder DW-1
Compact, folding viewfinder with flip -up 5X magnifier, ideal for
low-angle viewing or when camera is mounted on copy stand ,
tripod, etc. Provides 0.9X apparent image magnification with
50mm lens. Folds flat when not in use. Weight 3.2 oz . (90g) .
Product No. 2325. Carrying Case , Product No. 2302.
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Nikon F2 Interchangeable Viewfinders

F2A Photomic Finder DP-11

F2 Photomic Finder DP-1

Silver-coated pentaprism finder with built-in CdS meter, with
automatic maximum aperture indexing (AI) , aperture direct
reading (ADR) , and full-aperture coupling with all AI-Nikkor
lenses. (Note: most previous Auto-Nikkor lenses can be
converted to AI operation ; please refer to Nikkor Lens
AI-Conversion page in Nikkor Lenses catalog section for
details.) Provides stop-down meter operation with non-AI
lenses, attachments and instruments. Shows upright, laterallycorrect image with selected shutter speed and lens aperture
below image area. Meter needle and reference mark visible both
in finder and in window on top of finder. Built-in ready-light for
Nikon electronic flash units. Accepts all Nikon screw-in eyepiece
accessories. Meter ranges: ASA 6 to 6400 ; EV1 to 17 (with ASA
100 film and f1.4 lens). Built-in battery check. Provides O.Sx
apparent image magnification with 50mm lens and standard-1
diopter eyepiece (supplied). Powered by two S-76 1.5v silveroxide batteries housed in camera baseplate. Weight 7.S oz.
(200g). Product No. 66. Delivery to be announced.

Combines silver-coated pentaprism with center-weighted ,
through-the-Iens CdS metering at full aperture with Nikkor
lenses with meter-coupling shoe (including all AI-Nikkor lenses).
Also permits stop-down readings with non-coupled lenses and
accessories. Shows upright, laterally-correct image with
selected shutter speed and lens aperture below image area.
Meter needle and reference mark Visible both through finder and
in window on top of housing. Front window displays maximum
aperture of Nikkor lens on camera. Built-in ready light for Nikon
electronic-flash units. Accepts screw-in Nikon eyepiece
accessories. Meter ranges: ASA 6-6400; EV 1 to 17 with ASA
100 film and f1.4lens. Built-in battery tester. Provides O.Sx
apparent image magnification with 50mm lens, and standard - 1
diopter eyepiece (supplied). Powered by 2 S-761.5v silver-oxide
batteries housed in camera base. Weight 7.S oz. (220g).
Product No. 62.

F2AS Photomic Finder DP-12

F2SB Photomic Finder DP-3

Combines ultra-sensitive Silicon Photo Diode (SPD) sensors
with 5-stage LED exposure readout; gives automatic aperture
indexing (AI) , aperture direct reading (ADR) , and full-aperture
measurement with all AI-Nikkor lenses, stop-down
measurement with non-AI lenses or attachments. (Note: most
previous Auto-Nikkor lenses can be converted to AI operation ,
for details, please refer to Nikkor Lens AI-Conversion page in
Nikkor Lenses catalog section.) 5-stage LED symbols permits
over- or underexposure adjustment witilin 1/5th f-stop (±0.2EV),
by means of shutter speed dial or lens aperture ring. Visible in
any light, the LEOs make precise "bracketing" or special
exposure compensation unusually easy. (A single, top-mounted
LED window also permits exposure check from above.) Finder
shows selected shutter speed and AI-Nikkor lens aperture below
image area, shutter speed scale extends to 10 seconds for
extra-long exposures using the F2AS' extended measuring
range (EV - 2 to + 17 with ASA 100 film and f1.4lens) . ASA
range 12-6400; same center-weighted measurement and
optics as F2A Photomic Finder DP-11 Built-in battery test and
eyepiece shutter. Accepts accessory cordless EE Aperture
Control unit DS-12 for fully automatic, shutter-priority operation
with all AI-Nikkor lenses 6mm-600mm. Weight 9.5 oz. (270g).
Product No. 67 Delivery to be announced.

Pentaprism finder with built-in Silicon Photo Diode meter
providing extra-wide sensitivity range-from EV - 2 (S sec. at
f1.4) to + 17 (1 /2000th sec. at fS) with ASA 100 film-for fullaperture operation with all Auto-Nikkor lenses with metercoupling shoe (includes all AI-Nikkor lenses). Meter has shockresistant, 5-stage LED readout; photographer adjusts aperture
or shutter speed until central LED glows; additional LEOs denote
under- and over-exposure , valuable for "bracketing" and special
applications. Another LED readout is visible in window on fioder
top. Finder shows selected shutter speed and aperture under
image area ; also shows maximum aperture of lens in front
window. Special scale displays exposure times of 2, 4, 6, S, and
10 seconds for long exposures with Nikon F2 self timer. ASA
range 12-6400; same center-weighted measurement and
optics as standard F2 Photomic DP-1 finder Built-in battery
tester eyepiece shutter, and speed/aperture illuminator
Accepts accessory EE Aperture Control unit DS-2 for automatic
shutter-priority exposure control with all Nikkor lenses with
meter-coupling shoe (including all AI-Nikkors), particularly
valuable in unmanned, motorized applications.
Weight 9.5 oz. (270g). Product No. 64.
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Accessories for F2 Photomic Viewfinders
EE Aperture Control
Components
Product
No.

Description

53*

EE Aperture Control Unit 08-12 for F2A8
Photomic Finder OP-12.

50

EE Aperture Control Unit 08-2 for F28 Photomic
Finder OP-2 and F28B Photomic Finder OP-3.

48

NC Battery oN-1 for all EE Aperture Control Units.

49

Charger oH-1 for NC Battery oN-1 adjustable for
100-117v and 220-240v AC.

87

oB-1 C-Cell Powerpak for all EE Aperture Control
Units, for use in place of NC Battery oN-1
Requires 4-1 .5v 'C' alkaline batteries.

42

AC/ oC Converter MA-4 for all EE Aperture Control
Units (individually or in conjunction with Motor
Drive Mo-2) . Voltage stabilized.

86

Connecting Cord oM-1 links EE Aperture Control
Unit to MA-4 AC/oC Converter

*Delivery to be announced.

General Accessories for
Photomic Viewfinders
Product
No.

EE Aperture Control Units
DS-2 and DS-12
Two compact, completely cordless servo-motor modules provide
fully automatic , shutter-priority exposure control with designated
F28-series finders. The 08-12 model, designed exclusively for
the F2A8 Photomic Finder OP-12, gives this function 'with all
AI-Nikkor lenses. The 08-2 model provides automatic exposure
control with all Nikkor lenses with meter-coupling shoe
(including all AI-Nikkor lenses) , and may be used with the Nikon
F28 and F28B Photomic Finders OP-2 and OP-3. Both allow
manual aperture control or "memorizing " specific aperture for
selective exposure control, without removal of any components.
Rechargeable, self-contained NC battery (not included) gives
approx. 3 hours' continuous automatic-exposure operation,
recharges in 3 hrs. Units may also be used with heavy-duty
'C'-cell powerpack , AC , or other power sources with accessories
listed.
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Description

405

Carrying Case for F2, F28, F28B, F2A, and
F2A8 Photomic

2316

oL -1 Illuminator for meter readouts for
F2 and F2A Photomics

83

1.3v mercury battery for oL-1 (1 required)

84

1.5v silver oxide batteries for all F2-series
Photomics (2 required)

Note: All Nikon Photomic Viewfinders and DE-1 Pentaprism Finder
accept all Nikon 19mm screw-in eyepiece accessories. Please refer
to Nikon and Nikkormat Viewfinder Accessories catalog section
for details.

All specifications subject to change without notice.
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Nikon Interchangeable Focusing Screens
Twenty precision focusing screens allow the Nikon
owner unparalleled viewing comfort and focusing
accuracy with any lens, while providing viewing
accuracy superior to all other 35mm cameras.
Nikon screens are mounted in sturdy metal frames
and easy to handle. Except as noted, all are
usable with any Nikon F2 finder or eyepiece
attachment.

TYPEE

TYPEA

TYPE G SERIES

Clear Fresnel field with 12mm
diameter microprism focusing
spot . Provides extremely brilliant
image for viewing and focusing
in poor light. Available in 4
models with individual Fresnel
patterns to match specific
lenses, as shown on lens/ screen
selector chart.
G1 , Product No. 2337 ;
G2, Product No. 2338;
G3, Product No. 2339 ;
G4, Product No. 2340 .

TYPE H SERIES

Clear Fresnel field with
microprism pattern over entire
screen area . Permits rapid
focusing on any part of screen
image, with optimum edge-toedge brightness. Excellent for
use in poor light and with moving
subjects. Available in 4 models
for specific Nikkor lens types
(see selector chart).

Product No. 2335.

Matte Fresnel field with 3mm
split-image rangefinder spot and
12mm reference circle. For
general photography with lenses
to 400mm telephoto, f4.5 or
faster
Product No. 2331

TYPEB

Matte Fresnel field with multiple
vertical and horizontal
references lines, 12mm
reference circle, and fine-ground
matte spot. For architectural
photography and other
applications requiring accurate
image placement or alignment.

Matte Fresnel field and 12mm
fine groundglass center For
general photography' especially
suited for use with long-focus
lenses and lenses of small
maximum aperture (f5.6-f11).
Product No. 2332.

H1, Product No. 2341,
H2, Product No. 2342;
H3, Product No. 2343;
H4, Product No. 2344.

TYPEC

Fine-ground matte field
with 4mm clear spot and crosshair reticle. Especially suitable
for photomicrography and other
applications involving high
magnification where aerial
image and parallax focusing can
be used with 6X magnifying
finder DW-2 or 2X eyepiece
magnifier

TYPEJ
Matte Fresnel field with 4mm
microprism focusing spot and
12mm reference circle. For
general photography with any
Nikkor lens.
Product No. 2345.

Product No. 2333.

TYPEK

TYPED
All-matte , fine-ground surface.
For use with long focal-length
lenses.
Product No. 2334.

Matte Fresnel field with 3mm
central split-image rangefinder
spot surrounded by 1mm-wide
microprism ring and 12mm
reference circle. For general
photography with any lens,
supplied as standard with all
Nikon and Nikkormat cameras .
Product No. 2346.
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Nikon Interchangeable Focusing Screens
Focusing Screen Selector Chart

TYPEL
Similar to Type A but with splitimage spot set at 45° angle.
Facilitates focusing on horizontal
line.
Product No. 2347

TYPEM
f7T7777//::::::::::;;j;;::::::::"""~""\l

m+lfHtlf+l+*-1-Hl

Clear field with double cross-hair
reticle and scales in 1mm
increments. For aerial-image
focusing in photomicrography
and other high-magnification
work with 6X focusing finder or
2X eyepiece magnifier

~~~~::::=1=::::::L::L'L..LCLLLLJ Product No. 2348.

55mmf1.2

Recommended
A,B,D, E,G-1 ,G-2,H-1,H-2,
J,K,L,PTV
A,B,D,E,G-1 ,G-2,H-1 ,H-2,H-3 ,
J,K,L,PTV
B,E,H-2 ,J,R
A,B ,E,G-1 ,H-1 ,J,K,L,P,R,TV
A,B,E,G-1 ,H-1 ,K ,L,PR,TV
A,B,E,G-1 ,H-1 ,J,K,P,R,TV
A,B,E,G-2,H-1 ,J,K,L,PTV
A,B,E,G-1 ,G-2, H-2,J, K, L, PTV
A,B,E,G-1 ,H-1 ,J,K,L,PTV
A,B,E,G-1 H-1 ,J,K,L,P,R ,TV
B,E
A, B,E,G-2,H-2,J ,K,L,PTV
A,B ,E,G-1 ,H-1 ,J,K ,L,PTV
B,E
A,B,E,G-1 ,H-1 ,J ,K,L,PTV
A,B,E,G-2,H-2 ,J,K,L,PTV
A,B,E ,G-1 ,G-2 ,H-1,H-2,J,K ,L,
PTV
A, B,E ,G-2 ,H-2 ,J,K, L,PTV

55mm f3.5 Micro

B,E

B5mm f2
105mm f2 .5

A, B,E,G-2, H~2 , J ,K, L,PTV
A,B,E, G-2 ,H-2,J ,K,L,PTV

105mm f4 Micro

B,D,E,J M

135mm f2 .B, f2 .0
135mm f3 .5

A, B,E,G-2,H-2 ,J,K,L,PTV
A,B,E,G-2 ,H-2,J,K,L,PR,TV

1BOmm f2 .B

A,B,E ,G-3,J ,K ,L,PTV

200mm
200mm
300mm
400mm

A, B,E ,G-2, H-2 ,J,K, L,P, R,TV
B,E,H-2
A, B,E ,G-3 ,H-3 ,J,K, L,P, R,TV
A,B,E,G-3 ,H-3 ,J,K ,L,PR,TV

Nikkor Lens
6mm f2 .B Fisheye
Bmm f2.B Fisheye
15mm f5.6
16mm f3.5 Fisheye
1Bmm f4
20mm f4
24mm f2 .B
2Bmm f2
2Bmm f2.B
2Bmm f3.5
2Bmm f4 PC
35mm f2
35mm f2 .B
35mm f2.B PC
45mm f2 .B GN
50mm f1.4
50mm f2

TYPEP

V7777T7T="""","="'=~",",,,"""""~ Matte Fresnel field with split-

liiW4+l+l+l+l+l+l-l++l+ll

image spot at 45° angle
surrounded by 1mm-wide
microprism ring plus vertical and
horizontal lines and 12mm
reference circle. For general
photography with all Nikkor
lenses.
Product No. 2349.

TYPER

V77!77/'7/1'7/~:::::"~~~\"\1 Combines features of Types A

and E. 3mm-diameter

IfflTltmt77::83":~mmm rangefinder spot works best with

lenses having maximum
apertures f3.5 to f5.6. Excellent
for architectural and multi exposure photography where
precise image placement is vital.
Product No. 2353 .

TV-FORMAT SCREEN

Has central3mm split-image
rangefinder and overall matte
Fresnel field . Special, engraved
lines show standard TV frame
plus 'safe action ' and 'safe title'
areas, insure that entire image
recorded will be visible in
commercial or closed-circuit TV
broadcasts .
Product No. 2351

Acceptable
C,R
C,R
A,G-2,K,L ,PTV

R
H-1 R
R
A,J,K,L,P,R,TV
G-1 ,H-1,R
H-2 ,R
A,J,K,L ,PR,TV
R
R
R

400mm f5.6

B,E,G-3;H-3 ,J,R

500mm fB Reflex
600mm f5 .6 & ED

A,B,E ,J,K,L,TV
B,D,E,G-3,G-4,H-4,J,R,TV

BOOmm fB & ED

B,D,E ,G-3 ,G-4,H-4

1000mm f11 Reflex

A,B,E,J,K ,L,TV

1200mm f11 & ED

B,C,D,E,H-4

2000mm f11 Reflex
2B-45mm f4 .5 Zoom
35-70mm f3 .5 Zoom
43-B6mm f3.5 Zoom
50-300mm f4 .5 Zoom
BO-200mm f4 .5 Zoom
200-600mm
f9.5 Zoom

A,B ,D,E,G-4 ,H-4,J ,K,L,TV
A,B,E ,J,K ,L,PR,TV

R
A,G-2,H-2,J,K ,L,
TV
H-1 R
H-1 R
A,C ,G-3 ,H-4,K,L,
TV
C,D,G-3,R
C,D
C,D ,H-2,H-3 ,H-4 ,
R
C,D
A,H-3 ,K,L ,P, R,TV
C,D,H-2,H-4
C,D ,G-4 ,H-4
A,C ,D,G-4,H-4,K,
L,PTV
C,D,P,R
A,C,H-3 ,K,L,P
A,C,H-3,J,K ,L,
P, R,TV
C,D,H-3 ,H-4,P
R
A,G-4 ,H-3,J,K,
L,P,R ,TV
C,G-3 ,P,R
H-1

A,B,E,H-2,J,K ,L,P R,TV

G-2

A,B,E,G-3 ,G-4, H-4,J, K,L, P, R,TV
A,B,E,H-2 ,H-3 ,J,K, L,P, R,TV

H-3
G-3
A,C,G-3,H-3,J,
K,L,P,R,TV

f4
f5.6 Medical
f4 .5 & ED
f4 .5, f3.5

B,D ,E,G-4,H-4

CJ

'"
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Nikon F2 Motor Drive System

Motor Drive MD·2
Compact, cordless motor fits directly on any Nikon F2
camera, without removing baseplate or even camera back
-simply remove Open/Close key and screw on motor
Powered by the Cordless Battery Pack MB-1 or ACIDC
converters MA-2 or MA-4, the motor is adjustable for
either single-frame or continuous-burst operation, plus a
special Lock position to prevent inadvertent firing . The
5-position speed selector permits rapid sequence
operation from one to 4.3 frames per second with
through-the-Iens viewing, or 1 to 5 f.p .s. with the Nikon
F2 mirror locked up. These high operating speeds may
be obtained over a broad range of shutter speeds-from
1/125th second to 1/2000th second in continuous
operation Other shutter speeds to 1/4th second may be
employed at slower motor speeds in continuous
operation, and from Band 10-1/2000th second in singleshot mode. After the last exposure, the motor permits
automatic film rewinding, requiring just 7 seconds for a
36-exposure roll. (With the accessory Camera Back MF-3,
rewinding stops automatically while the film leader is
outside the cassette-a valuable advantage with
daylight-loading or automated processing systems.)

Paramount to the Nikon concept of
high-performance photography is this:
photography's largest array of automatic firepower equipment. Each component is crafted
to the standards of reliable precision that have
made Nikon motor drives an essential element
in sports, news, aerospace, industrial, scientific, and investigative photography throughout
our world. Either of the two basic motor drive
units attaches directly to the baseplate of any
Nikon F2 camera, without modification; to the
motor is added the desired power pack or
supply, remote-control system, intervalometer
-even, with MO-2, film magazine-or other
accessories to provide the photographer with
the ultimate in automatic capabilities.

The MD-2 Motor Drive contains a built-in, subtractive
exposure counter which may be pre-set to shut motor off
automatically after a specific number of frames have
been exposed, as well as a convenient hand grip with
electrically-powered shutter-release button; the grip head
(with Single/Continuous selector switch) is detachabie
for remote-control applications . The multiple exposure
feature of the Nikon F2 camera may be employed at any
time with the Motor Drive, by pressing the film rewind
slide on the back of the motor while activating the
shutter A built-in relay permits radio, electrical or
modulated-light-signal remote operation with the
appropriate Nikon accessories. LED signal lamp glows
each time the motor completes an advance cycleparticularly valuable to confirm correct operation in
remote control operation-and when the film has been
automatically rewound. The motor measures 5.8" x 4.3" x
3.0" (147mm x110mm x 77mm) and weighs 16.6 oz.
(470g). Supplied with Cordless Battery Pack MB-1 and
two MS-1 Battery Holders, each accepting 5 AA alkaline
batteries; Product NO.7 Also available without Battery
Pack and Holders, Product NO.2. The first Nikon Motor
Drive for the F2, Model M D-1 (which is no longer
available), was similar to the MD-2 but did not have the
auto-stop mechanism on rewind, LED indicator or safety
locks.
Note: With the exception of the M F-3 back, all
accessories for the M D-2 will operate with the M D-1
Motor Drive.
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Nikon F2 Motor Drive System
usable in single-frame mode. Built-in, manually-reset
(subtractive) exposure counter turns motor off at "'0"
enabling the photographer to expose any desired number
of frames with automatic shutoff provision. For added
versatility MD-3 may be used with Nikon Modulite ML·1
remote system, Nikon Wireless Remote Control MW-1
Pistol Grip Model 2, and Nikon Intervalometers MT 1 and
NC-2. (MD-3 does not accept SC-series extension cords
or Nikon Cord System components .) The MD-3 with its
built-in anatomical hand grip measures 4.2" x 5.8 " x 2.4"
(106mm x 147mm x 62mm) and weighs 13.2 ounces (375g)
less batteries. Product Numbers for MD-3 Motor Drive
and MB-2 Cordless Battery Pack will be announced soon .

Cordless Battery Pack MB·1
Motor Drive M D·3
A rugged, lightweight, economical motor drive
incorporating all the engineering precision which has
made Nikon motor drive systems the acknowledged
standard in 35mm photography Attaches directly to any
Nikon F2 body after Open/Close key is removed;
anatomical hand grip contains shutter button and
single/continuous-burst selector The MD-3 motor drive
may be powered by the same MB-1 Cordless Battery
Pack or MA-4 ACIDC Converter as the Nikon MD-2 Motor
Drive, or by the special MB-2 Cordless Battery Pack (to
be available soon). Firing speed in continuous mode is
set automatically according to the shutter speed and
power source in use:
Capacity:
(Approx_
Maximum No. of 36Firing
Exposure
Rate
Rolls)

MD-3
Power Supply

Power
Source

MB-1 Cordless Battery
Pack w/ MN-1 Nicad
Battery Units (2)

I nterch.
Nicad
Cells

MA-4 ACIDC Converter

100-120v 4.0 f.p.s.
AC,
50/60 Hz.

MB-1 Cordless Battery
Pack w/AA Penlight
Batteries

10 AA
Alkaline
Cells

3.5 f.p.s.

160

MB-2 Cordless Battery
Pack

8 AA
Alkaline
Cells

2.5 f.p.s.

80

4.0 f.p.s.

120 per
charge

For Motor Drives M D-1, M D-2 and M D-3; accepts two
MS-1 Battery Holders (supplied), each holding 5 1.5v AA
alkaline batteries, Eveready Type E91 or equivalent,
which power approx . 80 rolls of 36-exposure film with
MD-2, 160 with MD-3. Also accepts accessory MN-1
Nicad Battery Units, powering approx. 60 36-exposure
film rolls per charge with MD-2, 120 with MD-3. MB-1
Cordless Battery Pack with two MS-1 Battery Holders,
Product No. 18.

-Nilton

NI~Cd Battery Unit

---

MN 1

!15V!

Nicad Battery Unit MN·1
For use with Cordless Battery Pack M B-1, set of two
(required) powers approximately 60 36-exposure film rolls
or equivalent on one charge with MD-1 and MD-2, 120
with MD-3; recharges in accessory MH-1 Nicad Battery
Charger Set of two, Product No. 38.

Unlimited

The MD-3 motor permits continuous operation at speeds
from 1/80 to 1/2000th second, with the firing rate
determined automatically by the power source and
shutter speed in use. All speeds, including "B" are

Nicad Battery Charger MH·1
Recharges two MN-1 Nicad Battery units, up to 80%
capacity in approximately three hours; 100% capacity in
six hours. For 100, 117, 220, or 240v AC, 50-60 Hz.
Product No. 39.

All specifications subject to change without notice.
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Nikon F2 Motor Drive System
Nikon Timing and
Remote Control Systems
for Motor Drives and Nikon
Super-8 Movie Cameras

3.3' Remote Cord MC-4
For use with electrical or mechanical timers, switches, or
other triggering instruments, and Nikon cord system
components. Product No. 29.

Following accessories are compatible with all Nikon
MD-t MD-2, MD-3, and MD-tt Motor Drives unless
otherwise indicated.

Intervalometer MT·1
Activates motorized camera for automatic, unmanned
photography May be programmed for single frame
sequences (including time exposures) or mUlti-exposure
bursts at regular intervals of up to 8 minutes. All solidstate temperature compensation circuit insures consistent accuracy from 14° to 122°F (-10°C to 50°C).
Can be remotely operated electrically or by Nikon
Modulite or wireless remote control, also works with
Nikon R8 and R10 movie cameras . Measures 2.4" x 5.9" x
5.1" (60mm x 150mm x 130mm), weighs 34.2 oz. (970g).
Powered by four 1.5v AA batteries (Mallory MN-1500 or
equivalent). Supplied with MC-5 connecting cord to
attach to Motor Drives and R8/R10 Movie Cameras.
Product No. 71

Intervalometer NC·2
For single frame sequences at intervals from 0.5 seconds
to eight minutes. 15 timed intervals and 2X, 4X and 10X
time extensions. Powered by eight 1.5v AA alkaline
batteries. Automatic cycle may be overiden at will.
Accuracy ± 3% of selected interval. Measures 4.5" x
4.5" x 6.0" (114mm x 114mm x 152mm), weighs 24.0 oz.
(680g). Accepts Nikon Remote Control Accessories.
Product No. 37
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Modulite Remote Control System
ML·1
Unique cordless, electronic remote-control system
activates motor-drive-equipped Nikon sir or R8/R10 Super
Zoom cameras at distances to 200 feet. Compact transmitter (powered by 4 AA alkaline batteries) emits special
modulated light signals over 30° x 40° field; receiver
(powered by 1 9v cell) mounts on camera accessory shoe
and responds to the special modulated light signals
within 100° x 100° angle. Dual channel selectors permit
simultaneous, individual control of two cameras situated
in close proximity with one transmitter Cannot be
triggered inadvertently by other light sources. Operates
reliably even in off-axis or bounce mode. Transmitter
provides approximately 750 light signals per battery set;
receiver gives approximately 10 hours operation, in
temperatures from 32°F to 113°F (0°C-45°C). Transmitter
measures 1.57" x 1.57" x 5.1" (40mm x 40mm x 130mm),
weighs 4.59 oz. (130g); Receiver measures 1.57" x 2.44" x
3.15" (40mm x 62mm x 80mm), weighs 6.0 oz. (170g),
each less batteries. Supplied with receiver hood, MC-8
connecting cord for Nikon MD-1 MD-2, MD-3 and MD-11
motor drives, EA-4 connecting cord for R8/R10 movie
cameras, and locking accessory shoe coupler Product
No. 72. Optional connecting solenoid for ELW and EL2,
Product No. and Delivery to be announced.

Nikon F2 Motor Drive System
Nikon Cord System for MD·1 and
MD·2 Motor Drives and Accessories
All-purpose system of cords and plugs for operating
motor drive units by remote control or with electrical or
electronic timers or other instruments. Heavy-duty construction; provides low-voltage electrical triggering of
motor/shutter release for single exposure or sequence
operation. For MD-1 and MD-2 exclusively; not for use
with AC . All cords require AE-2 AI igator Clips (Product
No. 91) and MC-4 3.3 ' Remote Cord (Product No. 29) for
use with Motor Drive MD-2.
Product
No_
20

3' Basic Remote Cord ME-3
(household/household)

21

6' Basic Remote Cord ME-6
(household/household)

22

15/ Basic Remote Cord ME-15
(household/household)

23

30/ Basic Remote Cord M E-30
(household/household)

90

Tripping Button AE-1 for any Basic Cord
3 -30' perm its use of 2 or more cords for
greater extensions.

91

Alligator Clips AE-2 for attachment of Basic
Remote Cords to Nikon MC-4 3 Remote Cord
('Banana Plug' fitting).

92

Twin Lugs AE-3 , for attaching Basic Cords to
Relay Box or similar devices.

93

Mini Plug AE-4, for attaching Basic Cords to
'mini type audio terminal

94

Banana Plugs AE-5 ; for attaching Basic Cords
to Relay Box or DIN-type audio terminal

Wireless Remote Control Set MW·1
Compact, solid-state radio control unit for remote
operation of up to 3 Nikon motor drive or R8/R10 Super
Zoom cameras; delivers 80 MW output on CB wave
lengths-no license required. Transmitter activates
receiver at distances up to 2300 feet (700m). Transmitter
and receiver are each powered by 8 AA alkaline batteries;
each has built-in battery tester Five operating modes:
individual or simultaneous operation of up to 3 compatible Nikon cameras. Permits single exposures or, in
conjunction with Nikon Intervalometer time-lapse photography at distances to approx. V2 mile. Transmitter
measures 1.61" x 2.99" x 7.48 " (41 mm x 76mm x 190mm),
weighs 20.1 oz (570g); receiver measures 1.61" x 2.99" x
9.84" (41mm x 76mm x 250mm) weighs 25.8 oz. (730g);
both less batteries. Supplied with connecting cords MC-5
for all motorized Nikon F2 and FM cameras and EA-3 for
R8/R10 Super Zoom . Product No. 59.
Note: MW-1 will resist interference of CB radio
transmissions.

Description

SC Remote Cords for M 0·1
and MD·2
Connect removed Grip Head (SC Unit) with MD-1/2 motor
grip for remote control operation. Not for use with
750-exposure film magazine. 10 SC Remote Cord MC-1
Product No. 24. 33 SC Remote Cord, Product No. 88.
66 SC Remote Cord, Product No. 89.

All specifications subject to change without notice.
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Nikon F2 Motor Dri"e System
Connecting Cord MC·7
For operation of Nikon Motor Drives with MB-1 Battery
Pack detached from motor; an aid in special applications
such as extreme cold-weather photography where the
photographer can carry the battery pack inside coat br
pocket to insure peak battery response. 5 ft. (1.5m) long .
Product No. to be announced.

Motor Release MR·1
Screws into remote terminal of motor drives, provides
secondary shutter release button for left-hand operation
or situations in which the standard motor release button
is not conveniently accessible. Accepts Nikon AR-2 cable
release. MR-1 Motor Release, Product No. 659.

MA·2 AC/DC Converter
For operation of Motor Drive MD-1 MD-2, or MD-3 on
100, 117 220, or 240v AC power; provides smooth, ripplefree current (400ma). Built-in voltage stabilization,
overload protection, remote outlet, and shutter release
button. Requires 10 Connecting Cord MC-2.
Product No. 32.

Pistol Grip Model 2
Aids in holding camera/motor system steady, particularly
with long tele and zoom lenses. Attaches to tripod
socket on motor camera or lens; gives electrical shutterrelease triggering with accessory cord MC-3.
Product No. 45.

MA·4 AC/DC Converter
For operation of Motor Drives MD-1, MD-2, MD-3 and EE
Aperture Control Unit, individually or together from 100,
117,220, or 240v AC current. Voltage stabilized. Same
ripple-free operation and safety features as MA-2. With
remote-control circuit and shutter-release button.
Requires 10' connecting cord MC-2. Product No. 42.

Coiled Connecting Cord MC·3
for Pistol Grip 2
Connects pistol grip trigger to motor's electrical shutter
release contact. Insures smooth, responsive triggering.
Product No. 28.

10' Connecting Cord MC·2
for AC/DC Converters
Connects ACIDC Converter MA-2 or MA-4 with MD-1
MD-2, or MD-3 Motor Drive or MA-4 with MD-3 motor
permits placing converter at most convenient location.
Product No. 25.

Camera Back MF·3
For optional use with Motor Drive MD-2 (only) in place of
standard F2 back. Automatically shuts off film rewind
with leader outside film cassette-valuable with daylightload or automatic processing systems. Provides a more
comfortable anatomical grip. Product No. 14.
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Nikon F2 Motor Drive System

750·Exposure Film Magazine MF·2

250·Exposure Film Magazine MF·1
For use with Motor Drives MD-1 and MD-2. Holds 33
(10m) exposure lengths of 35mm bulk film in special
Nikon cassette. Film feeds from cassette to cassette; no
rewinding necessary Additive and subtractive exposure
counters; latter may be pre-set to shut motor off after
desired number of frames have been exposed . Built-in
micromotor draws on Motor Drive power source. Integral
shutter-release button with lock. May be combined with
EE Aperture Control, Intervalometer, or other accessories. Less Cassettes (2 required). Product No. 13.

For use with Nikon Motor Drives MD-1 , MD-2 and MA-2 or
MA-4 ACIDC Converter, or in conjunction with Nikon EE
Aperture Control unit, Intervalometer, or other accessories. Accepts standard 100 (30.5m) bulk-film rolls in
Nikon MZ-2 cassettes (2 required); permits firing rates to
approx. 4 frames per second with all shutter speeds from
1/80th to 1/2000th second usable in continuous-burst
operation, at speeds from 1 to 1/2000th second in
continuous operation at slower intervals, with
intervalometer MT 1 or at all speeds from "B" and 1 to
1/2000th second in single-shot use. A built-in film
trimmer provides advantages in short-run applications.
Automatically shuts off motor at end of f i lm rol Built in
subtractive exposure counter may be pre-set for
automatic shutoff after desired number of frames have
been exposed. Five built-in tripod sockets for optimum
mounting stability 750-Exposure Film Magazine Back
MF-2, less cassettes, Product No. 19.

250·Exposure Film Cassette
For use w ith 250-exposure Magazine MF-1 (2 requ ired) .
Holds up to 33 (10.0m) of 35mm bulk film; reloadable.
Unique design opens cassettes inside Film Magazine for
advance, closes light trap prior to unloading, permits
mid-roll film interchange. With leather case .
Product No. 2077

750·Exposure Film Cassette MZ·2
Accomodates 100 (30.5m) bulk film roll for use with
750-exposure magazine; 2 required. Magazines may be
removed in mid-roll without danger to exposed film.
Product No. 2076.
NOTE: The Nikon 8B-5 Thyristor flash is ideally suited
for high-speed photography with Nikon motor drives
and Auto Winder Please refer to description in Nikon
Thyristor Flash catalog pages for complete data.

Bulk Film Loader
Mounted on sturdy wooden stand for rapid loading of
250-exposure cassettes in darkroom. Stops automatically
at preset film length. Fluorescent frame number
markings. Large, rotat ing crank. Product No. 2080.
All specifications subject to change without notice.
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Speed Magny Backs for Nikon F2
Nikon Camera
Body and Lens

Field Lens

Magnifying
Relay Lens

Film Receptacle

Film Plane

Tripod Socket /

Perhaps the most unique accessories in the Nikon
F2 system, Speed Magny backs transform any F2
into a large-format "instant picture" camera for use
with Polaroid® film packs, or a second model which
uses standard 4x5 film holders. The Speed Magny
replaces the regular, detachable camera back. All
essential camera functions not related to the 35mm
film-reflex viewing/focusing, through-the-Iens
metering, shutter speed control, flash synch, etc.are retained, as is the superior picture quality and
versatility of interchangeable Nikkor lenses.

Precision Optical System
The Speed Magny optical system utilizes a magnifying relay lens
in combination with a coated field lens and 2 optically flat,
surface-coated mirrors. With Model 100-2 the system increases
the size of the picture 3.2 times to fill the 3V4x4V4 Polaroid format.
Image size is the same as if taken with a lens 3.2 times longer
than the one used. With Model 45-2, the increase is 4.1 times.
Because of the difference in proportions between the 35mm and
3Y4x4Y4 or 4x5 formats, slightly less picture length is recorded on
the film than is shown in the Nikon finder.
Use of Speed Magny units requires increases in exposure over
those normally indicated by the emulsion speed : an 18-time
increase with Model 100-2 and a 20-time increase with Model
45-2. Photomic meter systems can be programmed accordingly
via ASA setting.

Film Holders
Speed Magny 100-2 has built-in holder for Polaroid 3V4x4V4 film
packets. Speed Magny 45-2 accepts standard holders for 4x5
Polaroid and regular sheet film.
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NikonFM
Gallium Photo Diode Metering
with LED Readout
GPD system responds to light changes with
incredible speed especially at low light levels. Also,
its sensitivity range is so great that it can provide
accurate readings anywhere from conditions
requiring an exposure of 1 second at f1.4 to scenes
demanding 1/1000th second at f16 (EV 1 to 18 with
ASA 100 film and f1.4lens).
The always-bright LED viewfinder readout responds
to adjustments of either aperture or shutter speed.
A total of 5 readout indications assure exposure
accuracy within .:1:0.2 EV (1 /5 f-stop). Metering is
speeded and simplified by automatic maximum
aperture indexing with AI-Nikkor lenses and on/oft
switching by film transport lever. Solid-state meter
circuit is highly shock-resistant for lasting reliability.
Overexposure by more than 1 f-stop
Overexposure by 1/ 5 to 1 f-stop
Correct Exposure
Underexposure by 1/5 to 1 f-stop
Underexposure by more than 1 f-stop

Center-Weighted
Through-The-Lens Meter
The Nikon FM meter observes the entire image area
but concentrates more than half its sensitivity in the
central 12mm area, shown by a circle in the
viewfinder. This proven, center-weighted method
assures consistently excellent exposures with a
single reading , under the broadest variety of lighting
conditions and is equally accurate with the camera
held in vertical or horizontal position. Metering is
done at full aperture with all AI-Nikkor lenses, with
stop-down metering of equal accuracy when using
non AI-Nikkor lenses or accessories.

• Compact, Lightweight
Convenience
• Gallium Photo Diode Meter
with LED Readout
• Full Motor Drive Capability
The Nikon FM is a camera of exceptional capabilities,
crafted in the uncompromising tradition of Nikon excellence.
Although significantly smaller and lighter than the
conventional sir, its full-size controls are designed for the
fast, comfortable handling intrinsic to the Nikon system of
photography. Equipped with the optional compact Nikon
Motor Drive MD-11, it provides the advantages of automatic
firepower in single-frame or squence operation at rates up to
3.5 frames per second . And, it accepts all reflex-viewing
F-mount sir Nikkor lenses, from 6mm to 2000mm (except
6mm f5.6 and 10mm f5.6 OP Fisheye lenses) for
unrestricted optical versatility.
Printed in U.S.A.

@
Full-Information Viewfinder
Shows precise lens aperture in use with all AI-Nikkor
lenses via exclusive Nikon Aperture Direct Reading
(ADR) method; also shows selected shutter speed,
correct exposure, and under/ over-exposure signals.
The extremely bright pentaprism finder contains the
famed Nikon "K" screen, providing split-image
rangefinder microprism circle, and full-area
groundglass for unparalleled focusing accuracy.
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NikonFM
Unique Metal Shutter
with High-Speed X-Synch
Vertical-travel shutter, specially designed for FM,
travels up instead of down , minimizing noise and
vibration and increasing durability. Top-mounted dial
controls 12 speeds, 1 second to 1/1000th, plus "B"
with electronic flash synch to 1/125th second and
bulb synch to 1/30th . Built-in hot shoe accepts
standard Nikon and other cordless flash units ; shoe
is switched on only when unit is in place, preventing
annoying shock. Additional PC terminal, for cordtype units and for off-camera flash , is threaded for
slip-proof Nikon screw-on cords, accepts all PC
cords.

Convenient Multiple
Exposure Control
Simply push button on camera top towards
viewfinder while operating transport lever to re-cock
shutter without advancing film. Registration
accuracy is highly precise .

Other Features
Nikon FM offers a 'cancellable' self timer, film-memo
holder, and depth-of-field preview control. Its
oversize pressure plate plus extra-long film rails,
cassette stabilizer anti-bellying roller and emulsionside-out winding on takeup spool assure superior
film flatness for optimum edge-to-edge sharpness .
Nikon FM is available in either satin chrome
(Product No. 1682) or in professional black finish
(Product No. 1686).

Technjcal Specifications
Camera Type: Compact 35mm sir with through-the-Iens Gallium Photo
Diode metering, interchangeable lenses, and accessory Motor Drive.
Lensmount: Stainless steel Nikon bayonet accepts all reflex-viewing
Nikkor lenses 6mm-2000mm and all Nikon-mount accessories.
Flange/film distance 46.5mm. Automatic diaphragm coupling .
Exposure Control: Through-the-Iens, LED readout with aperture or
shutter priority.
Meter System Dual Gallium Photo Diode cells concentrate more than
half of their sensitivity on central 12mm area shown by circle in finder'
operates at full aperture with all AI-Nikkor lenses; stop-down
measurement with non-AI lenses, attachments, or instruments.
Automatic maximum-aperture indexing with all AI -Nikkor lenses.
Meter Ranges: ASA 12-3200; EV 1 to 18 (with ASA 100 film and f1.4
lens). Full-aperture coupling range: f1.2-f32.
Shutter' All-metal vertical-travel focal plane ; speeds "B" 1 1/2, 1/4, 1/8,
1/15,1/30 , 1/60 , 1/125, 1/250,1 /500 , and 1/1000th second .
Flash Synchronization: "X" synch at "B" to -1 /125th second ; " M"
synch at "B" 1-1/30th second .
Flash Contacts: Built-in hot shoe with automatic safety switch ; single PC
outlet accepts Nikon screw-on or conventional PC cords.
Viewfinder' Built-in pentaprism finder with - 1.0 diopter correction ;
information display includes 5-stage LED readout , under/ overexposure indicators, shutter speed in use, and selected lens aperture
with all AI-Nikkor lenses through Nikon Aperture Direct Reading
(ADR) system.
Focusing Screen: Fixed Nikon Type K screen with 3mm-diameter splitimage rangefinder, 1mm microprism circle plus overall matte Fresnel
area , large circle shows center-weighted measurement area .
Reflex Mirror' Oversize instant-return type with special damping
mechanism.
Film Loading' Multi-slotted takeup spool, hinged back and additive
automatic-reset exposure counter for fast loading .
Film Transport: Single-stroke lever advances film , winds shutter,
switches meter on, and counts exposures in 1350 action, may be left
at "ready" position 30 from camera body, to activate meter' when
folded flush , lever turns meter off
Film Rewind Rewind-release button on camera baseplate; fold-out
rewind crank pulls up to open camera back, after safety catch is
released.
Multiple Exposure Control: By pressing control button on camera top
while operating film transport lever' also operates with Nikon Motor
Drive attached.
Battery Type: Two 1.5v silver oxide batteries (Eveready S76 or
equivalent) power meter.
Other Features: Depth-of-field preview ' stainless-steel reinforced
neckstrap eyelets ; built-in self-timer with variable delay to
approximately 10 seconds, timer cycle may be 'cancelled' before
exposure; memo holder on camera back stores film carton tab
or other data.
Dimensions: Camera body, 5.6" x 2.4" x 3.5" (142mm x 60.5mm x
89.5mm).
Weight: 20.8 oz, (590g).
0

Nikon Motor Drive MD-11
This compact motor drive permits single-shot or
sequence operation at firing rates up to 3.5 frames
per second , according to shutter speed in use, as
well as multiple exposures.The motor provides a
convenient anatomical grip with built-in shutter
release button. Using 8 penlite AA alkaline batteries,
it delivers power for approximately 100 36-exposure
film loads. Built-in external LED signal indicates
correct functioning. MD-11 also permits remote
operation via Nikon Modulite , Wireless Remote
Control, and Intervalometers (described in Nikon F2
Motor Drive catalog section). All-metal MD-11 motor
screws directly onto FM camera via a convenient
knurled screw. Measures 5.7"x2.7"x4.3" (144mm x
68.5mm x 109.5mm) and weighs 14.5 oz. (410g) ,
less batteries. Nikon MD-11 unit, Product No. 101
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NikonEI.2
Automatic Electronic
Exposure Control
With the shutter dial set at "Ii..' (automatic) , the
photographer merely selects the lens aperture ,
focuses, and shoots. Solid-state electronic circuitry
relays the meter's exposure command to the electromagnetically controlled shutter and determines the
precise speed required within a stepless range from
8 seconds to 1/1000th. Because the system is based
on aperture priority, it works automatically with any
reflex-viewing lens (even Reflex Nikkors, which have
no diaphragm) as well as with closeup accessories,
telescopes and microscopes. Full-aperture metering
is provided with all AI-Nikkor lenses; stop-down
method is used with other lenses.

Special Creative
Exposure Controls
a. Exposure Memory Lock-Pressing the memory
lock/self timer lever toward the lens locks the shutter
at the automatically determined setting permitting
selective exposure for backlit subjects and other
special situations.
b. Exposure Compensator-May be programmed
for deliberate variations from - 1 to +2 EV e.g .,
1 f-stop less to 2 stops more than normal exposure)
with automatic operation .
c. Match-Needle Control-With shutter dial moved
off the "Ii..' setting, either the shutter speed or the lens
aperture can be changed to align the meter needles
in the finder for correct exposure.

Automatic Maximum Aperture
Indexing
For full-aperture metering with the Nikon EL2, the
photographer need only attach the selected
AI-Nikkor lens with a quick 1/6th turn. No further
adjustments ·are required. Stop-down exposure
measurements, equally accurate, are used (either in
automatic or manual mode) with all reflex-viewing
non-AI lenses, attachments and optical instruments.
(Note: most previous Auto-Nikkor lenses can be
converted for AI operation ; please refer to Nikkor
Lens AI Conversion page in Nikkor Lenses catalog
section .)

Full Flash Capability

• Automatic Exposure Control
• Silicon Photo Diode Meter Accuracy
• Nikon Quality and System Versatility
• Automatic Firepower Capability
The EL2 is truly the automatic Nikon. Its aperture-priority
system provides fully automatic exposure setting with any
reflex-viewing Nikkor lens and virtually any other imageforming attachment. Yet, it allows the photographer widest
possible creative control over the exposure. Add the
compact, optional accessory Auto Winder AW-1 and even
the film transport becomes automatic. Every detail of the
EL2, including its sophisticated electronic system, reveals
the Nikon heritage of ingenious design and ultra-precise
engineering.
Printed in U.S.A.

Vertical-travel metal shutter permits "X" synch to
1/125th second , " M" synch to 1/100Oth ; no
adjUstments required for different flash types . Built-in
hot shoe provides cordless flash synch with Nikon or
other hot-shoe units; safety switch activates shoe
only when flash is inserted , protects against
annoying shock . PC outlet, for cord-type units or offcamera flash , accepts slip-proof Nikon screw-on or
conventional flash cords.

Dual Meter Switches
(a) Moving transport lever 30 0 from camera body
switches meter on when lever is flush against body,
meter is switched off (and shutter release is locked) .
(b) Separate switch around shutter release button
controls meter (and overrides release lock) when
lever is in flush position, for use with Auto Winder'
also convenient for left-eye users at all times .
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NikonEI.2
Technical Specifications

Center-Weighted
Dual SPD Meter System
Most consistently accurate system for throughthe-lens exposure control. Observes entire picture
area, but concentrates more than half of its
sensitivity on central 12mm-diameter area outlined
in viewfinder. Result is correct exposure in the vast
majority of shooting situations, whether camera is
held in horizontal or vertical position. Advanced
Silicon Photo Diode (SPD) cells provide practically
instantaneous response and wide-ranging
sensitivity, from EV 1 to EV 18.

Full Visual Control
Through Finder
The brilliant EL2 viewfinder shows the shutter speed
in use (automatically or manually selected) on a
complete shutter speed scale from 8 seconds to
1/1000th second, and auto/manual indicator needle.
The finder incorporates the famed Nikon K screen
with central split-image rangefinder plus microprism
ring and overall matte Fresnel surface for fast,
pin-point focusing accuracy with any lens; a circle in
the finder outlines the center-weighted meter area.

Other Nikon EL2 Features
Depth-of-field preview button; memory lock!selftimer; oversize mirror, I'lreventing finder image cutoff
with long lenses; independent mirror lock-up;
hinged back with safety lock; Nikon 5-point film
flatness control.
Nikon EL2 is available in chrome (Product No. 1623)
or professional black finish (Product No. 1628).

Auto Winder AW-1
This compact, cordless accessory screws directly to
the EL2 baseplate , without modification-easily
attached or removed in seconds. As the
photographer eases up on the shutter button, the
Auto Winder advances film , cocks shutter, and
counts exposures-all in approximately 0.5
seconds , permitting rapid-sequence automatic
firepower at up to 2 exposures per second at shutter
speeds of 1/125th second or faster. Auto Winder is
powered by 6-1.5v AA batteries, good for up to
approximately 5000 exposures (150 36-exposure
rolls). Built-in LED signal flashes each time film is
advanced . Equipped with its own film rewind button
and tripod socket, the Nikon Auto Winder measures
5.7 x 1.5 x 1.6" (145x39x40mm) and weighs 9.9
ounces (281g) less batteries. Supplied exclusively in
professional black finish , Product NO.8.

Camera Type: Automatic 35mm sir with through-the-Iens Silicon Photo
Diode metering, interchangeable lenses, and accessory Auto Winder
Lensmount: Stainless steel Nikon bayonet accepts all Nikkor lenses
6mm-2000mm and all Nikon-mount accessories. Flange/film
distance 46.5mm. Automatic diaphragm coupling.
Exposure Control" Automatic through-the-Iens, with aperture priority'
manual match-needle with aperture or shutter priority.
Meter System Silicon Photo Diode cells concentrate more than half of
their sensitivity on central 12mm area shown by circle in finder '
operates at full aperture with all AI-Nikkor lenses; stop-down
measurement with non-AI lenses, attachments, or instruments.
Automatic maximum aperture indexing with all AI-Nikkor lenses.
Meter Ranges: ASA 12-3200; EV 1 to 18 (with ASA 100 film and f1.4
lens). Full-aperture coupling range: f1.2-f32 .
Automatic Exposure Compensator" Built-in , adjustable in 0.5 EV
increments from - 1 EV to + 2 EV.
Automatic Exposure Memory Lock: Built-in, operated via self-timer
lever.
Shutter" Electronically-timed, all-metal vertical-travel focal plane; speeds
" B", 8,4,2, 1 1/2,1/4,1/8,1/15,1/30,1/60, 1/125, 1/250,1/500, and
1/1000th second in manual mode; continuously variable 8-1 /1000th
second in automatic mode. Shutter operates at 1/ 90th second in
manual mode if battery is depleted.
Flash Synchronization: "X'" synch at "B'" and 8-1/125th second ;
"M" synch at "B" 8-1 /30th, 1/250-1 /1000th second' automatic
synch adjustment as shutter speed is set.
Flash Contacts: Built-in hot shoe with automatic safety switch; single PC
outlet accepts Nikon screw-on or conventional PC cords.
Viewfinder" Built-in pentaprism finder with - 1.0 diopter correction;
information display includes meter needle, under/ over-exposure
indicators, auto/manual signal, shutter speed in use, and complete
shutter speed scale.
Focusing Screen: Fixed Nikon Type K screen with 3mm-diameter splitimage rangefinder, 1mm microprism circle plus overall matte/ Fresnel
area ; large circle shows center-weighted measurement area.
Reflex Mirror" Oversize instant-return type with independent locking
control.
Film Loading" Multi-slotted take-up spool , hinged back and additive
automatic-reset exposure counter for fast loading.
Film Transport: Single-stroke lever advances film, winds shutter,
switches meter on, and counts exposures in 1350 action , may be left
at "ready" position 30 0 from camera body, to activate meter' when
folded flush, lever turns meter off and locks shutter release . Control
around shutter release button serves as secondary meter/shutter lock
control .
Film Rewind: Rewind-release button on camera baseplate; fold-out
rewind crank pulls up to open camera back.
Battery Type: One 6v silver oxide battery (Eveready 544 or equivalent)
powers meter and shutter' battery tester built in.
Other Features: Depth-of-field preview' stainless-steel reinforced
neckstrap eyelets; built-in self timer with variable delay to
approximately 10 seconds; accepts optional Auto Winder AW-1
Dimensions: Camera body, 5.7" x 3.7" x 2.1" (145.2mm x 93.5mm x
54.5mm).
Weight: 27 7 oz. (780g) .
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Nikkormat Cameras: An Introduction
Nikkormat single-lens-reflex cameras are built
to N kon standards of advanced technology
and rugged precision. Moderately priced, they
offer economical entry into the N kon system
They accept al nterchangeable Nikkor lenses
and most Nikon accessories. Features
common to all current Nikkormat models
nclude:
• Center-Weighted Through-the-Lens CdS
Metering with more than 55 Nikkor lenses.
• Rugged All Metal, Vertical-Travel, Focal
Plane Shutter with speeds to 1/1000th
second.
• Full Flash Capability with "X" synch to
1/125th second, "M" synch to 1/1000th,
bu It-in hot shoe and PC outlet; special flash
safety features.
• Large, Bright Viewfinder shows comprehensive exposure information ncluding shutter
speeds, meter needle and reference
markers.
• Fast, Easy Operation to capture every
photographic opportunity
There are two basic series of Nikkormat
cameras. The Nikkormat FT3 provides the
convenience and accuracy of automatic
maximum aperture indexing and full-aperture
metering with al AI-Nikkor lenses, from 6mm
to 600mm (Note: Most previous Auto-Nikkors
can be converted for AI operation Please see
" Nikkor Lens AI-Conversion Service" in Nikkor
Lenses catalog section.) Other models n the
Nikkormat family (including the FT2, EL, and
ELW) are designed for manual aperture
ndexing as the lens is attached and provide
full-aperture metering with al Nikkor lenses
with meter-coupling shoe (inc uding al
AI-N kkor lenses). And, each of the various
camera models offers its own, specific
advantages, as detailed on the following page.
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Nikkormat Cameras: An Introduction
• Nikkormat FT2 and FT3 feature accurate,
through-the-Iens, match-needle metering,
control ed by simply adjusting the lens
aperture or shutter speed Their rugged
metal shutters provide speeds from 1 to
1/1000th second plus "B." While the most
econom cal of Nikon-system cameras, these
models are so reliable and versatile that
many are owned by professional
photographers.
• Nikkormat EL provides fu Iy automatic,
aperture-priority, through-the-Iens exposure
control The photographer selects the lens
opening, and the camera's computer circuit
automatically sets the precise shutter speed
for correct exposure from 4 seconds to
1/1000th second
with speeds
cont nuously variable within this range.
Exposure may also be control ed manually
• Nikkormat ELW combines the automated,
electronic precision of the Nikkormat EL
with full compatibility with the optional
accessory Nikon Auto Winder AW-1
provid ng automat c film transport and
shutter winding for added convenience and
operat ng speed.

Nikon quality and design ingenuity. are evident
in all Nikkormat cameras. All share the Nikon
center-weighted meter system, acknowledged
to be the most reliable in the vast majority of
photograph c situations. The meter switch s
activated by the film transport lever-also a
Nikon innovation-for added speed and
convenience. Bright, comfortable view ng and
pin-point focusing are assured by the famous
Nikon Type K finder screen with 3-way focus
check: central sp it-image rangefinder,
surrounding m croprism collar, and overal
matte Fresnel field A special control system
holds the film truly flat during exposure for
sharpest possible images.

N kkormat ELW with AW-1 Auto Winder
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Nikkormat FT3
Constantly Picture·Ready
The FT3 is designed to permit all picturetaking operations with the camera held at eye·
level. Focusing, lens aperture and shutter
adjustments are quickly made with the left
hand; film advance and shutter release (also
depth·of·field preview when desired) with the
right.

Center·Weighted Meter System

• Instant Lens Interchangeability
• Center-Weighted Metering
• Nikon System Versatility
Nikkormat FT3 is an easy-handling precision camera
that combines fast, uncomplicated operation with a
full complement of built-in features, ruggedly reliable
performance, and versatility far beyond its
economical price. Ideal for any beginning sir
photographer, the FT3 also meets the needs of
advanced hobbyists and even professionals-by
itself or as an inexpensive extra body for anyone's
personal Nikon system.

Designed by Nikon and acknowledged as the
most conSistently accurate for through-thelens exposure control Two sensitive CdS
cells observe the entire picture area but derive
more than half of their exposure information
from the central 12mm·diameter area, where
the main subject is usually located. This helps
compensate for overly bright or dark backgrounds and, in most situations , provides
accurate exposure with a single reading. The
"weighted" area is precisely and uniformly
centered in every FT3 camera, and readings
are equally reliable whether the camera is
held in horizontal or vertical position. The
meter switch is activated by the film advance
lever

Automatic Maximum
Aperture Indexing (AI)
With AI-Nikkor lenses, the FT3 meter is
programmed automatically as the lens is
attached to the camera with a quarter-turn .
The photographer is then immediately ready
for full·aperture metering . AI·Nikkors thus are
instantly interchangeable. Stop-down
metering, equally acc urate, is provided with all
other reflex-viewing lenses and other imageforming attachments. (Most earlier Auto·
Nikkors can be converted for AI operation;
refer to Nikkor Lens AI Conversion page in
Nikkor Lenses catalog section.)

Exposure Check
Through The Finder
Co rrect exposure is ind icated w hen meter
needle is centered in bracket visible in the
finder Minus and plus markings indicate
under and over·exposure settings. Selected
shutter speed appears at bottom of fi nd er
flanked by next higher and lower speeds .

. . . And From Above
Meter needle along with plus and minus
markers is seen also in window on top of
camera; helpful when camera is in lOW-level
pOSition, held overhead (upside down), or for
closeup appl ications.

Printed in U.S.A.
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Nikkormat FT3
Nikon "K" Finder Screen
Combines optimum brightness and focusing
ease. For quick, positive focus, you can use
the central split-image rangefinder the
surrounding microprism collar, or any part of
the entire finder area. Fresnel-type screen is
evenly bright to edges, with no sacrifice in
focusing accuracy Circular outline shows
"weighted" metering area. Eyepiece accepts
all Nikon system screw-on finder accessories.

High-Speed Flash Synch
FT3 vertical-travel metal shutter (1 second to
1/1000th plus "8") provides electronic flash
synch to 1/125th , reducing risk of " ghost"
images that might be caused by bright, existing light at slower speeds; also synchs with
"M" bulbs to 1/1000th sec. No synch adjustment is required for different types of flash .

Hot Shoe Plus PC Terminal
Shoe accepts Nikon and other flash units with
standard cordless synch contact. Safety
switch automatically turns shoe contact off
when unit is removed, so there's no risk of
annoying shock. For cord-type units and for
off-camera flash, there is a single standard
terminal, threaded for slip-proof Nikon screwin cords (also accepts other PC cords).

Multi-Function Advance Lever
The plastic-tip-cushioned lever (derived from
the Nikon space cameras) advances the film,
cocks the shutter and counts the exposures
with a short 135 sweep. It also switches the
meter system on , at the 20 stand-off posi tion , and off when returned fl ush with
the camera.
0

0

Special Film Flattening System
Nikon design goes to extreme lengths to
assure maximum film flatness for sharpest
possible pictures with the FT3: (1) stabilizer
prevents film cartridge from wobbling; (2) film
travels on extra-long, precision-ground,
recessed rails , (3) is held flat by over-size,
polished pressure plate, aided by (4) special
"anti-bellying " roller, and finally (5) winds onto
fixed takeup spool emulsion-side out, further
counteracting its natural " curl" Hinged back
is structurally rigid and locks securely with a
double catch.

Depth-Of-Field Preview

Technical Specifications
Camera Type: 35mm sir with through-the-Iens CdS metering and
interchangeable lenses.
Lensmount: Stainless-steel Nikon bayonet accepts all Nikkor
lenses 6mm-2000mm and all Nikon-mount accessories.
Flangelfilm distance 46.5mm. Automatic diaphragm coupling.
Exposure Control: Through-the-Iens, match-needle readout with
aperture or shutter priority
Meter System: CdS cells concentrate 60% of sensitivity on
central 12mm area shown by circle in finder; operates at full
aperture with all AI-Nikkor lenses; stopdown measurement
with non-AI lenses, attachments, or instruments. Automatic
maximum aperture indexing with all AI-Nikkor lenses.
Meter Ranges:· ASA 12-1600; EV 3 to 17 (with ASA 100 film and
f1.4 lens). Full-aperture coupling range : f1.2-f32.
Shutter' All-metal vertical-travel focal plane; speeds "8", 1, 1/2,
1/4 , 1/8, 1/15, 1/30 , 1/60, 1/125, 1/250, 1/500, and 1/1000th
second.
Flash Synchronization: "X" synch at "8" to -1/125th second;
"M" synch at "8", 11/30th, 1/250-1/1000th second; automatic
synch adjustment as shutter speed is set.
Flash Contacts: 8uilt-in hot shoe with automatic safety switch;
single PC outlet accepts Nikon screw-on or conventional PC
cords.
Viewfinder: 8uilt-in pentaprism finder with 1.0 diopter
correction; information display includes meter needle,
underlover exposure indicators, shutter speed in use, and
adjacent higher and lower speeds. Needle on camera top
permits exposure check from above.
Focusing Screen: Fixed Nikon Type K screen with 3mm-diameter
split-image rangefinder 1mm microprism circle plus overall
matte Fresnel area; large circle shows center-weighted
measurement area.
Reflex Mirror' Oversize instant-return type with independent
locking control.
Film Loading: Multi-slotted take-up spool hinged back and
additive automatic-reset exposure counter for fast loading.
Film Transport: Single-stroke lever advances film, winds shutter
switches meter on , and counts exposures in 135 action ;
may be left at " ready" position 20 from camera body to
activate meter' when folded flush, lever turns meter off
Film Rewind: Rewind-release button on camera baseplate; foldout rewind crank pulls up to open camera back.
Battery Type: Two 1.5v silver ox ide batteries (Eveready S76 or
equivalent) power meter
Other Features: Depth-of-field preview' stainless-steel reinforced
neckstrap eyelets ; built·in self timer with variable delay to
approx imately 10 seconds.
Dimensions: Camera body 5.8 " x 3.8" x 2.1" (148mm x 96mm
x 54mm).
Weight: 27 7 oz. (780g).
0

0

Permits checking pictorial effect at selected
shooting aperture at touch of a button.

Self-Timer
Releases shutte r automatically after
approximately 10-second delay
Nikkormat FT3 is supplied in satin chrome
(Product No. 1832) or professional blac k fin ish
(Product No. 1837).
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Nikkormat FT2
Center-Weighted
Meter System
The most consistently accurate system for
through·the-Iens exposure control. Two CdS
cells, reading directly off the viewing screen,
observe the entire picture area but
concentrate on the central 12mm-diameter
area, where the main subject is usually
located. Thus, overly bright or dark
backgrounds will be compensated for Nikon
precision technology assures that weighted
portion is uniform and accurately centered in
every camera. Readings are equally reliable
whether FT2 is held in vertical or horizontal
position.

Fast One-Step Metering
The meter needle, displayed in the viewfinder
can be centered by adjusting either shutter
speed or lens aperture. Meter switch is built
into advance lever Meter operates at full
aperture with all Nikkor lenses with metercoupling shoe, including all AI-Nikkors.

ASA Setting Lock
Located on shutter speed control lever lock
prevents accidental changing of ASA setting.
Meter can be programmed for films ASA 12 to
1600.

• Center-Weighted
Through-The-Lens Metering
• Nikon Quality
• Nikon System Versatility
Nikkormat FT2 combines the consistent accuracy of
Nikon center-weighted metering with the surpassing
excellence of Nikkor optics in a moderately priced
yet rugged, fast-handling camera of exceptional
versatility. This is a full-fledged member of the Nikon
System ... a precision camera you'll feel at home
with immediately and that will keep pace with your
growing photographic skills.

Printed in U.S.A.

Exposure Check
Through Finder
Correct exposure is indicated when meter
needle is centered in bracket visible in the
finder Minus and plus markings indicate
under- and overexposure settings. Selected
shutter speed appears at bottom of finder
flanked by next higher and lower speeds .

. . . And From Above
Meter needle along with plus and minus
markers is seen also in window on top of
camera; helpful when camera is in low-level
position or held overhead (upside down) and
for closeup applications.
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Nikkormat FT2
Nikon "K" Finder Screen
Combines optimum brightness and focusing
ease. For quick, positive focus, you can use
the central split-image rangefinder the
surrounding microprism collar, or any part of
the entire finder area. Fresnel-type screen is
evenly bright to edges, with no sacrifice in
focusing accuracy Circular outline shows
"center weighted" metering area. Eyepiece
accepts all Nikon·system screw-on finder
accessories.

High-Speed Flash Synch
FT2's vertical-travel, all-metal shutter provides
electronic flash synch to 1/125th second,
reducing risk of "ghost" images that might be
caused by bright, ambient light at slower
speeds; also synchs with "M" bulbs at "8"
1 1/30th and 1/250-1/1000th sec. No synch
adjustment is required for different types of
flash; adjustment is made automatically when
shutter speed is set.

Hot Shoe Plus PC Terminal
Nikon and other standard flash units
synchronize with FT2 shutter when slipped
onto camera hot shoe located on top of the
prism. Safety switch automatically turns shoe
contact off when unit is removed, eliminates
risk of annoying shock. For cord-type units
and off-camera flash, there is a single
standard terminal threaded for Nikon screw-in
cords (also accepts other PC cords).

Special Film Flattening
System
FT2 design goes to great lengths to assure
maximum film flatness for sharpest possible
pictures: (1) stabilizer prevents film cartridge
from wobbling; (2) fi m travels on extra-long,
precision-ground, recessed rails, (3) film is
held flat by oversize, pol ished pressure plate,
aided by (4) special roller and finally (5) winds
onto fixed takeup spool emulsion-side out,
further counteracting its natural "curl"
Hinged back is structurally rigid and locks
securely with a double catch.
Nikkormat FT2 is supplied in satin chrome
(Product No. 1830) or professional black finish
(Product No. 1835).

Technical Specifications
Camera Type: 35mm sir with through-the-Iens CdS metering and
interchangeable lenses.
Lensmount: Stainless-steel Nikon bayonet accepts all Nikkor
lenses 6mm-2000mm and all Nikon-mount accessories.
Flangelfilm distance 46.5mm. Automatic diaphragm coupling.
Exposure Control: Through-the-Iens, match-needle readout with
aperture or shutter priority
Meter System: CdS cells concentrate 60% of sensitivity on
central 12mm area shown by circle in finder' operates at ful
aperture with all meter-coupled Auto-Nikkor and AI-Nikkor
lenses; stop-down measurement with uncoupled lenses,
attachments, or instruments.
Meter Ranges: ASA 12-1600; EV 3 to 17 (with ASA 100 film and
f1.4 lens). Full-aperture coupl i ng range : f1.2-f32.
Shutter' All-metal vertical-travel focal plane; speeds "8", 1, 1/2,
1/4, 1/8, 1/15, 1/30, 1/60, 1/125, 1/250, 1/500, and 1/1000th
second.
Flash Synchronization: "X" synch at "8" to 1/125th second;
"M" synch at "8" 1-1/30th, 1/250-1/1000th second; automatic
synch adjustment as shutter speed is set.
Flash Contacts: 8uilt-in hot shoe with automatic safety switch;
single PC outlet accepts Nikon screw-on or conventional PC
cords.
Viewfinder' 8uilt-in pentaprism finder with 1.0 diopter
correction; information display includes meter needle,
underlover exposure indicators, shutter speed in use, and
adjacent higher and lower speeds. Needle on camera top
permits exposure check from above.
Focusing Screen: Fixed Nikon Type K screen with 3mm-diameter
split-image rangefinder 1mm microprism circle plus overall
matte Fresnel area; large circle shows center-weighted
measurement area.
Reflex Mirror' Oversize instant-return type with independent
locking control
Film Loading: Multi -slotted take-up spool hinged back and
additive automatic-reset exp0sure counter for fast loading.
Film Transport: Single-stroke lever advances film, winds shutter
switches meter on, and counts exposures in 135 action;
may be left at "ready" position 20 from camera body to
activate meter' when folded flush, lever turns meter off
Film Rewind: Rewind-release button on camera baseplate; fold out rewind crank pulls up to open camera back.
Battery Type: Two 1.5v silver oxide batteries (Eveready S76 or
equivalent) power meter
Other Features: Depth-of-field preview' stainless-steel reinforced
neckstrap eyelets; built-in self-timer with variable delay to
approximately 10 seconds.
Dimensions: Camera body 5.8" x 3.8" x 2.1" (148mm x 96mm
x 54mm).
Weight: 27.5 oz. (780g).
0
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Nikkormat EL
Automatic Exposure Control
Move shutter dial to automatic position,
choose desired lens aperture-and take the
picture! When you press the shutter release,
the through-the-Iens meter relays its exposure
command to the camera's electronic circuit,
which selects the correct shutter speed
automatica lly Speeds are continuously
variable from 4 seconds to 1/1 OOOth. The
meter gives full-aperture measurement with all
meter-coupled Auto-Nikkor lenses (including
all AI-Nikkors); also permits stop-down
metering with uncoupled lenses or
accessories . And, the center-weighted system
is equally reliable with camera held in vertical
or horizontal position. Manual operation may
be selected at any time by moving shutter dial
off "A" and adjusting shutter speed or lens
aperture for match-needle exposure control.

Exposure Memory Lock
In automatic operation, the photographer can
"lock in " specialized exposure readings by
moving the self-timer lever towards the lens;
indicated speed is retained as long as lever is
held. This provides valuable control for
selective closeup readings , or when deliberate
under- or over-exposure is desired.

Nikon Center-Weighted
Metering
Most conSistently accurate of all metering
systems. Reads enti re pictu re area but
concentrates more than half of its sensitivity
on the central 12mm-diameter portion, shown
by circle in finder Assures correct exposure
under virtually any conditions. ASA range
25-1600; sensitivity range EV 1 18 (1 sec . at f1.41/1000th sec. at f16) with ASA 100 film and
f1.4 lens .

3-Way Focus Check

• Automatic Exposure Accuracy
• Electronic Shutter Control
• N ikon System Capabilities

Permits fast , accurate focusing even in dim
light or with wide-angle lenses. Central splitimage rangefinder is surrounded by
microprism collar and overall Fresnel-type
groundglass. Finder provides exceptional
edge-to'edge viewing brilliance; also shows
shutter speed in use plus complete shutterspeed display under/over-exposure zones,
auto and match-needle markers.

The Nikkormat EL is designed for photographers
who prefer the convenience of automatic exposure
control but also insist on Nikon quality and
versatility. The EL's through-the-Iens meter
automatically selects and sets the exact shutter
speed for perfect exposure, steples~ly and
continuously from 4 full seconds to 1/1000th second.
Because it is an aperture-priority system, this
automatic precision may be enjoyed with more than
55 reflex-viewing Nikkor lenses, with bellows units,
extension rings, even microscopes and telescopes.

Printed in U.S.A
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Nikkormat EL
Electronically Controlled
All Metal Shutter
Provides speeds from 4 seconds to 1/1000th ,
continuously variable in automatic mode, and
" B." Speeds are timed electronically by
unique integrated circuit encompassing nearly
100 solid-state components, assuring
outstanding speed accuracy Shutter is Inked
to meter system by Nikon-designed
Functional Resistance Element (FRE) with
gold-plated contacts for lasting reliability
Shutter and meter are powered by 6v silverox ide battery Mechanical speed of 1/90th
second available in case of battery depletion .
LED battery check on back of camera .

Full Flash Capability
" X" synch at speeds to 1/125th second; " M "
synch at all speeds. Locking synch selector
on shutter dial Bu i lt-in hot shoe , with safety
switch for positive shock prevention , for
Nikon and other cordless flash units. PC
outlet accepts Nikon screw-in or
conventional PC cords.

Convenient Operation
Plastic-tip-cushioned transport lever advances
film, winds shutter, counts exposures and
switches meter on in single 135 stroke;
automatically returns to 30 stand-off " ready "
position with meter on ; when returned flush
with body, turns meter off Hinged back and
multi-slotted take-up spool speed fi m loading .
Superior film flatness , vital for edge-to-edge
sharpness , is achieved with combination of
extra-long pressure plate and film rails ,
cartridge stabilizer and emulsion-side-out
winding onto take-up spool
0
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Other Features
Built in self-timer' depth·of-field preview '
oversi ze instant-return mirror with lock
c ontrol , folding film-rewind crank ; stainless
steel rei nforced neckstrap eyelets. N i kkormat
EL is supplied in satin chrome finish
(Product No. 1822) or professional black
finish (Product No. 1826).

Technical Specifications
Camera Type: Automatic 35mm sir with through -the-Iens CdS
metering and interchangeable lenses.
Lensmount: Stainless-steel Nikon bayonet accepts all
Nikkor lenses 6mm-2000mm and all Nikon-mount
accessories. Flangelfilm distance 46.5mm. Automatic
diaphragm coupling.
Exposure Control: Automatic through-the-Iens with aperture
priority ' manual match-needle with aperture or shutter
priority
Meter System: CdS cells concentrate 60 % of sensitivity on
central 12mm area shown by circle in finder' operates at full
aperture with all meter-coupled Auto-Nikkor and AI-Nikkor
lenses; stop-down measurement with non-coupled lenses,
attachments , or nstruments.
Meter Ranges: ASA 25-1600; EV 1 to 18 (with ASA 100 film and
f1.4 lens). Full 'aperture coupling range: f1 .2-f32 .
Automatic Exposure Memory Lock: Built in , operated via selftimer lever
Shutter- Electronically-timed , all -metal vertical -travel focal plane;
speeds " B" , 4, 2, 1 1/2 , 1/4, 1/8, 1/15 , 1/30 , 1/60 , 1/125, 1/250 ,
1/500 , and 1/1000th second in manual mode; continuously
variable 4-1/1000th second in automatic mode. Shutter
operates at 1/90th second in manual mode if battery is
depleted .
Flash Synchronization: "X" synch at "B" to 4-1/125th second;
"M" synch at "B" 4-1/1000th second; locking synch selector
on shutter speed dial.
Flash Contacts: Built-in hot shoe with automatic safety switch ;
single PC outlet accepts Nikon screw-on or conventional PC
cords.
Viewfinder- Built-in pentaprism finder with -1.0 diopter
correction; information display includes meter needle,
under/over-exposure indicators, autolmanual signal, shutter
speed in use, and complete shutter speed scale_
Focusing Screen: Fixed Nikon Type K screen with 3mm-diameter
split-image rangefinder 1mm microprism circle plus overall
matte Fresnel area; large circle shows center-weighted
measurement area.
Reflex Mirror- Oversize instant-return type with independent
locki ng control.
Film Loading: Multi-slotted take-up spool hinged back and
additive automatic-reset exposure counter for fast loading .
Film Transport: Single-stroke lever advances film, winds shutter
switches meter on , and counts exposures in 135 action,
may be left at " ready " position 30 from camera body, to
activate meter' when folded fl ush , lever turns meter off and
locks shutter release.
Film Rewind: Rewind-release button on camera baseplate; foldout rewind crank pulls up to open camera back , after safety
catch is released .
Battery Type: One 6v silver oxide battery (Eveready 544 or
equivalent) powers meter and shutter' battery tester built in .
Other Features: Depth-of-field preview ' stai niess-steel rei nforced
neckstrap eyelets; built-in self-timer with variable delay to
appro ximately 10 seconds.
Dimensions: Camera body 5.7" x 3.7 " x 2.1 " (145.2mm x 93.5mm
x 54.5mm).
Weight: 27.5 oz. (780g).
0
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Nikko,mat EL Wand Auto Winde, A W-1
Auto Winder AW-1
Screws directly to camera baseplate-easily
attached or removed in seconds. As the
photographer lets up on the shutter button ,
the Auto Winder advances film , cocks shutter
and counts exposure-all in approximately 1/2
second, permitting up to two exposures per
second depending on shutter speed in use.
The Auto Winder is powered by 6 AA alkaline
batteries, good for up to approximately 150
rolls of 36-exposure film. A built-in external
LED signal flashes when film is advanced.
Film is rewound manually via the camera's
rapid -rewind crank ; a rewind button and tripod
socket are provided on the Auto Winder
Baseplate. The Nikon Auto Winder adds only
1.6" (41mm) in height and 9.9 oz. (281g) in
weight to the camera.

Automatic
Through-The-Lens
Exposure Control
The ELW provides aperture-priority
automation. With shutter speed dial at " A"
position , just select your lens aperture and
shoot. The through-the-Iens meter relays its
exposure command to electronic circuit in
camera, which " programs " shutter speed
within stepless range from 4 seconds to
1/1000th second . Gives full-aperture
measurement with all Auto-Nikkor lenses
incorporating meter-coupling shoe (including
all AI-Nikkor lenses); also permits stop-down
metering (via depth-of-field preview button)
with uncoupled lenses or with bellows units,
extension rings, even microscopes and
telescopes . With shutter dial off " A " pOSition ,
Nikkormat ELW provides match-needle
exposure control either the shutter speed or
lens aperture may be adjusted to align
indicators in viewfinder for correct exposure.

Exposure "Memory" Lock
In "auto " mode, moving self-timer lever
towards lens locks shutter on speed indicated
in finder; valuable for close-up readings or
selected , small subject areas or deliberate
under/over-exposure effects.

Center-Weighted
Meter System

• Automatic Exposure Control
• Automatic Firepower Capability
• Nikon System Versatility
The Nikkormat ELW is a significant addition to the
Nikon System of photography. By itself, it provides
completely automatic exposure control with more
than 55 reflex-viewing Nikkor lenses from 6mm to
2000mm. Attaching the optional Nikon Auto Winder
AW-1 adds fully automatic film winding and shutter
recock; makes possible up to two exposures per
second.

Printed in U. SA

Most consistently accurate system for
through-the-Iens exposure control Observes
entire picture area but concentrates 60% of
sensitivity on central 12mm-diameter area,
shown by circle in viewfinder Result is
correct exposure inmost shooti ng situations.
Readings are equally reliable whether ELW is
held in vertical or horizontal position. ASA
range 25-1600. Sensitivity range EV 1
(1 second at f1.4) to EV 18 (1/1000th second
at f16) with ASA 100 film .
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Nikkormat EL Wand Auto Winder A W-1
Technieal Specifications

Full Visual Control
Through Finder
Brilliant pentaprism finder shows shutter
speed in use plus complete shutter-speed
display' under/over-exposure signals ;
autolmanual indicator Nikon "K " screen
contains split-image rangefinder plus
surrounding microprism ring and overall matte
Fresnel f ield for fast , accurate viewing and
focusing under all light conditions and with
all lenses. Accepts all Nikon -system eyep iece
accessories .

Electronically-Timed
Metal Shutter
In " auto " moqe, shutter speeds are set
steplessly from 4 sec. to 1/1000 sec., in
manual , choose any marked speed , including
" B" Both shutter and meter are powered by
single 6v silver ox ide battery, with mechanical
1/90th sec. speed available if battery is
depleted. LED battery teste r is built-in.

Full Flash Capability
Vertical shutter travel permits " X"
synchronization to 1/125th second, "M " synch
to 1/1000th; tl'lese high synch speeds
eliminate ambient ight " ghost" images.
PC outlet accepts Nikon screw-in or
conventional flash cords. Built-in hot shoe
provides cordless flash synch with hot shoe
units; safety switch activates shoe only when
flash is inserted, protects against annoying
shock.

Dual Meter Switches
(a) Moving film transport lever 30 from
camera body switches meter on ; when lever is
flush with body meter is switched off (b)
Separate switch around shutter release button
serves as meter switch and shutter lock when
transport lever is in flush pOSition , for use
with Auto Winder' also convenient for left-eye
users at all times .
0

Other Features

Camera Type: Automatic 35mm sir with through-the-Iens CdS
metering and interchangeable lenses, and provision for
accessory Auto Winder
Lensmount: Stainless-steel Nikon bayonet accepts all Nikkor
lenses 6mm-2000mm and all Nikon-mount accessories.
Flangelfilm distance 46.5mm. Automatic diaphragm coupling .
Exposure Control: Automatic through-the-Iens with aperture
priority; manual match-needle with aperture or shutter
priority
Meter System: CdS cells concentrate 60% of sensitivity on
central 12mm area shown by circle in finder; operates at full
aperture with all meter-coupled Auto-Nikkor and AI-Nikkor
lenses; stop-down measurement with uncoupled lenses,
attachments, or instruments.
Meter Ranges: ASA 25-1600; EV 1 to 18 (with ASA 100 film).
Full-aperture coupling range: f1.2-f32.
Automatic Exposure Memory Lock: Built in, operated via selftimer lever
Shutter" Electronically-timed, all-metal vertical-travel focal plane; '
speeds "B ", 4, 2,1 1/2,1/4,1/8, 1/15,1/30, 1/60,1/125,1/250,
1/500 , and 1/1000th second in manual mode; continuously
variable 4-1/1000th second in automatic mode. Shutter
operates at 1/90th second in manual mode if battery is
depleted.
Flash Synchronization: "X " synch at "B" and 4-1/125th second;
"M" synch at "B " and 4-1/1000th second; locking synch
selector on shutter speed dial.
Flash Contacts: Built-in hot shoe with automatic safety switch;
single PC outlet accepting Nikon screw-in or conventional
PC cords.
Viewfinder" Built-in pentaprism finder with 1.0 diopter
correction; information display includes meter needle,
under/over-exposure indicators, autolmanual signal , shutter
speed in use, and complete shutter speed scale.
Focusing Screen: Fixed Nikon Type K screen with 3mm-diameter
split-image rangefinder, 1mm microprism circle plus overall
matte Fresnel area; large circle shows center-weighted
measurement area.
Reflex Mirror" Oversize instant-return type with independent
locking control.
Film Loading: Multi-slotted take-up spool, hinged back and
additive automatic-reset exposure counter for fast loading.
Film Transport: Single-stroke lever advances film, winds shutter
switches meter on, and counts exposures in 135 action,
may be left at "ready" position 30 from camera body to
activate meter; when folded flush, lever turns meter off and
locks shutter release. Control around shutter release button
serves as secondary meterlshutter lock control.
Film Rewind: Rewind-release button on camera baseplate; foldout rewind crank pulls up to open camera back.
Battery Type: One 6v silver oxide battery (Eveready 544 or
equivalent) powers meter and shutter' battery tester built in.
Other Features: Depth-of-field preview ' stainless-steel reinforced
neckstrap eyelets; built-in self-timer with variable delay to
approximately 10 seconds.
Dimensions: Camera body 5.7 " x 3.7" x 2.1" (145.2mm x 93.5mm
x 54.5mm).
Weight: 27.5 oz. (780g).
0
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Built-in self-timer Depth -of-field preview
button . Mirror lock. Oversize pressure plate
plus extra-long film rails , guide roller, and
cassette stabil izer assure superior film
flatness for sharpest pictures. Nikkormat ELW
(Product No. 1827) and Auto Winder AW-1
(Product No.8) are supplied exclusively in
professional black finish .

All specifications subject to change without notice.
Nikon, Inc., Garden City. N. Y 11 530. Subs idiary of Ehrenreich Photo-Optical Industries, Inc. Oth er offi ces in Niles, III ., and San Francisco, Ca lif. [jl[il5

NikonEM
Reliable, electronic automation
With the Nikon EM , the photographer need only focus
and shoot. Instantly, the Silicon Photo Diode meter
relays its exposure command to a Nikon-designed
monolithic Integrated Circuit , which automatically
sets the optimum shutter speed for best exposure.
For ultimate accuracy, speeds are stepless and
continuously controlled from 1/1000th through 1
second. Based on the proven Nikon center-weighted
principle , the SPD meter features virtually
instantaneous response with wide-range accuracy.

with system-wide versatility
The EM 's aperture-priority technology assures
excellent , automatic results with all Nikon Series E
lenses, AI-Nikkor, PC-Nikkor and Reflex-Nikkor
lenses, plus such important accessories as Nikon
extension rings, bellows units , slide copiers , even
microscopes and telescopes . At all times , the
photographer enjoys maximum depth-of-field control.
For special situations (backlighting , subject in shade,
etc.) the EM shutter may be 'programmed' for a 2 EV
exposure increase merely by pressing the exposure
compensation button.

Brilliant, data-filled finder
Silver-coated pentaprism shows exceptionally large ,
bright image with full-field sharpness. The Nikon 'K'
screen (patterned after Nikon cameras built for U.S.
astronauts) offers 3 focusing aids for fast , pinpoint
sharpness control: central split-image rangefinder,
surrounding microprism ring , and overall matte/
Fresnel surface . Information readouts include
complete shutter speed scale, meter needle
indicating automatic speed in use , under/over
exposure warning zones , and special LED signal
for flash photography.

• Ultra-compact, lightweight design
• Full electronic exposure automation
• Exclusive 'fail-safe' features
• Matched auto flash, motor drive and lenses
• Easiest, most economical entry into Nikon
System
The Nikon EM brings Nikon-quality photography within the reach of
all. Smallest and lightest of all Nikon sirs, it is also the easiest to use
-perfect for the beginning sir photographer, while offering systemwide capabilities (including matched motor drive, thyristor flash
and compact Nikon Series E lenses) that appeal to more advanced
sir users as well. Special , sophisticated Nikon-designed electronic
and production technology makes it possible to offer the EM at a
remarkably modest price. Yet, from silver-coated pentaprism to
gold-plated motor drive contacts, it unmistakably reaffirms the
heritage of quality that is paramount to the Nikon system.

. with exclusive SONIC™ safeguard
The unique SONIC™ system (Sound & Optical Nikon
Indicator Circuits) provides a twofold alert if the
automatic shutter speed is beyond best-exposure
range. You hear a pulsing "beep" if the required
speed is below 1/30th second (too slow for hand-held
shooting) , or above 1/1000th. And , you see the meter
needl e swing into a red warning zone at either end
of the shutter speed scale. Both are activated by
depressing the shutter button halfway.
Once you have been alerted-unmistakably-by the
SONIC system , you simply turn the lens aperture ring
until the needle points to the desired speed and the
"beep" stops. It's a sure-fire safeguard against both
incorrect exposures and image blur from camera
movement.

NikonEM
Rugged metal shutter

Technical Specifications

Travels vertically for maximum efficiency, permitting
X-synch at 1/ 90th second as well as reliable
motorized operation as fast as 2 frames per second.
Speeds are stepless from 1 to 1/1000th second in
automatic mode. Additionally, shutter operates even
without batteries at mechanically-controlled speeds
of 1/90th second and 'B, permitting manual use if the
long-life silver oxide batteries should unexpectedly
fail-a vital safeguard lacking in many costlier
"automatics."

Full range of advanced features
• Constant-torque advance lever winds film and
shutter and counts exposures in single 144 stroke
or multiple strokes; un,ique folding design permits
comfortable viewing through either right or left eye.
0

• Built-in hot shoe provides automatic X-synch
speed setting and exposure data exchange with
accessory Nikon SB-E electronic flash , plus
cordless synch with any standard hot-shoe flash.
• AutomatiC meter on/off switching: turns on with
slight pressure on shutter button; automatic time
delay turns meter off several seconds after pressure
is released to assure maximum battery life.
• Fast, easy film loading with multi-slotted take-up
spool and hinged back-plus, exclusive electronic
sensor automatically sets shutter to 1/1000th second
until frame "1" eliminating delay in loading possible
with other automatic systems.
• Self-timer with approximate 10-second delay· may
be 'cancelled' prior to exposure if desired.
• Battery tester with external LED indicator.

Plus
• Instant-change Nikon bayonet lens mount
accepts all Nikon Series E and original manufacture
AI-Nikkor lenses for total automatic exposure and
automatic flash performance; also uses modified
AI-Nikkor PC-Nikkor, and Reflex Nikkor lenses for
automatic exposure metering and single-aperture
automatic flash control.(Refer to flash section for
details)
• BUilt-in film memo holder and tripod socket.
• Motor drive and auto flash capabilities (described
on next page).

Camera Type: Ultra-compact automatic 35mm sir with through-the-Iens
Silicon Photo Diode center-weighted meter interchangeable lenses ,
and accessory thyristor flash and motor drive.
Lensmount: Metal Nikon bayonet accepts all reflex-viewing Nikon Series
E, AI-Nikkor and non-meter-coupled special Nikkor lenses 6mm2000mm , plus most Nikon-mount accessories, notfor use with
non-AI Auto-Nikkor lenses. Flange/film distance 46.5mm. Automatic
diaphragm and AI (Automatic Indexing) coupling .
Exposure Control ' Automatic through-the-Iens with aperture priority·
manual control at 1/90th second and 'B' (independent of battery
power) .
Meter Systems: Center-weighted Silicon Photo Diode meter
concentrates major sensitivity on central area outlined by circle in
finder · operates at full aperture with Nikon Series E and AI-Nikkor
lenses ; stopdown measurement with PC-Nikkors, Reflex-Nikkors ,
and other uncoupled (non-auto) lenses and accessories. Automatic
maximum aperture indexing with all Series E and AI-Nikkor lenses.
SONIC™ Exposure Alert: Automatically provides twofold warning .
audible "beep" if required shutter speed is slower than 1/30th second
or faster than 1/1000th, plus visible indication in finder with meter
needle swinging into red zones below 1 second and above 1/1000th.
Activated by pressing shutter release halfway.
Meter Ranges: ASA 25-1600; EV 2 to 18 (with ASA 100 film and fl.8
lens). Full-aperture coupling range fl.2-f32.
Shutter' Electronically-timed, vertical-travel focal plane; speeds
continuously variable 1/1000th sec.-1 sec. in auto mode ; shutter
oper?tes at mechanically-controlled M90 (1 /9Oth) or B even if
batteries are depleted .
Flash Synchronization: 'X' synch at 1/90th second. Automatic flash
synch changeover, shutter speed setting , and eyepiece LED readylight activation with accessory Nikon Thyristor Flash SB-E (or SB-lO).
Flash Contact: Built-in hot shoe with special contacts for SB-E flash data
relay and shutter programming , compatible (without these special
functions) with other standard ISO hot shoe units.
Viewfinder' Silver-coated pentaprism with minus 1.0 diopter eyepiece ;
information display includes complete shutter speed scale with
indicator for speed in use; SONICTM Sound & Optical Nikon Indicator
Circuits ; under/over-exposure , and LED ready light for full automatic
functions with Nikon SB-E flash or limited function with Nikon SB-lO.
Focusing Screen Fixed Nikon Type K screen with 3mm-diameter splitimage rangefinder, 1mm microprism circle pJus overall matte/Fresnel
area, large circle denotes central metered area .
Reflex Mirror' Oversize, coated instant-return-type with special damping
mechanism.
Film Loading: Multi-slotted take-up spool , hinged back and additive
automatic exposure counter· electronic sensor programs shutter to
fastest speed during loading .
Film Transport: Ratchet-action lever advances film , winds shutter, and
counts exposures in single or multiple strokes totalling 144 may be
left at 'ready ' pOSition or folded flush with camera top without
affecting meter/shutter operation.
Film Rewind: Rewind-release button on camera baseplate ; fold-out
rewind crank pulls up to open camera back . Operates with motor
drive attached.
Battery Type: Two 1.5v silver oxide batteries (Eveready S76 or
equivalent) power meter shutter, LED and SONIC signals ; LED
battery tester built-in
Other Features: Meter turned on by slight pressure on shutter release ,
automatically turns off approx. 20 seconds after pressure is
removed ; audible and visual exposure safeguards via exclusive
Nikon SONIC system ; built-in neckstrap eyelets , built-in cancellable
self timer with approximate 10-sec. delay· memo holder on camera
back stores film carton tab or other data , accepts accessory Nikon
motor drive MD-E and Thyristor Flash SB-E.
0

Nikon EM camera body in black finish, with (2) 1.5v
Silver Oxide batteries (S76 or equiv. ), Product
No. 1700.

Dimensions: Camera body, 5.3" x 3.38" x 2.13"
(135mm x 86mm x 54mm).
Weight: 16.2 oz . (460g)
Product No .. 1700

Printed in U.S.A
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Nikon F3
Unique electronic and
mechanical reliability

The world's first truly professional
3Smm Automatic SLR
• Perfect combination of state·of·the·art
electronics and superb mechanical performance
• High performance for heavy duty use in all
professional applications
• Unprecedented motor drive and flash facilities
Born of the legendary Nikon F and F2 series, the Nikon
F3 elevates 35mm sir photography to new heights of
precision, performance and professionalism. Its unique
built-in meter provides accurate electronic automation
with all its interchangeable viewfinders and focusing
screens, with every reflex-viewing Nikkor lens ever made
-even in flash photography. And, while both smaller and
lighter than its predecessors, the F3 is equally rugged
and reliable-as shown by its selection by NASA as the
operational 35mm sir scheduled for the Space Shuttle
project. The F3 space camera incorporates minor
modifications required for in-space use, but is essentially
the same F3 your customers can buy from you.
Section II , Sheet27 -Printed in U.S.A.

Central to the F3 's remarkable capabilities are its
advanced electronic components , designed by
Nikon for superior reliability and accuracy
Among these are :
• Flexible printed circuit (FPC), incorporating
multiple Large-Scale Integrated circuit (LSI)
microprocessors for automatic control of all
key functions .
• Quartz crystal oscillator, assuring the most
precise manually selected speeds ever in a
35mm sir with accuracy and consistency
second to none ; also provides quartz-timed
meter/viewfinder display shutoff 16 seconds
after pressure is removed from shutter release ,
and 10-second electronic self-timer delay with
external LED 'countdown indication; selftimer also acts as intervalometer for motor
operation .
• Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) digital shutter
speed and meter readouts ; easy to read and
consuming far less battery power than other
systems ; also serves as battery check .
• Functional Resistance Element (FRE), a thin
metallic film variable resistor sealed against
dust and humidity, incorporating gold and other
precious metals to relay exposure data to the
F3 meter system . It is the most reliable
variable resistor in 35mm cameras .
But, while these space-age electronics provide
the potential for the finest photography ever
it takes the excellence of Nikon mechanical
construction to translate that potential into
professionally reliable performance!
The F3 features a lightweight die-cast metal
body with an 'armor-plate' front cover that
protects the built-in electronics. A titanium
shutter of proven ruggedness , with extraordinary
high-speed accuracy Film/shutter transport with
ball-bearing races for friction-defying smoothness
and durability Pneumatic mirror damping . And,
special refinements such as gold-plated meter
and motor contacts .
The result is an integration of electronic and
mechanical technologies with uncompromising
quality controls at every step, achieving highest
performance under the most challenging
conditions.

The Automation
Combines aperture-priority versatility with
electronic accuracy using sophisticated LargeScale Integrated circuitry With shutter speed dial
in A position, speeds are automatically
steplessly and continuously selected from
1/2000th to 8 seconds according to the lens
aperture in use. This system assures maximum
accuracy and versatility Full manual control plus
electronic 'memory lock' and + 2 to - 2 EV
exposure compensator provide extensive creative
control; with each, the adjusted shutter speed is
displayed by the viewfinder LCD . An ingenious
Nikon temperature compensation circuit maintains
critical accuracy even in temperature extremes.
The standard eye-level finder model DE-2 has a
built-in eyepiece shutter for use with self-timer
remote control or other specialized applications.

Nikon F3
The Meter

The Shutter

An improved version of Nikon's famous center-weighted
system, it gives extremely accurate readings with every
F3I1ens/finder/screen combination, even with polarizers, and
requires no compensation for any of them. About 92% of the
light which is transmitted by the taking lens is passed to the
viewfinder while the other 8% travels through thousands of
microscopic non-silvered areas on the main reflex mirror to a
secondary mirror which in turn focuses that light on the
Silicon Photo Diode meter cell housed in the camera body
This results in center-weighted metering with about 80% of
the meter's sensitivity concentrated in the central picture
area (defined by a 12mm circle on most finder screens) and
the remaining 20% extending out towards the edges. This
provides consistently accurate exposures under virtually all
light conditions in both auto and manual modes. Readings
are also reliable in both horizontal and vertical compositions ,
over the broad range of EV 1 to 18 (with ASA 100 film and
f1.4 lens) and the F3's finder image is virtually unaffected. In
fact it's the brightest Nikon finder ever With main power
switch in 'On' position, the meter turns on when the shutter
release button is touched, and switches off automatically 16
quartz-timed seconds after pressure is removed, extending
battery life.

To the legendary ruggedness and durability of its Titanium
shutter, the F3 adds the highest accuracy and repeatability
ever offered by Nikon . In manual mode the F3 uses a quartz
crystal which oscillates at 32 KHz and provides the time base
for shutter speeds of accuracy superior to any mechanical
timing mechanism. And, it enhances this performance with
Nikon precision engineering, using microminiature ball
bearing races and low-mass titanium-foil curtains for extrafast travel speed. An exclusive Nikon braking mechanism
helps prevent vibration and eliminates shutter bounce. The
F3's smooth short stroke and electromagnetic release also
helps prevent vibration . For 'fail-safe' assurance, an auxiliary
shutter release on the camera 's front permits mechanical
triggering without battery power at 1/60th and 'T' a 'first' for
any sir with an electromagnetic shutter release.

The Finder
Displays all exposure data with all finders and screens for
full visual control:
• LCD manual exposure readout (...t = overexposure,
M = underexposure, -;.: = correct exposure);
• LCD shutter speed readout visible in both auto and
manual modes;
• LCD auto under/over-exposure signals (when required
shutter speed is beyond available range + 2000 or 8-);
• AI-Nikkor lens aperture , shown by Nikon Aperture Direct
Reading (ADR) system,
• LED flash ready lightlexposure verification signal for
dedicated Nikon thyristor units.
One of the many Nikon innovations, the LCD's assure
maximum battery life, display clarity and cold-weather
stability Special timing circuits control the display so the
user will not be distracted by constantly flashing numbers.
A built-in illuminator provides easy visibility of LCD/ADR
readouts in dim light.
The Nikon F3 combines this complete data display with
virtually 100% framing accuracy equalled only by its Nikon
predecessors, again with all finders and screens.

®

The Flash
The combination of the Nikon F3 and either of its dedicated
thyristor units offers automatic, through-the-Iens flash
exposure control with every interchangeable finder screen
reflex-viewing lens and optical accessory During exposure,
the F3 meter reads' the actual film plane image and
regulates flash output accordingly resulting in important
benefits:
• Highest exposure accuracy because the flash sensor
reads through the camera lens . There's never any concern
about the sensor's field of view as with conventional
thyristor units . Because the sensor reads through the lens
it automatically provides exposure compensation for filters,
tele-converters, bellows, extension rings (even with Micro
Nikkors) or reversed lenses.
• Widest depth-of-field control with full 'stepless' choice of
apertures limited only by film speed and distance-e .g.,
any f/stop from f2 to f22 and anywhere in between stops
with ASA 100 film.
• Extra-fast, error·free operation. Flash units automatically
exchange data with camera 's LSI microprocessors,
eliminating need for separate flash programming , and
activate in-finder LED ready light, which also confirms
correct exposure after each picture.
• Reliable light output, assured by use of high performance
Xenon flash tube and efficient silicon controlled rectifier
and series circuitry
Two special units for the F3 are available . The compact,
cordless Nikon 58·12 mounts on the F3's hot shoe and
offers an ASA 100 Guide No. of 82. This unit also
automatically programs the shutter for 1/80th synch speed .
The handle-mount 58·11 uses connecting cord SC-12 to
provide automatic through the lens exposure control via the
F3 hot shoe, offers extra-high power (Guide No. of 118 at
ASA 100), and automatic exposure control for bounce and
off-camera flash . With accessory Remote Sensor model SU-2
the SB-11 flash provides automation with a choice of 3
apertures or manual control with any Nikon system camera.
Both flash units feature battery-saving Nikon thyristor
circuitry and are comprehensively described in the 'Nikon F3
Thyristor Flash' catalog section.
In addition to 'dedicated' performance with the above units,
the Nikon F3 accepts any Nikon F2 or ISO-type hot shoe flash
via accessory Flash Couplers AS-3 and AS-4 . Also, its built-in
PC outlet (threaded for slip-proof Nikon or conventional PC
cords) permits use of virtually any plug-in flash.

All specifications subject to change without notice.
Nikon Inc. Garden City, N.Y 11530. Subsidiary of Ehrenreich Photo·Opticallndustries, Inc. Other offices in Niles, III., and San Francisco, Calif. ~[Jda

Nikon F3

Viewfinders and
Focusing Screens
The Motor
Specially designed for the Nikon F3, the compact Nikon
Motor Drive model MD-4 with its optional Nicad battery pack
permits continuous firing up to 6 fps with mirror up, 5.5 fps
with reflex viewing-the fastest rates ever attained in a
production motor drive. In continuous mode , the rate is
automatically the fastest permitted by the shutter speed in
use, with the maximum rate achieved at speeds of 1/125th
second or faster Single exposures are also possible, as are
multi-exposures using the F3's handy top-mounted control.
The MD-4's integral battery compartment accepts 8 M
alkaline cells or a special Nikon Nicad pack. The motor
batteries also power all electronic camera functions , and
when using the Nicad pack permit reliable operation at
temperatures as low as - 20°C (- 4 OF). Approximately 70
36-exposure rolls are possible with Nicad power up to 140
rolls with M alkaline cells , thanks to the MD-4 's efficient, low
drain circuitry and the F3 's specially-designed low-resistance
gearing and ball-bearing film/shutter winding mechanism .
The MD-4's anatomical grip has a built-in electromagnetic
shutter release and Single/Continuous/Lock selector Remote
terminal is provided, as are contacts for Nikon F3 bulk film
backs, data backs and external power sources. A subtractive
exposure counter permits firing bursts of any predetermined
length and assures extra protection against film tearing in
extreme cold. The power rewind mechanism rewinds
36-exposure loads in as little as 4.5 seconds. Engineered for
optimum balance and handling ease, the Nikon F3/MD-4
combination lifts Nikon leadership in motorized photography
to new heights. (See 'Nikon F3 Motor Drive System ' catalog
section for details.)
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The F3's four new finders permit extremely quick, easy
interchange
allow all automatic exposure and data-display
facilities to be used
and maintain the unique Nikon
standard of virtual-1 00% framing accuracy They comprise
Standard Eye-Level Finder DE-2, Action Finder DA-2, 6X
Focusing Finder DW-4, and Waist-Level Finder DW-3. (These
and the F3's 20 focusing screens are detailed in the catalog
pages titled Nikon F3 Viewfinders and Focusing Screens '.)

Film Backs
A new series of camera backs will add further versatility to
F3 photography In addition to the standard back , they will
include the Camera Back MF-6 for auto-rewind stop when
used with the M 0-4 plus models offering extended film
capacity including units interfacing with F3 electronics for
automated, on-film data imprinting . (Please refer to 'Nikon F3
Motor Drive' catalog section for details.) Each incorporates
an improved film positioning system with no fewer than 7
elements (including exclusive guide roller for smooth
motorized transport) to assure ultimate film safety and
flatness for edge-to-edge image sharpness.

Nikon F3
Other Nikon F3
Features
Chromed·steel bayonet
lensmount
(the same as a Nikon F and F2) accepts every
F-mount Nikkor lens; full-aperture metering
with all AI-Nikkor and modified AI lenses,
stopdown operation with others.

Newly designed smooth ratchet
film transport
with special balanced gear train and
microminiature ball bearing mechanism for
minimal friction and consistently low torque
requirements. Operates with single or multistroke operation .

Automatic quick·load
mechanism

sets shutter to 1/80th second during film
loading when camera is on auto or at speed
higher than 1/80 on manual, preventing
unwanted delays while advancing to Frame 1

Quartz·timed·electronic
self·timer
activates external 'countdown' LED signal
pulsing twice per second for initial 8 seconds,
then 8 times per second during last 2
seconds ; may be 'cancelled ' prior to
exposure.

Multi·exposures

in precise registration with convenient topmounted control, also operates with Motor
Drive .

Shutter speed dial controls
all speeds

safety lock at A X-80, and 'T' settings; 'T'
utilizes mechanical triggering to conserve
camera batteries.

Built·in

depth-of-field preview mirror lock, film memo
holder PC type cable release socket and
standard tripod socket.
The Nikon F3 camera is supplied exclusively in
professional black finish complete with Eye-Level
Prism Finder DE-2, Type K Focusing Screen,
standard camera back, and meter batteries.
Product No. 1690.

Technical Specifications
Camera Type: Automatic 3Smm sir with built-in through-the-Iens Silicon Photo
Diode meter and LSI microprocessors ; accepts interchangeable lenses,
viewfinders , focusing screens, film backs, thyristor flash units and motor drive .
Lensmount: Chromed-steel Nikon bayonet accepts all Nikon system lenses and all
Nikon F-mount accessories. Flange/film distance : 46 .Smm . Automatic diaphragm
coupling, Aperture Indexing (AI), and Aperture Direct Readout (ADR).
Exposure Control: Automatic electronic with through-the-Iens aperture priority.
Electronic quartz timed manual control with aperture or shutter priority; automatic
through-the-Iens metering in flash mode with aperture priority using dedicated
Nikon flashes. Meter turns on at touch of electromagnetic shutter release ,
automatically turns off 16 quartz-t imed seconds after pressure is removed.
Meter System: SPD cell in base of mirror chamber concentrates BO% of
sensitivity on central 12mm area shown by circle in finder with 20% out towards
edges , measures light passing through mirror reflected by secondary mirror;
operates at full aperture with all AI-Nikkor lenses; stopdown measurement with
non-AI-Ienses, attachments, or other optical devices. Automatic maximum aperture
indexing with all AI lenses. Built-in electronic 'memory lock' and exposure
compensator ( + 2 to - 2 EV in 1/3-EV steps).
Meter Ranges: ASA 12-6400; EV 1 to lB (with ASA 100 film and fl .4 lens). Fullaperture coupling range fl .2-f32 .
Shutter" Titanium-foil curtain, horizontal-travel focal plane with dual electronic
timing systems: step less in auto mode from 1/2000th to B seconds , controlled by
exclusive Nikon LSI microprocessors; quartz-controlled manual speeds 'B', B, 4, 2, 1,
1/2, 1/4, liB, IllS , 1/30, 1/60, l/BO , 1/12S, 1/2S0, I/S00, 1/1000, and 1/2000th second.
Flash Synchronization: USing Nikon S8-12 flash, shutter automatically sets to l/BO
second with camera in auto mode. In manual mode , shutter automatically sets to
l/BO second if manual setting is higher than l/BOth . If slower speed is manually set,
camera will remain at that speed (permitting use for sun-synch). With non-dedicated
flash, set manual speed to l/BO or slower or use locked in X-synch setting.
Flash Contacts: Built-in exclusive 3-contact F3 hot shoe with automatic safety
switch and data contacts ; single PC outlet accepts Nikon screw-in or conventional
PC cords.
Flash Metering: With dedicated Nikon units, camera 's SPD meter provides
automatic light control with through-the-Iens measurement of film-plane image
during exposure, plus in-finder LED ready-light and exposure verification.
Viewfinder: Interchangeable eye-level pentaprism DE-2 supplied with - 1.0
diopter eyepiece and built-in eyepiece shutter ' accepts total of four F3 finders,
each with virtual-l 00% frame coverage and full exposure automationldata readout
capabilities.
Viewfinder Information: LCD readouts for shutter speed , overl underexposure
and autolmanual mode; AI-Nikkor lens aperture through Nikon Aperture Direct
Readout (ADR), and multi-function LED flash ready-light/exposure verification
signal. Built-in illuminator provides easy visibility of LCD and ADR data in dim light.
Focusing Screen: Standard Nikon F3 Type K Screen (supplied) with 3mmdiameter split-image rangefinder 1mm microprism circle plus overall
matte/Fresnel area , interchangeable with 19 other Nikon F3 screens. No exposure
compensation required with any F3 finderl screen combination . New brighter
design .
Reflex Mirror: Oversized instant-return type with independent mirror lockup
control and Nikon sealed pneumatic air-damping system for virtual-zero vibration,
temperature"stable titanium mirror frame.
Film Loading: Improved multi-slotted take-up spool, hinged back (with safety lock)
and additive automatic-reset exposure counter for fast loading; with F3 in auto
mode, electronic circuitry sets shutter to l/BOth second until exposure counter
reaches frame #1 (unless slower speed is manually set), eliminates delays
otherwise possible due to auto-set slower speeds.
Film Transport: Ratchet-action lever advances film, winds shutter and counts
exposures in 140 0 action, may be left at ' ready' position 30 0 from camera body or
folded flush without affecting meterlfinder operation. (Film advance lever does not
control meter.)
Film Rewind: Rewind-release button on camera baseplate ; foldout rewind crank;
power rewind with motor drive MD-4 .
Multiple Exposure Control: By moving control on camera top while operating film
transport lever (exposure counter is automatically disengaged); also operates with
Nikon motor drive .
Battery Type: Two I.Sv silver oxide batteries (Eveready EPX-76 or equivalent)
power meter , shutter and finder, LCD display automatically tests batteries ; special
mechanical shutter settings ("T" 1/60th) and release button permit operation
without battery power
Other Features: Electronic self-timer with external LED signal pulsing throughout
10-second cycle ; depth-of-field preview; stainless-steel reinforced neckstrap
eyelets; memo holder on camera back holding film box tab or other data; built-in
cable release and tripod sockets.
Dimensions: Camera body with Eye-Level Finder DE-2 : S.BSLx3.BHx2.S9"W
(14B.Sx96.Sx6S .Smm).
Weight: 24.69 oz. (700g)
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Nikon F3 Motor Drive System
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Nikon MD·4 Motor Drive
Fastest production-model motor drive in 35mm
history the Nikon MD-4 also brings new reliability and
convenience to virtually every aspect of motorized
photography The MD-4, for use with F3 only is
compact and light and mounts quickly' simply unscrew
the camera 's rewind shaft cover place it in the
motor's handy storage slot, and attach the motor with
a few turns of the large, knurled thumbwheel The
internal battery chamber accepts AA alkaline battery
holder or Nikon quick-charge Nicad unit for firing to
6-fps with mirror up, 5.5-fps with reflex viewing

In continuous mode , the MD-4 automatically fires at
the fastest rate permitted by shutter speed and power
source in use; single exposures are also possible, as
are multi-exposures in precise registration (with
convenient operation through the F3's top-mounted
mUlti-exposure control). The MD-4 automatically shuts
off power at end of film roll For extra protection when
using thin-base films in cold weather where they are
susceptible to freezing, the motor's built-in subtractive
exposure counter can be set to switch the motor off
when the counter reaches '0' also permitting bursts of
any predetermined length .
When the MD-4 is used with the F3, it automatically
disengages the meter batteries in the F3 body and
uses the motor power supply to power the F3 meter
and shutter
Because the Nikon MD-4 s high-capacity batteries
automatically supply energy to all camera functions,
they appreciably expand camera s capability and
provide exceptional performance even in extreme cold .
The Nikon Nicad pack wil power the F3 at as low as
- 20°C ( - 4 OF). The comfortable anatomical handgrip
contains a Single/ Continuous/Lock selector and
electromagnetic shutter release button . This release
automatically turns on the F3 meter and LCD and,
when pressure is removed, automatically shuts them
off 16 quartz-timed seconds later As long as light
pressure is applied to the shutter release the meter
will remain on . Dual LED's on the motor back confirm
all operating functions including film advance, film
end , automatic film rewind-stop with MF-6 camera
back , firing rates, and battery condition
The MD-4 offers input terminals for remote control
operation using Nikon intervalometers, wireless radio
and Modulite remote control units and remote
triggering cords; also for interfacing with Nikon F3 bulk
film and data backs and for external power sources.
Its automatic film rewind features dual control slides
that virtually preclude inadvertent rewinding . The
MD-4 s external gold-plated contacts interface with the
Nikon F3 electronics with corrosion-resistant integrity
Special Nikon innovated low-drain circuitry combines
with the unique low-torque gearing and ball-bearing
design of the F3 film/shutter advance to allow up to
140 rolls of 36-exposure film on a single set of AA
alkaline batteries .
Designed and engineered for ideal balance and
responsiveness , the Nikon MD-4 Motor Drive weighs
just 16.93 oz. (480g), without batteries, and measures
5.76Lx4.52Hx2 .78 "W (146.4x114 .7x70 .7mm). Nikon
MD-4 Motor Drive complete with Battery Holder MS-3,
without batteries, Product No. 120.

Maximum Firing Rates:
1/125·1/2000

Capacity of
36 Exp. Rolls
(Incl. Power Rewind)

Rewind
Time
(36 Exp.)

6.0 fps

5.5 fps

70

4.5 sec .

100-120v AC ,
50-60Hz.

5.5 fps

5.0 fps

unlimited

5.0 sec.

8 AA alkaline
cells

4.0 fps

3.8 fps

140

8.0 sec .

Mirror Up

Reflex Viewing

1/125·112000

Built-in
NC Cells

MA-4 ACIDC
Converter
MS-3 Battery
Holder

MD·4 Power
Supply
MN·2 Nicad
Unit

Power
Source

* All specifications are approximate and will vary depending on battery condition . At shutter speeds slower than 1/125th, framing rate is variable and is
automatically determined by the shutter speed in use. Framing rate will always be maximum permissable for shutter speed in use.
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Nikon MD·4 Accessories
(exclusively for use with Nikon F3)

AH·2 Tripod Adapter
Nicad Battery Unit MN·2

Repositions tripod mount at MD-4 center for convenient use in
tripod, copystand, and similar applications. Product No. 129.

Self-contained module incorporates Nicad Cells delivering up
to 70 rolls per charge; recharges in approx. 3-4 hours using
accessory MH-2 NC Charger Product No. 125.

Nicad Battery Charger MH·2
Recharges MN-2 Nicad Battery Unit to 80% capacity in
approx. 3 hours. To 100% in approx. 4 hours. Voltage control
is automatically adjusted by selected power cord in use .
External 'Charging' and 'Completion' signals. Product No. 126.

MC·10 Remote Cord
10' (3m) cord with integral handgrip and shutter release
button for convenient remote triggering of Nikon F3 with
MD-4. Cord activates meter and auto meter turn off circuit.
Product No. 131

M F·6 Auto Rewind Stop Camera Back

AA Battery Holder MS·3
Holds 8 1.5V M cells. Drop-in design permits pre-loading
and rapid interchange for almost uninterrupted shooting.
Supplied with motor Product No. 127

Provides auto rewind stop for MD-4 motor with leader
remaining outside film cartridge . Valuable when film is
processed using daylight-load and automated processing
systems. May be used as alternative camera back without
motor with no loss of camera functions or capabilities. Builtin film memo holder and thumb grip for even firmer handling
Product No. 124.
Note: Additional Nikon F3 film backs for extended capacity and
automated on-film data imprinting will be announced soon.
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Nikon F3 Motor Drive System
Nikon Motor Drive
Accessories
Following are compatible with MO-4 and other Nikon
motor drives as designated.

Nikon Repeating Electronic Flash

58·6

Unique high-performance unit permits flash photography at
up to 3.8 frames per second, as well as adjustable
stroboscopic bursts of 5-40 flashes per second for multiimage effects. Six-step manual output from full to 1/32nd
power permits choice of ASA 100 Guide Nos. 148, 105, 72,
52, 36 and 26. Works on AC, ~C, or NC power sources.
Product No. 290.
(Refer to latest Nikon Price List for complete product listing).

Pistol Grip Model 2
Attaches to tripod socket on camera, motor or lens. Permits
triggering of MO-1/2/3/4/12 with accessory cord MC-3.
Valuable for hand-held steadiness with long tele, reflex and
zoom lenses. Can also be used with AR-6 cable release to
fire camera from shutter release button. Product No. 45.

Note: Cannot be mounted on F3 (even with A8-3 shoe). With F3,
mount the 88-6 separately and use PC cord connector

~
~
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MA·4 AC/DC Converter
Powers Nikon MO-4 or MO-1/2/3 using 100, 117 220 or 240v
AC current; gives smooth, ripple-free 15 volts at 400ma
output. Built-in voltage stabilization, overload protection
remote outlet and shutter release button. Requires 10'
connecting cord MC-11 for F3, MC-2 cord for M 0-1/213.
Product No. 42 .

MC·11 & MC·2 Connecting Cords
Connects motor to MA-4 ACIDC converter 10' length. For
MO-4 use MC-11 Product No. 132. (For MO-1/2/3 use MC-2 ,
Product No. 25.)
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MC·3 Connecting Cord for
Pistol Grip 2
Connects pistol grip model 2 to motor's remote control terminal
for smooth , responsive triggering; activates F3 finder display
Product No. 28.

M R·2 Motor Release
For all Nikon motor drives with remote terminal. Provides
alternate shutter release button gives automatic meter on/off
operation with Nikon F3/MO-4 and Nikon FE/FM with MO-12.
Also usable without auto meter control for Nikon F and F36
motor with 3 pin terminal. Accepts accessory Nikon AR-2 or
AR-4 cable releases. Product No. 662.

Nikon F3 Interchangeable Viewfinders
Created specifically for use with the F3, these
finders feature newly designed, secure 'drop-in
mounting with one-hand removal for easy and
quick interchange. With all of them, the F3
provides full exposure automation and data
display, as well as the virtual 100% framing
accuracy exclusive with Nikon plus improved
bri iance

l

6X Focusing Finder DW-4
Eye-Level Finder DE-2
The standard Nikon F3 finder incorporating silver-coated
pentaprism for brilliant , unreversed , eye-level viewing O.8x
apparent image magnification with 50mm lens; 1 diopter
eyepiece (interchangeable). Built-in eyepiece shutter Product
No. 2382 .

5-element, 3-group optics magnify image/data field a full 6X
for ultra-critical focusing , especially important in close-up and
photomacrography. Permits aerial-image focusing with Type
C or M screens . Excellent edge-to-edge sharpness makes
this finder also a superior slide or negative inspection loupe.
Adjustable focusing from -5 to + 3 diopters. Built-in fold ing
rubber eyecup. Product No . 2384.

Note: OE-2 finder accepts standard Nikon 19mm-threaded eyepiece
accessories including Right Angle Finder OR-3, 2X Eyepiece
Magnifier OG-2, rubber eyecup, and 9 eyepiece correction
lenses. For details, refer to 'Nikon Viewfinder Accessories'
catalog section.

Waist-Level Finder DW-3

Action Finder DA-2

The most compact Nikon F3 viewfinder with one-touch
open/close mechanism . Ideal for low-angle (or overhead)
viewing, tripod and copystand work. Built-in flip-up 5X
magnifier for critical focusing/metering accuracy.
Product No. 2383.

Ingenious silver-coated pentaprism with extra-large eyepiece
permitting full image/exposure data visibility up to 2.4"
(60mm) from eyepiece . Widely preferred for sports coverage
and conditions where it is impossible or impractical to place
eye close to finder-as when camera is in underwater
housing, or photographer must wear special goggles or other
eyewear -1 diopter eyepiece; O.7x apparent magnification
with 50mm lens. Product No . 2385 .
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Nikon F3 Interchangeable Focusing Screens
The choice of individual F3 screens provides
unmatched viewing and focusing in any
application and accommodates any personal
preference Complete F3 exposure automation
and data readout functions are maintained with
all screens without any requirements for exposure
compensation They are newly designed for use
with Nikon F3 and mounted in durable metal
frames with handy tabs for instant, easy
interchangeability All offer improved brightness and
the virtual 100% framing accuracy unique to Nikon.

TYPE E
Matte Fresnel field with multiple
vertical and horizontal reference
lines, 12mm reference circle,
and fine-ground matte spot. For
architectural photography and
other applications requiring
accurate image placement
or alignment.
Product No. 2556.

TYPE A
Matte Fresnel field with 3mm
split-image rangefinder spot
and 12mm reference circle. For
general photography with lenses
to 400mm telephoto, f4.5 or
faster
Product No. 2552.

Clear Fresnel field with 12mm
diameter microprism focusing
spot. Provides extremely brilliant
image for viewing and focusing
in poor light. Available in 4
models with individual Fresnel
patterns to match specific
lenses, as shown on lens/screen
selector chart.
G1 Product No. 2557
G2, Product No. 2558.
G3, Product No. 2559.
G4 , Product No. 2560.

Matte Fresnel field with 12mm
fine groundglass center For
general photography' especially
suited for use with long-focus
lenses and lenses of small
maximum aperture (f5 .6-f11).
Product No. 2553.

Clear Fresnel field with
microprism pattern over entire
screen area. Permits rapid
focusing on any part of screen
image, with optimum edge-toedge brightness. Excellent for
use in poor light with moving
subjects. Available in 4 models
for specific Nikkor lens types
(see selector chart).
H 1 Product No. 2561
H2 , Product No. 2562.
H3, Product No. 2563.
H4, Product No . 2564.

TYPE J
Fine ground matte field with
4mm clear spot and cross-hair
reticle. Especially suitable for
photomicrography and other
applications involving high
magnification where aerial
image and parallax focusing
can be used with 6X magnifying
finder or 2X eyepiece magnifier
Product No . 2554.

TYPE K

TYPE D
CODo_5.S

Matte Fresnel field with 4mm
microprism focusing spot and
12mm reference circle. For
general photography with any
Nikkor lens.
Product No. 2565.

All-matte, fine-ground surface.
For use with long focal-length
lenses and in close-ups.
Product No. 2555.

Matte Fresnel field with 3mm
central split-image rangefinder
spot surrounded by t mm-wide
microprism ring and 12mm
reference circle. For general
photography with any lens ,
supplied as standard with all
Nikon cameras.
Product No . 2551
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Nikon F3 Interchangeable Focusing Screens
Focusing Screen Selector Chart

TYPE L
Similar to Type A but with splitimage spot set at 45 0 angle.
Facilitates focusing on
horizontal line.
Product No. 2566.

TYPE M
Clear field with double crosshair reticle and scales in 1mm
increments. For aerial-image
focusing in photomicrography
and other high-magnification
work with 6X focusing finder
or 2X eyepiece magnifier
Product No. 2567

TYPE P
Matte Fresnel field with splitimage spot at 45 0 angle
surrounded by 1mm-wide
microprism ring plus vertical
and horizontal lines and
12mm reference circle. For
general photography with all
Nikkor lenses.
Product No . 2568.

TYPE R
Combines features of Types A
and E. 3mm-diameter rangefinder spot works best with
I-HfHffl7l<7<~;......j-~~*",,~ffi. lenses havi ng maxim um ape rtures f3.5 to f5.6. Excellent for
architectural and mUlti-exposure
photography, where precise
image placement is vital.
Product No. 2569.

Nikkor Lenses
6mm f2 .B
Fisheye
Bmm f2.B
Fisheye
13mm f5 .6
15mm f3.5, f5.6
16mm f2.B
Fisheye
1Bmm f4
20mm f3 .5, f4
24mm f2, f2.B
2Bmm f2
2Bmm f2.B
2Bmm f3.5
2Bmm f4 PC
35mm f1 .4, f2
35mm f2.B
35mm f2 .B PC
50mm f1 .2, f1.4
50mm f1 .B, f2
55mm f2.B,
f3 .5 Micro
5Bmm f1 .2
Noct
B5mm f2
105mm f2.5
105mm f4
Micro
135mm f2.0, f2.B
135mm f3.5
1BOmm f2.B
200mm f2, f4,
f4 Micro
200mm f5.6
Medical
300mm f2.B,
F4 .5 & ED
400mm f3.5, f4.5
400mm f5.6 & ED
500mm fB Reflex

Recommended
A,B,D,E,G-1,G-2,
H-1 ,H-2,J,K,L,P TV
A,B,D,E,G-1,G-2,
H-1,H-2,H-3,J,K,L,P,TV
B,E ,H-2,J,R
B,E,H-2,J,R
A,B,E,G-1 ,H-1 ,J,K,L,P
R,TV
A,B,E,G-1 ,H-1 ,J,K,L,P,R,TV
A,B,E,G-1 ,H-1 ,J,K,L,P,R,TV
A,B,E,G-2,H-2,J,K,L,P TV
A,B,E ,G-1,G-2,H-2,J,K,L,P,TV
A,B,E,G-1 ,H-1 ,J,K,L,P,TV
A,B,E,J,K,L,P,R,TV
B,E
A,B,E,G-2,H-2,J,K,L,P,TV
A,B ,E,G-1,H-1.,J,K,L,P,TV
B,E
A,B,E,G-2,H-2,J,K,L,P,TV
A,B,E,G-1 ,G-2,H-1 ,H-2,J,K,L,
P,TV
B,E
A,B ,E,G-2,H-2,J ,K,L,P TV

Has central 3mm split-image
rangefinder and overall matte
Fresnel field. Special, engraved
lines show standard TV frame
plus safe action and safe title
areas, insure that entire image
recorded will be visible in
commercials 0; closed circuit
TV broadcasts.
Product No. 2570.

A,G-2,K,L,P,TV
A,G-2,K,L,P,TV

R
H-1,R
R
G-1,G-2,H-1
A,J,K,L,P,R,TV
G-1 ,H-1 ,R
H-2,R
A,J,K,L,P,R,TV
R
R
A,G-2,H-2,J,
K,L,P,TV
H-1,R

A,B,E,G-2,H-2,J,K,L,P,TV
A,B,E,G-2,H-2,J,K,L,P,R,TV
A,B,E,G-3,J,K,L,
P,TV
A,B,E,G-2,H-2,J,K,L,P,R,TV
B,E,H-2

A,J,K,L,P,R,TV

A,B,E,G-3,H-3,J,K,L,P,R,TV

C,D,H-2,H-4

A,B,E,G-3,H-3,J,K,L,P,R,TV
B,E,G-3,H-3,J,R
B,E

C,D,G-4,H-4
C,D,G-4,H-4
A,C,D,J,K,L,
P,R,TV
A,C,K, L,P TV

B,D,E,G-3,G-4,H-4

1000mm f11 Reflex A,B,E,J,K,L,TV
B,D,E
1200mm f11
&ED
2000mm f11 Reflex B,D,E,G-4,H-4

TV·FORMAT SCREEN

It)

C,R

H-1,R
H-1,R
A,G-3,G-4,J,K,
L,P,R,TV
C,D,R
C,D
C,D,H-2,H-3,
H-4,R
C,D

A,B,E,G-2,H-2,J,K,L ,P TV
A,B,E,G-2,H-2,J,K,L,P,TV
B,E,H-3

600mm f4,f5.6 & ED B,D,E,G-4,H-4,J,R,TV

BOOmm fB & ED

Acceptable
C,R

25-50mm f4
A,B,E,J,K,L,P,R ,TV
Zoom
35-70mm &
A,B,E,H-2,J,K,L,P,R,TV
43-B6mm f3.5 Zoom
50-300mm
A,B,E,G-3,J ,K,L,P
R,TV
f4.5 Zoom & ED
BO-200mm f4 .5 Zoom A,B,E,H-2 ,H-3,J,K,L,P,R,TV
1BO-600mm fB, 200- B,D,E,G-4,H-4
600mm f9 .5 & 3601200mm f11 Zoom

10

A,C,H-3,J,K,L,P
R,TV
C,D,H-3,H-4,P,R
A,C,G-4,H-3,J,K,
L,P,R,TV
A,C,G-3,J,K,L,
P,R,TV
H-1
G-2
G-3,H-3
G-3
A,C,H-3,
J,K,L ,P,R,TV

All specifications subject to change without notice.
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·SLR
• EL NIKKOR
• LARGE FORMAT

Nikkor Lenses: An Introduction
Nikkor
Interchangeable Lenses
Perhaps nowhere is the superiority of the Nikon
system of photography so dramatically apparent as
in the realm of interchangeable lenses: Nikkor
lenses-the only lenses in all the world crafted
specifically for use with Nikon and Nikkormat
cameras. These lenses, from 6mm Fisheye to
2000mm Telephoto , give the Nikon and Nikkormat
owner unlimited creative freedom to choose the
perfect lens for every application. Even more
important, these Nikkor lenses are the finest
available today for 35mm photography.

AI and Non-AI Series
There are two basic series of Nikkor lenses for
Nikon -system cameras.
• AI-Nikkors from 6mm to 600mm provide
automatic maximum-aperture indexing (AI) and
full-aperture metering with Nikon F2A, F2AS, EL2,
FM , and Nikkormat FT3 cameras, their secondary
aperture scale also provides Aperture Direct
Reading (ADR) with Nikon F2A, F2AS and FM
models. Each AI-Nikkor (easily identifiable by the
secondary aperture scale) also incorporates a
meter-coupling shoe providing full-aperture
metering with all other Nikon and Nikkormat meter
systems.
• Other Nikkor Lenses offer similar optical
performance but do not incorporate the AI/ADR
features. They are used with stopdown exposure
measurement on Nikon F2A, F2AS, EL2, FM , and
Nikkormat FT3 cameras. However, most AutoNikkors equipped with meter-coupling shoe can
be converted to AI operation and full-aperture
metering with the newest Nikon-system cameras.
For details, please see "Nikkor Lens
AI-Conversion " page at the end of this catalog
section.
Diaphragms-automatic, pre-set, or manual-of
both lens types function in an identical manner with
all Nikon-system cameras.

Nikon's Own Optical Glass
Actually one of the largest proprietary lensmakers
in the world, Nikon is one of a select few camera
manufacturers who make their own optical glass. In
fact, Nikon's glassmaking facilities are so extensive
that Nikon scientists can choose from more than
220 glass types to assure the finest possible image
quality from each lens type, without compromise.
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Nikkor L.enses: An Introduction
Many Historic Nikon Advances

Long-Lasting Mechanical Precision

It may truly be said that the history of single-lens
reflex optics is, essentially, the history of Nikon
for virtually every sir optical advance, from the first
Fisheye lenses to the first zoom lenses comparable
in image quality to the finest fixed focal-length
lenses, has been enjoyed first by photographers
within the Nikon system Among the most
revolutionary Nikon innovations are:

This optical excellence embodied in every Nikkor
lens is complemented by superior mechanical
precision. Aperture mechanisms in Nikkor lenses
operate on ball-bearing races to assure
consistently accurate stop-down action even in
high-speed motorized use, and even after
thousands of exposures. Diaphragms have positive
click stops at each aperture setting , with positive
intermediate settings possible. Focusing systems
achieve their responsive, lasting smoothness with
finely machined metal barrels and precision
threads. Lens elements are secured in position by
threaded retaining rings .

• Integrated Coating (IC). This advanced
multi-layer process, now applied to virtually all
Nikkor sir lenses from 6mm to 2000mm
Significantly reduces internal reflections and
image-degrading "flare:' Benefits. increased light
transmission , image contrast, and color fidelitythe hallmarks of every Nikkor lens.
• Extra-Low Dispersion (ED) Glass. Historically,
ultra-long focal length lenses have exhibited
chromatic aberration causing color "fringing " ,
while this can be partially overcome in black-andwhite photography through filtration, it is most
prominent-and not subject to filtration-in color
Nikon Extra-low Dispersion glass overcomes this
traditional problem by providing nearapochromatic color correction. In fact,
many ED-Nikkors are so highly corrected
that they require no refocusing for infrared
photography! Yet, unlike delicate fluorite
materials, Nikon ED glass is as stable and
durable as other optical glass types, preventing
focus shift and other variations irrespective of
climate or temperature, and permitting their use in
exposed front and rear elements, as well as
internally, for optimum performance.

Mounting flanges are constructed of hardened
bronze and stainless steel-materials carefully
selected for their wear resistance. As a result, each
time you attach a Nikkor lens to your camera, it is
aligned perfectly with the camera's film plane for
optimal sharpness-a vital consideration with
modern high-speed and ultra-telephoto lenses,
where even the slightest impairment of mounting
accuracy can visibly degrade image quality.

• Close Focusing Correction System. Popularly
referred to as the "floating element" system, this
enables designated Nikkor wide-angle lenses to
provide uniformly excellent performance from
close range to infinity, through an ingenious
system of internally "floating " elements,
repositioning themselves automatically as the
focusing ring is operated Nikkor wide-angle
lenses with this feature demonstrate truly
exceptional flatness of field and freedom from
aberrations throughout their entire focusing
range.
• Internal Focusing. This Nikon advance assures
increased image sharpness with telephoto lenses.
Instead of the entire lens being moved during
focusing, only an internal optical group is moved,
resulting in a dramatic improvement in resolution
as well as appreciable reductions in length as
compared to conventional focusing systems.
Extra-fast handling also results, since a shorter
focusing motion is required with the internal
focusing system.

----
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Fisheve Nikkor Lenses
Among the most striking of Nikon optical
innovations, Fisheye-Nikkors were initially
developed for use in meteorological and
astronomical research. Recording not only
everything in front of the camera, but also objects at
the sides (even, with 6mm Nikkors, objects behind
it), they offer unique benefits in environmental,
surveillance , and security applications as well as a
multitude of industrial uses-picturing the interiors
of boilers and pipelines, for instance. Moreover, the
spectacular pictorial effects they produce have
literally created a new way of seeing in sports and
news coverage, fashion and commercial work, and
special-effects photography.
With their extremely short focal lengths, FisheyeNikkors provide enormous depth-of-field, extending
from infinity to within inches of the film plane. Their
sharpness easily meets demanding professional
requirements. All are equipped with built-in colorcorrection filters, and all except the 16mm f3.5
produce circular mages on the film The 6mm f2.S,
Smm f2.S, and 16mm f3 .5 provide through-the-Iens
viewing and full-aperture metering with all Nikon
and Nikkormat meter systems, the 6mm f5.6 and
10mm f5.6 are used with camera mirror locked up
and supplied with special Optical Centering Finders.
The 10mm f5.6 Fisheye-Nikkor is designed for
specialized Orthographic Projection, providing
equal brilliance and density throughout the image
area for easy determination of the 'configuration'
factor for the camera's location-a particular
advantage in studies of illumination and heat
radiation patterns, all other Fisheye-Nikkors have
normal, 'equidistant' projection.
Each automatic AI-Fisheye-Nikkor provides
automatic diaphragm control and full-aperture
metering with all Nikon system cameras, as well as
the AI (Automatic Indexing) and ADR (Aperture
Direct Reading) functions with compatible camera
models.

6mm f2.8 Auto-Nikkor AI
Focal Length: 6mm
Aperture Range: f2.8-f22
Angle of View' 220
No. of Elements/Groups: 12/9
Coating Multi-layer Nikon
Integrated Coating
Minimum Focus: 11 .8/1 (0.3m)
Diaphragm Type: Fully Auto
Filter Size: Built-in Skylight,
Med . Yellow, Dark Yellow,
Orange and Red Filters
Dimensions: 9.3x6.7"
(236x171mm)
Weight: 11 .5 Ibs. (5.2kg)
Product No. 1105
(Non-AI, 225*)
0

6mm f5.6 Nikkor
Focal Length 6mm
Aperture Range: f5.6-f22
Angle of View' 220
No. of Elements/Groups: 9/6
Coating: Nikon standard coating
Minimum Focus: Fixed
Diaphragm Type: Manual
Filter Size: Built-in Skylight,
Med. Yellow, Dark Yellow,
Orange, Red , and
Light Green Filters
Dimensions: 3.6x3.2/1
(92x81mm)
Weight: 15.2 oz. (430g)
Other' Supplied with
160 Optical Centering
Finder w/Case
Product No .. 227
0

0

\
\

*Nikon standard coating
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Fisheye Nikkor Lenses
16mm f3.5 Auto-Nikkor AI

Bmm f2.B Auto-Nikkor AI
Focal Length 8mm
Aperture Range: f2.8-f22
Angle of View· 180
No. of Elements/Groups: 10/8
Coating: Multi-layer Nikon
Integrated Coating
Minimum Focus: 11 .8" (0 .3m)
Diaphragm Type: Fully Auto
Filter Size: Built-in Skylight,
Med. Yellow, Dark Yellow,
Orange and Red Filters
Dimensions: 4.8x5.5"
(123x140mm)
Weight: 35 .3 oz . (1.0kg)
Product No. 1102
(Non-AI , 226*)
0

Focal Length: 16mm
Aperture Range: f3.5-f22
Angle of View· 1700
No. of Elements/Groups: 8/5
Coating: Multi-layer Nikon
Integrated Coating
Minimum Focus: 11 .8" (0 .3m)
Diaphragm Type: Fully Auto
Filter Size: Built-in Medium
Yellow, Orange, Red , and
Clear filters
Dimensions: 2.7x2.4"
(68x60 .5mm)
Weight: 11.5 oz. (330g)
Product No.: 1109
(Non-AI, 1009)

10mm f5.6 OP-Nikkor
Focal Length: 10mtn
Aperture Range: f5.6-f22
Angle of View: 1800
No. of Elements/Groups: 9/6
Coating: Nikon standard coating
Minimum Focus: Fixed
Diaphragm Type: Manual
Filter Size: Built-in Skylight,
Med. Yellow, Dark Yellow,
Dark Orange , Red , and
Light Green Filters
Dimensions: 3.3x4.1"
(84x105mm)
Weight: 14.1 oz. (400g)
Other· Supplied with
1600 Optical Centering
Finder w/Case
Product No .. 228

*Nikon standard coating
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Wide-Angle Nikkor I.enses
Nikon acknowledges the importance of wide-angle
optics by offering the most innovative array in all
3Smm. Ranging from the super-wide, rectilinear
13mm and 1Smm fS.6 through the compact 18mm
and 20mm f4, 24mm f2 and f2.8, and including no
fewer than six 28mm and 3Smm lenses, they
provide the Nikon-system photographer with the
ability to expand the area recorded by his camera
for stunning landscape, architectural, and all-round
perspectives. Because of their intrinsically great
depth-of-field , wide-angle Nikkors are often
selected for candid , news and photojournalism
assignments-situations, in which constant
refocusing is often inconvenient or impossible.
Yet it is for sheer optical excellence that the Nikkor
wide-angles are most highly prized. Through the
innovation of Nikon's 'floating element' system,
Nikkor 13mm and 1Smm fS.6, 24mm f2 and f2.8,
28mm f2 , and 3Smm f1.4 lenses automatically
reposition element groups as the lens is
focused , providing superior edge-to-edge
sharpness and flatness of field even at close range,
a result once considered impossible with sir wideangle optics. The exceptionally high speed of Nikkor
28mm and 3Smm f2 and 3Smm f1.4 lenses makes
pinpoint focusing sharpness easy to achieve even
under dim lighting-where, traditionally, wideangles are often difficult to focus due to their
relatively moderate speed and inherently great
depth-of-field. For optimum light transmission,
freedom from flare, and color fidelity, all Nikkor
wide-angles receive Nikon's multi-layer Integrated
Coating (IC) on selected elements, the brilliant
image contrast thus assured is yet another reason
for the overwhelming preference for Nikkor wideangles among discriminating photographers
throughout the world
Each automatic AI-Nikkor wide-angle listed
provides automatic diaphragm control and fullaperture metering with all Nikon-system cameras,
as well as the AI (Automatic Indexing) and ADR
(Aperture Direct Reading) functions with compatible
camera models. Nikon also offers two special
perspective control (PC) Nikkors, detailed in the
'Nikkor Special Lenses' section.
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13mm f5.6 Auto-Nikkor AI
Focal Length: 13mm
Aperture Range: fS.6-f22
Angle of View' 118
No. of Elements/Groups: 16/12
Coating: Multi-layer Nikon
Integrated Coating
Minimum Focus: 11 .8" (0.3m)
Diaphragm Type: Fully Auto
Filter Size: Special
Behind-Lens
Dimensions: 4.Sx4.0"
(11Sx101 mm)
Weight: 43.7 oz. (1240g)
Other' Floating element
system. Integral lens hood.
Supplied with Medium
Yellow, Orange, Red and
clear filters.
Product No .. 1110
(Non-AI , 1010)
0

15mm f5.6 Auto-Nikkor AI
Focal Length' 1Smm
Aperture Range: fS.6-f22
Angle of View' 110
No. of Elements/Groups: 14/12
Coating Multi-layer Nikon
Integrated Coating
Minimum Focus: 11.8" (0 ,3m)
Diaphragm Type: Fully Auto
Filter Size: Built-in Skylight,
Medium Yellow, Orange,
and Red Filters
Dimensions: 3.6x3.S"
(92x88mm)
Weight: 22.6 oz. (640g)
Other' Floating element
system
Product No. 1111
(Non-AI , 1011)
0

Wide-Angle Nikko, L.enses
~4mm

18mm f4 Auto-Nikkor AI
Focal Length: 18mm
Aperture Range: f4-f22
Angle of View· 100
No. of Elements/Groups: 13/9
Coating· Multi-layer Nikon
0

Integrated Coating

Minimum Focus: 11 .8" (0 .3m)
Diaphragm Type: Fully Auto
Filter Size: Series 9*
Dimensions: 3.5x2 .3"
(89x58.5mm)

Weight: 11 1 oz. (315g)
Product No. 1113
(Non-AI,1013)

f2 Auto-Nikkor AI
Focal Length 24mm
Aperture Range: f2-f22
Angle of View: 84°
No. of Elements/Groups: 11/10
Coating: Multi-layer Nikon
Integrated Coating

Minimum Focus: 11 .8" (O.3m)
Diaphragm Type: Fully Auto
Filter Size: 52mm
Dimensions: 2.5x2.4"
(63x61mm)

Weight: 10.8 oz. (305g)
Other· Floating element
system

Product No. To be announced
Delivery· To be announced

20mm f4 Auto-Nikkor AI
Focal Length: 20mm
Aperture Range: f4-f22
Angle of View· 94°
No. of Elements/Groups: 10/8
Coating Multi-layer Nikon
Integrated Coating

Minimum Focus: 11.8" (0.3m)
Diaphragm Type: Fully Auto
Filter Size: 52mm
Dimensions: 2.5x1 .9"
(63 .5x47.5mm)

Weight: 7.4 oz. (210g)
Product No .. 1115
(Non-AI,1015)

24mm f2.8 Auto-Nikkor AI
Focal Length: 24mm
Aperture Range: f2.8-f22
Angle of View· 84
No. of Elements/Groups: 9/9
Coating: Multi-layer Nikon
0

Integrated Coating

Minimum Focus: 11 .8" (0.3m)
Diaphragm Type: Fully Auto
Filter Size: 52mm
::!]c:..;.Jl-'-':.9 Dimensions: 2.5x2.2"
(63x55mm)

Weight: 9.5 oz. (265g)
Other· Floating element
system

Product No .. 1116
(Non-AI,1016)

*Filters used with Accessory Lens Hood
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Wide-Angle Nikkor L.enses
28mm f2 Auto-Nikkor AI
Focal Length:'28mm
Aperture Range: f2-f22
Angle of View: 74°
No. of Elements/Groups: 9/8
Coating: Multi·layer Nikon
Integrated Coating
Minimum Focus: 11 .8" (0.3m)
Diaphragm Type: Fully Auto
Filter Size: 52mm
Dimensions: 2.5x2 .7"
(64.5x68mm)
Weight: 12.5 oz. (355g)
Other' Floating element
system
Product No .. 1119
(Non-AI, 1019)

28mm f2.8 Auto-Nikkor AI
Focal Length: 28mm
Aperture Range: f2.8-f22
Angle of View: 74°
No. of Elements/Groups: 7/7
Coating Multi-layer Nikon
Integrated Coating
Minimum Focus: 11.8" (0.3m)
Diaphragm Type: Fully Auto
Filter Size: 52mm
Dimensions: 2.5x2.1"
(63.5x54mm)
Weight: 8.5 oz. (240g)
Product No. 1120
(Non-AI , 1020)

28mm f3.5 Auto-Nikkor AI
Focal Length: 28mm
Aperture Range: f3 .5-f22
Angle of View: 74°
No. of Elements/Groups: 6/6
Coating Multi-layer Nikon
Integrated Coating
Minimum Focus: 11.8" (0.3m)
Diaphragm Type: Fully Auto
Filter Size: 52mm
Dimensions: 2.5x2.2"
(63x56mm)
Weight: 8.5 oz. (240g)
Product No. 1121
(Non-AI , 1021)
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35mm f1.4 Auto-Nikkor AI
Focal Length: 35mm
Aperture Range: f1.4-f16
Angle of View' 62°
No. of Elements/Groups: 9/7
Coating: Multi-layer Nikon
Integrated Coating
Minimum Focus: 11.8" (0.3m)
Diaphragm Type: Fully Auto
Filter Size: 52mm
Dimensions: 2.7x2.9"
(67.5x74 .5mm)
Weight: 14.4 oz . (410g)
Other' Floating element
system
Product No. 1129
(Non-AI, 1029)

35mm f2 Auto-Nikkor AI
Focal Length 35mm
Aperture Range: f2-f22
Angle of View' 62°
No. of Elements/Groups: 8/6
Coating: Multi-layer Nikon
Integrated Coating
Minimum Focus: 11 .8" (0 .3m)
Diaphragm Type: Fully Auto
Filter Size: 52mm
Dimensions: 2.5x2.4"
(63.5x61mm)
Weight: 9.9 oz . (280g)
Product No .. 1128
(Non-AI , 1028)

35mm f2.8 Auto-Nikkor AI
Focal Length 35mm
Aperture Range: f2.8-f22
Angle of View' 62°
No. of Elements/Groups: 6/6
Coating: Multi-layer Nikon
Integrated Coating
Minimum Focus: 11 .8" (0.3m)
Diaphragm Type: Fully Auto
Filter Size: 52mm
Dimensions: 2.5x2.1"
(63.5x54mm)
Weight: 8.5 oz . (240g)
Product No .. 1127
(Non-AI, 1027)
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NorrnalNikkorLenses

o

A normal lens, by definition, is one whose focal
length is approximately equal to the diagonal of the
film format. This produces a perspective that closely
matches that of the human eye-making the
normal lens, in practical terms, the most useful
single lens for a majority of picture-taking
situations. To these advantages, Nikkor normal
lenses add still another' spectacular image quality,
with sharpness, flatness of field, and color
correction approaching perfection Because of their
high speed , picture taking in dim light is greatly
simplified , as is critically accurate focusing, in any
light. Crisp, flare-free images are assured by multilayer Nikon Integrated Coating-a particular
advantage at wider lens apertures, where imagedegrading flare might otherwise be experienced .
In fact, many a Nikon and Nikkormat owner has
chosen his camera as much for its matchless Nikkor
optics as for the advantages of the camera itself
The Nikon system provides six lenses in normalfocal-length range (45-58mm) In addition to the
three standard types listed in this section, these
include the Micro-Nikkor an all-purpose lens of
renowned sharpness from close-up range to
infinity; the GN-Nikkor providing automatic flashexposure control , and the Noct-Nikkor, a unique
ultraspeed lens designed specifically for low-light
and night photography. (Because of their special
characteristics , these Nikkors are detailed in the
Micro-Nikkor and Special Nikkor Lenses catalog
sections.)
The 55mm f1.2 is the fastest normal Nikkorexcellent for dim-light photography in general and
candids and photojournalism in particular The
50mm f1.4 also offers exceptional speed , yet is
conveniently small and light. The 50mm f2 provides
equal sharpness and close focusing at the most
moderate cost. All three normal AI-Nikkors provide
automatic diaphragm operation and full-aperture
metering with all Nikon-system cameras , and
activate the Automatic Indexing (AI) and Aperture
Direct Reading (ADR) functions of compatible
camera models. All accept standard 52mm filters.

SOmm f1 .4 Auto-Nikkor AI
Focal Length: 50mm
Aperture Range: f1.4-f16
Angle of View' 46°
No. of Elements/Groups: 7/6
Coating Multi-layer Nikon
Integrated Coating
Minimum Focus: 17 7" (0.45m)
Diaphragm Type: Fully Auto
Filter Size: 52mm
Dimensions: 2.5x1 .9"
(64x49mm)
Weight: 9.2 oz. (260g)
Product No. 1133
(Non-AI , 1033)

SOmm f2 Auto-Nikkor AI
Focal Length 50 mm
Aperture Range: f2 .0-f16
Angle of View' 46°
No. of Elements/Groups: 6/4
Coating Multi-layer Nikon
Integrated Coating
Minimum Focus: 17 7" (0.45m)
Diaphragm Type: Fully Auto
Filter Size: 52mm
Dimensions: 2.5x2.0"
(63.5x50.5mm)
Weight: 7.8 oz. (220g)
Product No. 1136
(Non-AI , 1036)

SSmm f1.2 Auto-Nikkor AI
Focal Length 55mm
Aperture Range: f1 .2-f16
Angle of View ' 43°
No. of Elements/Groups: 7/5
Coating Multi-layer Nikon
Integrated Coating
Minimum Focus: 19.7" (0.5m)
Diaphragm Type: Fully Auto
Filter Size: 52mm
Dimensions: 2.8x2.3"
(72x58.5mm)
Weight: 14.5 oz. (410g)
Product No. 1138
(Non -AI , 1038)

o
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Telephoto Nikkor L.enses
The most comprehensive telephoto lens system
ever created for 3Smm photography, with focal
lengths from 8Smm to 2000mm to produce images
as much as 40 times larger than those produced by
a SOmm lens. In each focal length, Telephoto Nikkor
lenses are distinguished by crisp, pin-point
definition. Image contrast, particularly important in
telephoto optics because of the inevitable
asmospheric haze between camera and subject at
long distances, is particularly high due to multi-layer
Integrated Coating (IC) applied to all Tele-Nikkor
lenses. Unusually compact and lightweight,
Telephoto Nikkors further expand the dramatic
capabilities of Nikon and Nikkormat photography.
All Telephoto AI-Nikkors from 8Smm to 300mm (and
many Tele Nikkors described in the ED-Nikkor
Telephotos' section) provide automatic diaphragm
control and full-aperture metering with all Nikonsystem cameras, as well as the Automatic Indexing
(AI) and Aperture Direct Reading (ADR) functions
with compatible Nikon and Nikkormat models.

85mm f2 Auto-Nikkor AI
Combines high speed, close focusing, and lightweight,
convenient handling. Critically sharp-excellent for portraiture,
candids, news.
Focal Length : 85mm
Aperture Range: f2-f22
Angle of View' 28° 30'
No. of Elements/Groups: 5/5
Coating Multi-layer Nikon
Integrated Coating
Minimum Focus: 33.5" (0.85m)
Diaphragm Type: Fully Auto
Filter Size: 52mm
Dimensions: 2.5x2.4"
(63.5x60.7mm)
Weight: 15.2 oz. (430g)
Product No .. 1151
(Non-AI f1 .8, 1051)

105mm f2.5 Auto-Nikkor AI
Offers pleasing perspective, large image size , compactness,
and fast speed. A world-wide favorite for portraiture and travel
photography.
Focal Length: 105mm
Aperture Range: f2.5-f32
Angle of View: 23° 20'
No. of Elements/Groups: 5/4
Coating: Multi-layer Nikon
Integrated Coating
Minimum Focus: 39.4" (1.0m)
Diaphragm Type: Fully Auto
Filter Size: 52mm
Dimensions: 2.6x3.1 "
(66x78mm)
Weight: 15.3 oz. (435g)
Other' Snap-On Lens Hood
supplied
Product No .. 1156
(Non-AI , 1056)
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Telephoto Nikkor Lenses
135mm f2 Auto-Nikkor AI

180mm f2.8 Auto-Nikkor AI

Versatile telephoto with extremely high speed ; at closest focus,
gives same image size as 50mm lens at 19" with almost three
times the camera-to-subject distance.

Unequalled for professional stage and sports photography as
well as general available-light work ; focuses to within 6 feet.

Focal Length: 135mm
Aperture Range: f2-f22
Angle of View: 1So
No. of Elements/Groups: 6/4
Coating. Multi-layer Nikon
Integrated Coating
Minimum Focus: 51 .2" (1 .3m)
Diaphragm Type: Fully Auto
Filter Size: 72mm
Dimensions: 3.2x4.1"
(S1x103mm)
Weight: 30.3 oz. (S60g)
Other' Built-In Telescopic
Lens Hood
Product No. 1159
(Non-AI, 1059)

Focal Length: 1S0mm
Aperture Range: f2 .S-f32
Angle of View: 13° 40'
No. of Elements/Groups: 5/4
Coating: Multi-layer Nikon
Integrated Coating
Minimum Focus: 70.9" (1 .Sm)
Diaphragm Type: Fully Auto
Filter Size: 72mm
Dimensions: 3.2x5.6"
(S1x141mm)
Weight: 29.3 oz. (S30g)
Other' Built-In Telescopic
Lens Hood. Supplied
with Case.
Product No. 1165
(Non-AI, 965)

135mm f2.8 Auto-Nikkor AI

200mm f4 Auto-Nikkor AI

Many consider this compact, lightweight telephoto a perfect
combination of extra speed , convenient handling , and close
focusing .
Focal Length: 135mm
Aperture Range: f2.S-f32
Angle of View' 1SO
No. of Elements/Groups: 5/4
Coating Multi-layer Nikon
Integrated Coating
Minimum Focus: 51.2" (1.3m)
Diaphragm Type: Fully Auto
Filter Size: 52mm
Dimensions: 2.5x3.6"
(64.5x91 .5mm)
Weight: 15.2 oz. (430g)
Other' Built-In telescopic
Lens Hood
Product No. 1162
(Non-AI , 1062)

A favorite for sports and wildlife, with 4x magnification
compared to 50mm lenses. Compact, light weight, and close
focusing.
Focal Length: 200mm
Aperture Range: f4.0-f32
Angle of View' 12° 20'
No. of Elements/Groups: 5/5
Coating: Multi-layer Nikon
Integrated Coating
Minimum Focus: 7S.7" (2.0m)
Diaphragm Type: Fully Auto
Filter Size: 52mm
Dimensions: 2.7x5.0"
(6Sx126mm)
Weight: 19 oz. (540g)
Other' Built-In Telescopic
Lens Hood
Product No. 1167
(Non-AI, 1067)

135mm f3.5 Auto-Nikkor AI

300mm f4.5 Auto-Nikkor AI

An excellent all-purpose telephoto, ideal where higher speed is
not essential.
Focal Length: 135mm
Aperture Range: f3.5-f32
Angle of View' 1So
No. of Elements/Groups: 4/4
Coating: Multi-layer Nikon
Integrated Coating
Minimum Focus: 51 .2" (1.3m)
Diaphragm Type: Fully Auto
Filter Size: 52mm
Dimensions: 2.6x3.5"
(6.5xS9.5mm)
Weight: 14.1 oz. (400g)
Other' Built-In Telescopic
Lens Hood
Product No. 1160
(Non-AI, 1060)

Gives 6x magnification compared to normal lens, with excellent
resolution , contrast and corrections, even at maximum aperture.
Focal Length: 300mm
Aperture Range: f4.5-f22
Angle of View' So 10'
No. of Elements/Groups: 6/5
Coating Multi-layer Nikon
Integrated Coating
Minimum Focus: 13.0' (4.0m)
Diaphragm Type: Fully Auto
Filter Size: 72mm
Dimensions: 3.1xS.0"
(7S.5x203mm)
Weight: 40.2 oz. (1140g)
Other' Built-In Telescopic
Lens Hood
Product No .. 1170
(Non-AI , 1070)
All specifi cations subject to chan ge without noti ce.
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ED-Nikkor Telephoto I.enses for direct camera mounting
A new series of high-performance long telephotos
incorporating another historic Nikon advance ' ED
(Extra-Low Dispersion) optical glass. This unique
Nikon formulation provides these extra advantages.
• Superior chromatic correction by focusing more
portions of the spectrum (with several lenses,
including infrared!) in the same focal plane. This
prevents the color 'fringing ' and reduced
sharpness and contrast otherwise often
experienced with long telephoto lenses, to
insure optimum sharpness and contrast with
both black & white and color films without
special, corrective filtration
• Excellent Durability and Stability Unlike
delicate, synthetic f.luorite materials, Nikon ED
glass is virtually as hard and stable as all other
Nikon optical glass types. This permits the use
of ED elements for exposed (front or rear)
surfaces and prevents the phenomenon of
'focus shift' in changing temperature or climate,
to which fluorite optics are particularly
susceptible.
ED Tele-Nikkor 300mm f2.8, 400mm f3.5, 600mm
f5 .6, and 800mm f8 automatic lenses provide
another meaningful Nikon innovation internal
focusing In this system, the central lens group only
moves during focusing , the front and rear groups
remain stationary, as does the overall length of the
lens. The result: superior optical performance, right
down to the closest focusing distance-itself closer
than conventlona te ep otos of equivalent loca..---- -tlength. Additional benefits include more compact
construction and lighter weight than conventional
long teles, as well as faster handling since less
physical movement of the central optics is required
during focusing than with ordinary focusing systems.
All ED Nikkors incorporate multilayer Nikon
Integrated Coating for enhanced light transmission ,
contrast and freedom from flare or 'haze'-benefits
especially prized in telephotography, where contrast
is often reduced due to inevitable atmospheric haze.
AI-Nikkors (all except the 300mm f2 .8 manual and
800mm f8) provide automatic diaphragm control
and full-aperture metering with all Nikon-system
cameras , and activate the Automatic Indexing (AI)
and Aperture Direct Reading (ADR) functions of
compatible camera models. With others, stopdown
exposure measurement is employed.

Printed in U.S.A.

300mm f2.8 Auto ED-Nikkor AI
Unexcelled speed and handling convenience , enhanced by the
split-second response of Nikon Internal Focusing (IF) .
Focal Length. 300mm
Aperture Range: f2 .S-f22
Angle of View' So 10'
No. of Elements/Groups: 8/6
Coating: Multi-layer Nikon
Integrated Coating
Minimum Focus: 13' (4m)
Diaphragm Type: Fully Auto
Filter Size: 122mm
Dimensions: 5.4x9.8"
(138x249mm)
Weight: 5.5 Ibs. (2500g)
Other' Built-in Telescopic Lens
Hood
Product No .. 1171

300mm f4.5 Auto ED-Nikkor AI
A powerful , self-contained telephoto system with the
advantages of Nikon ED glass.
Focal Length: 300mm
Aperture Range: f4.5-f22
Angle of View' So 10'
No. of Elements/Groups: 6/4
Coating. Multi-layer Nikon
Integrated Coati0g__ _
Minimum Focus: 13.0' (4.0m)
Diaphragm Type: Fully Auto
Filter Size: 72mm
Dimensions: 3.1x7.9"
(7S.5x200mm)
Weight: 2.4 Ibs. (1100g)
Other' Built-In Telescopic
Lens Hood .
Product No. 1172
(Non-AI , 1272)
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ED-Nikkor Telephoto L.enses for direct camera mounting
400mm f3.5 Auto ED-Nikkor AI

600mm f5.6 Auto ED-Nikkor AI

The first lens of this speed ever offered in 400mm focal length ;
incorporates new Nikon internal focusing system for
exceptionally compact size and close focusing without image
deterioration.
Focal Length: 400mm
Aperture Range: f3 .5-f22
Angle of View' 6° 10'
No. of Elements/Groups: 8/6
Coating: Multi-layer Nikon
Integrated Coating
Minimum Focus: 14.0' 4.5m)
Diaphragm Type: Fully Auto
Filter Size: 39mm Filter slot
built-in
Dimensions: 4.9x10.4/1
(125x263mm)
Weight: 5.7Ibs. (2600g)
Other' Built-in Telescopic. Lens
Hood and tripod socket;
1 Gelatin filter holder and
5 filters supplied
Product No .. 1173

Incorporates latest Nikon ED glass, IC coating , and internal
focusing for superb optical performance and handling ease.
May be hand-held at fast shutter speeds.
Focal Length 600mm
Aperture Range: f5.6-f22
Angle of View' 4° 10'
No. of Elements/Groups: 7/6
Coating Multi-layer Nikon
Integrated Coating
Minimum Focus: 18' (5.5m)
Diaphragm Type: Fully Auto
Filter Size: 39mm Filter slot
built-in
Dimensions: 5.3x15"
(134x382mm)
Weight: 5.5 Ibs. (2500g)
Other' Built-in Telescopic Lens
Hood ; 1 Gelatin filter holder
and 5 filters supplied
Product No. 1193

400mm f5.6 Auto ED-Nikkor AI
A compact , quick-handling telephoto that brings far away
subjects sixteen times closer than 50mm lenses. Light enough
to hand hold , with built-in, adjustable tripod/pistol grip socket.
Focal Length 400mm
Aperture Range: f5 .6-f32
Angle of View' 6° 10'
No. of Elements/Groups: 5/3
Coating Multi-layer Nikon
Integrated Coating
Minimum Focus: 16.4' (5.0m)
Diaphragm Type: Fully Auto
Filter Size: 72mm
Dimensions: 3.3xlO.4/1
(84x263mm)
Weight: 49.4 oz. (1400g)
Other' Built-In Telescopic
Lens Hood ; case supplied
Product No. ·1174
(Non-AI , 1274

800mm f8 Auto ED-Nikkor
Advanced internal focusing permits continous focusing to 32.8
feet-nearly 2x closer than conventional800mm designs.
Focal Length: 800mm
Aperture Range: f8-f32
Angle of View' 3°
No. of Elements/Groups: 9/7
Coating: Multi-layer Nikon
Integrated Coating
Minimum Focus: 32.8' (10.0m)
Diaphragm Type: Auto
Filter Size: 122mm
Dimensions: 5.2x18.1/1
(131 .5x458.5mm)
Weight: 8.4 Ibs. (3800g)
Other' Built-in Telescopic Lens
Hood and tripod socket.
Stopdown exposure
measurement
Product No. To be announced
Delivery' To be announced

Note: Other ED-Nikkors are available in focal lengths to
1200mm. Please refer to Zoom Nikkors and Te/e Nikkors
catalog sections for information.
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ED-Nikkor Telephoto Lenses for direct camera mounting
A new series of high-performance long telephotos
incorporating another historic Nikon advance ' ED
(Extra-Low Dispersion) optical glass. This unique
Nikon formulation provides these extra advantages:
• Superior chromatic correction by focusing more
portions of the spectrum (with several lenses,
including infrared!) in the same focal plane. This
prevents the color 'fringing ' and reduced
sharpness and contrast otherwise often
experienced with long telephoto lenses, to
insure optimum sharpness and contrast with
both black & white and color films without
special corrective filtration.
• Excellent Durability and Stability. Unlike
delicate, synthetic fluorite materials, Nikon ED
glass is virtually as hard and stable as all other
Nikon optical glass types. This permits the use
of ED elements for exposed (front or rear)
surfaces and prevents the phenomenon of
'focus shift' in changing temperature or climate,
to which fluorite optics are particularly
susceptible.
ED Tele-Nikkor 400mm f3.5, 600mm f5.6, and
SOOmm fS lenses provide another meaningful Nikon
innovation internal focusing In this system, the
central lens group only moves during focusing, the
front and rear groups remain stationary, as does the
overall length of the lens. The result: superior
optical performance, right down to the closest
focusing distance-itself closer than conventional
telephotos of equivalent focal length Additional
benefits include more compact construction and
lighter weight than conyentionallong teles , as well
as faster handling since less physical movement
of the central optics is required during focusing than
with ordinary focusing systems.
All ED Nikkors incorporate multilayer Nikon
Integrated Coating for enhanced light transmission ,
contrast and freedom from flare or 'haze'-benefits
especially prized in telephotography, where contrast
is often reduced due to inevitable atmospheric
haze. AI-Nikkors (all except the 300mm f2 .S and
SOOmm fS) provide automatic diaphragm control
and full-aperture metering with all Nikon-system
cameras , and activate the Automatic Indexing (AI)
and Aperture Direct Reading (ADR) functions of
compatible camera models. With the 300mm f2.S
preset and SOOmm fS automatic, stopdown exposure
measurement is employed
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300mm f2.8 ED-Nikkor
Exceptionally high speed makes this lens ideal for sports ,
candid , wildlife and surveillance photography.
Focal Length: 300mm
Aperture Range: f2.S-f32
Angle of View' SO10'
No. of Elements/Groups: 6/5
Coating Multi-layer Nikon
Integrated Coating
Minimum Focus: 13.0' (4.0m)
Diaphragm Type: Manual
Filter Size: 122mm
Dimensions : 4.9x9.9"
(125x251 mm)
Weight: 5.7Ibs. (2600g)
Other' Built-in Telescopic
Lens Hood. Stopdown
exposure measurement
Product No. 129S

300mm f4.5 Auto ED-Nikkor AI
A powerful, self-contained telephoto system with the
advantages of Nikon ED glass.
Focal Length 300mm
Aperture Range: f4.5-f22
Angle of View' So 10'
No. of Elements/Groups: 6/4
Coating Multi-layer Nikon
Integrated Coating
Minimum Focus: 13.0' 4.0m)
Diaphragm Type: Fully Auto
Filter Size: 72mm
Dimensions: 3 . 1x7 . 9'~
(7S.5x200mm)
Weight: 2.4 Ibs. (1100g)
Other ' Built-In Telescopic
Lens Hood
Product No .. 1172
(Non-AI , 1272)

ED-Nikkor Telephoto Lenses for direct camera mounting
400mm f3.5 Auto ED-Nikkor AI

600mm f5.6 Auto ED-Nikkor AI

The first lens of this speed ever offered in 400mm focal length ;
incorporates new Nikon internal focusing system for
exceptionally compact size and close focusing without image
deterioration.
Focal Length: 400mm
Aperture Range: f3.5-f22
Angle of View· 60 10'
No. of Elements/Groups: 8/6
Coating: Multi-layer Nikon
Integrated Coating
Minimum Focus: 14.0' (4.5m)
Diaphragm Type: Fully Auto
Filter Size: 41mm Filter slot
built-in
Dimensions: 4.9x10.4/1
(125x263mm)
Weight: 5.7Ibs. (2600g)
Other· Built-in Telescopic Lens
Hood and tripod socket;
1 Gelatin filter holder and
5 filters supplied
Product No. To be announced
Delivery· To be announced

Incorporates latest Nikon ED glass, IC coating , and internal
focusing for superb optical performance and handling ease.
May be hand-held at fast shutter speeds.
Focal Length: 600mm
Aperture Range: f5.6-f22
Angle of View: 4 10'
No. of Elements/Groups: 7/6
Coating: Multi-layer Nikon
Integrated Coating
Minimum Focus: 18' (5.5m)
Diaphragm Type: Fully Auto
Filter Size: 41mm filter slot
built in
Dimensions: 4.9x15"
(125x382mm)
Weight: 5.5 Ibs. (2500g)
Other· Built-in Telescopic
Lens Hood ; 1 Gelatin
filter holder and
5 filters supplied
Product No .. To be announced
Delivery· To be announced
0

400mm f5.6 Auto ED-Nikkor AI
A compact, quick-handling telephoto that brings faraway
subjects sixteen times closer than 50mm lenses. Light enough
to hand hold , with built-in , adjustable tripod/pistol grip socket.
Focal Length: 400mm
Aperture Range: f5.6-f32
Angle of View· 6 10'
No. of Elements/Groups: 5/3
Coating: Multi-layer Nikon
Integrated Coating
Minimum Focus: 16.4' (5.0m)
Diaphragm Type: Fully Auto
Filter Size: 72mm
Dimensions: 3.3x10.4/1
(84x263mm)
Weight: 49.4 oz. (1400g)
Other· Built-In Telescopic
Lens Hood ; case supplied
Product No. 11 74
(Non-AI , 1274

800mm f8 Auto ED-Nikkor
Advanced internal focusing permits continous focusing to 32.8
feet-nearly 2x closer than conventional800mm designs.

0

Focal Length: 800mm
Aperture Range: f8-f32
Angle of View: 3
No. of Elements/Groups: 9/7
Coating: Multi-layer Nikon
Integrated Coating
Minimum Focus: 32.8' (10.0m)
Diaphragm Type: Auto
Filter Size: 122mm
Dimensions: 5.2x18.1/1
(131 .5x458.5mm)
Weight: 8.4 Ibs. (3800g)
Other· Built-in Telescopic Lens
Hood and tripod socket.
Stopdown exposure
measurement
Product No .. To be announced
Delivery· To be announced
0

Note: Other ED-Nikkors are available in focal lengths to
1200mm. Please refer to Zoom Nikkors and Tele Nikkors
catalog sections for information.
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400mm-1200mm Ii le-Nikkor Lenses
These powerful optics are the lenses professionals
use to bring sports and news events, space shots,
wildlife, and other hard-to-approach subjects 'close
up. Providing from 8 to 24 times magnification
compared to normal lenses, the Tele- Nikkors
consist of a lens 'head' designed for use in
either of two interchangeable Focusing Mounts.
Either mount accepts all lenses in this series and
contains an automatic diaphragm mechanism,
providing apertures to f22, for quick, convenient
operation with the 400mm, 600mm, and 800mm
Nikkors. Additionally, the 600mm, 800mm, and
1200mm Nikkors also contain built-in diaphragms
for manual aperture control to f64.
Focusing Mount AU-1 (Product No. 205) contains
a built-in filter slot accepting standard Nikon 52mm
filters and is supplied with shoulder strap. The
Standard Focusing Mount (Product No. 199) is
similar, but without filter slot or shoulder strap.
All Tele-Nikkors feature multi-layer Nikon
Integrated Coating and permit stopdown exposure
measurement with all Nikon and Nikkormat meter
systems. All have built-in telescoping lens hoods
and rotating tripod sockets. Tele-Nikkor600mm,
800mm, and 1200mm lenses are also
available as ED-Nikkors, with the improved
chromatic correction, contrast, and sharpness
made possible by Nikon ED (Extra-low Dispersion)
optical glass.

400mm f4.5 Auto-Nikkor
Large maximum aperture allows use of faster shutter speeds
for consistently sharp pictures. At the minimum focus of 18',
it covers an area just 10Ax15.6 inches, making it a superb lens
for photography of birds or wildlife as well as a broad variety of
long-range applications.
Focal Length 400mm
Aperture Range: f4.5-f22
Angle of View' 6° 10'
No. of Elements/Groups: 4/4
Coating: Multi-layer Nikon
Integrated Coating
Minimum Focus: 18.0' (5.5m)
Diaphragm Type: Auto
Filter Size: 122mm*
Dimensions: 5.3x10.8"
(135x275mm)
Weight: 4.2 Ibs. (1900g)
Other' *Accepts 52mm filters
when used with Focusing
Mount AU-1 Stopdown
exposure measurement.
Product No. 970

600mm f5.6 Auto- Nikkor & ED-Nikkor
Magnifies twelvefold compared to normal 50mm lens, yet
measures only 11 inches long for convenient storage and
portability. Its full stop of extra speed (compared to 800mm
- l ensesf makes It a pr lzeBToO In surveillance pfi otograpny-as-well as sports, nature, and other assignments involving far-off
subjects.
Focal Length 600mm
Aperture Range: fS .6-f22
(automatic)
Angle of View' 4° 10'
No. of Elements/Groups: 5/4
Coating Multi-layer Nikon
Integrated Coating
Minimum Focus: 35,0' (11 .0m)
Diaphragm Type: Automatic
and manual.
Filter Size: 122mm*
Dimensions: Nikkor,
5.3x11 7"
(135mm)
EO-Nikkor 5.2x12.3 "
(133mm)
Weight: Nikkor, 5.3 Ibs. (2400g) ;
EO-Nikkor 5.1 Ibs. (2300g)
Other' *Accepts 52mm filters
when used with Focusing
Mount AU-1 Stopdown
exposure measurement.
Product No. Nikkor, 972
EO-Nikkor, 1292
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400mm·1200mm Tele·,N ikkor Lenses
800mm f8 Auto-,Nikkor & ED-Nikkor

Focusing Mount AU-1

Sixteen times magnification compared to normal 50mm lens; at
the minimum focus of 70' it fills the film frame with an area
just 1B .9x2B.4 inches-the equivalent of a 50mm lens at 3.6
feet! Excellent brilliance and resolution .

For all Tele-Nikkor lenses 400mm-1200mm; built in automatic
diaphragm with aperture range f4.5-f22. Integral filter slot
accepts standard Nikon 52mm filters. With shoulder strap.
Product No. 205.

Focal Length. BOOmm
Aperture Range:
fB-f22 (automatic)
fB-f64 (manual)
Angle of View' 30
No. of Elements/Groups: 5/5
Coating Multi-layer Nikon
Integrated Coating
Minimum Focus: 70.0' (20.0m)
Diaphragm Type: Automatic
and manual.
Filter Size: 122mm*
Dimensions: Nikkor 5.3x20"
(135x510mm)
ED-Nikkor, 5.2x19.6"
(133x49Bmm)
Weight: Nikkor, 5.1 Ibs. (2300g)
ED-Nikkor, 6.4 Ibs. (2900g)
Other' *Accepts 52mm filters
when used with Focusing
Mount AU-1 Stopdown
exposure measurement.
Product No. Nikkor, 973
ED-Nikkor, 1294

Standard Focusing Mount
Offers same features and performance as Focusing Mount
AU-1 except does not incorporate filter slot. Uses a special
support cradle supplied with the unit. Product No. 199.

1200mm f11 Nikkor & ED-Nikkor
24x magnification compared to 50mm lenses-most powerful
of all refractor-type Nikkor lenses. Manual aperture control
f11-f64. Optical 'module' is only 2B.B" long for portability in
field work. Superb sharpness and contrast.

Focal Length: 1200mm
Aperture Range: f11-f64
Angle of View' 2°
No. of Elements/Groups:
Nikkor, 5/ 5; ED-Nikkor 5/4
Coating Multi-layer Nikon
Integrated Coating
Minimum Focus: 165.0' (50.0m)
Diaphragm Type: Manual
Filter Size: 122mm*
Dimensions. Nikkor 5.3x2B.B"
(135x731mm);
ED-Nikkor, 5.2x28.6"
(133x727mm)
Weight: Nikkor, 6.8 Ibs. (3100g)
ED-Nikkor, B.2 Ibs. (3700g)
Other' *Accepts 52mm filters
when used with Focusing
Mount AU-1 Stopdown
exposure measurement.
Product No. Nikkor, 974
ED-Nikkor, 1296
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Reflex Nikkor L.enses
The Reflex Nikkors-500mm, 1000mm, and
2000mm-bring to photography the optical
principles of the catadioptric astronomical
telescopes constructed by Nikon for many leading
observatories.
Unlike conventional lenses, in which the light travels
an essentially straight path, Reflex Nikkors reflect
the image through a system of lenses and mirrorsthus the designation 'mirror optics. This reflex
design permits significant reductions in overall size
and weight, compared to conventional optics of
equivalent focal length Even more importantly, it
provides superior sharpness and contrast by greatly
reducing the chromatic aberration typical of long
tele optics. The result: images of consistently
excellent sharpness, contrast, and color fidelity
unprecedented in long-range telephotography.
As conventional ris diaphragms are unsuitable for
catadioptric lenses, with Reflex Nikkors the thruthe-lens exposure measurement is made simply by
adjusting the shutter speed and/or built-in filters.
(Exposures may, of course, be set automatically
with Nikon EL2 and Nikkormat EL-series cameras .)
Each Reflex Nikkor has a built-in tripod socket and
spring catch permitting rotation of the camera body
for horizontal or vertical use. And, each features
multi-layer Nikon Integrated Coating for maximum
light transmission, image contrast, and freedom
from flare.

500mm f8 Nikkor
Only 5.6" in length-less than 1/3rd its focal length! May be
hand-held at high shutter speeds.

1000mm f11 Nikkor
Provides images 20x larger than 50mm lenses, yet weighs only
4.2Ibs.
Focal Length: 1000mm
Aperture f11
Angle of View' 2° 30°
No. of Elements/Groups: 5/5
Coating: Multi-layer Nikon
Integrated Coating
Minimum Focus: 25.0' (7.6m)
Diaphragm Type: Fixed
Filter Size: Built-in; UV,
Light Amber, Light Blue,
Orange, and Neutral Density
Filters supplied
Dimensions: 4.7x9.5"
(119x241mm)
Weight: 4.2 Ibs. (1900g)
Product No. 952

2000mm f11 Nikkor
The most powerful lens in the Nikon system, with 40x
magnification. Conventional optical design would necessitate a
length of six feet; Nikon catadioptric system compresses this
into just 23 .5 inches. Grip handle contains alignment finder for
rapid subject location . An optional accessory mounting 'yoke'
(Product No. 403) provides convenient rotation and elevation
in tripod use.
Focal Length: 2000mm
Aperture f11
Angle of View' 1° 10°
No. of Elements/Groups: 5/5
Coating: Multi-layer Nikon
Integrated Coating
Minimum Focus: 59.1 (18.0m)
Diaphragm Type: Fixed

Filter Size: Built-in; UV,
Medium Yellow, Orange,
and Red Filters. Supplied
with metal case .
Dimensions: 1O.3x23.5/1
(262x598mm)
Weight: 38 .6Ibs. (17500g)
Product No. 978

Focal Length: 500mm
Aperture. f8
Angle of View' 5°
No. of Elements/Groups: 5/3
Coating Multi-layer Nikon
Integrated Coating
Minimum Focus: 13.1 (4.0m)
Diaphragm Type: Fixed
Filter Size: 39mm behind-lens
Dimensions: 3.7x5.6"
(93x141.5mm)
Weight: 2.2 Ibs. (1000g)
Other' Supplied with UV,
Yellow, Red & ND Filters
Product No. 950
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Zoom-Nikkor I.enses
Widely acclaimed as the first zoom lenses for 35mm
photography equal to the finest fixed focal-length
optics in sharpness, Zoom-Nikkors permit the
continuous selection of focal length for the precise
composition, magnification, and perspective
desired Once in focus, they maintain pinpoint
sharpness throughout their entire zoom range.
For landscape, architectural, and news
photography, the Zoom-Nikkor 2S-45mm,
35-70mm, and 43-S6mm lenses span the mostneeded focal lengths swiftly and sharply. For sports,
wildlife, and action shots, the 50-300mm and
SO-200mm provide renowned sharpness and splitsecond operating speed And, for otherwise
inaccessible subjects at great distance, the
1S0-600mm, 200-600mm, and 360-1200mm offer
unrivalled capabilities.
Zoom-Nikkor 43-S6mm, SO-200mm, 1S0-600mm,
200-600mm,and 360-1200mm lenses feature
one-hand zoom/focus control, the others employ
independent zoom and focusing rings, specially
textured for quick, precise adjustment. All provide
added light transmission and image contrast
through multi-layer Nikon Integrated Coating. Each
AI-Nikkor zoom gives automatic diaphragm control
and full-aperture metering with all Nikon-system
cameras, and activates the AI and ADR features of
compatible camera models; with others, stopdown
exposure measurement is used.

28-45mm t4.5 Auto-Nikkor AI
Focal Length 28-45mm
Aperture Range: f4.5-f22
Angle of View' 74°-50°
No. of Elements/Groups: 11/7
Coating: Multi-layer Nikon
Integrated Coating
Minimum Focus: 23.6" (0.6m)
Diaphragm Type: Fully Auto
Filter Size: 72mm
Dimensions: 3.0x3.6"
(75x91mm)
Weight: 15.5 oz. (440g)
Product No. 1180
(Non-AI, 1080)

35-70mm t3.5 Auto·-Nikkor AI
Focal Length: 35-70mm
Aperture Range: f3.5-f22
Angle of View' 62°-34° 20'
No. of Elements/Groups : 10/9
Coating: Multi-layer Nikon
Integrated Coating
Minimum Focus: 39.4" (1.0m)
Diaphragm Type: Fully Auto
Filter Size: 72mm
Dimensions: 3.0 x 4.0"
(75x101mm)
Weight: 19.4 oz. (550g)
Product No. To be announced
Delivery' To be announced

43-86mm t3.5 Auto-Nikkor AI
Focal Length: 43-86mm
Aperture Range: f3.5-f22
Angle of View: 53°-28° 30'
No. of Elements/Groups: 11/8
Coating' Multi-layer Nikon
Integrated Coating
Minimum Focus: 47.2" (1 .2m)
Diaphragm Type: Fully Auto
Filter Size: 52mm
Dimensions: 2.6x3.4"
(65.5x85.1mm)
Weight: 15.9 oz. (450g)
Product No. 1181
(Non-AI , 1081)
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Zoo~N;kko'Lenses
50-300mm f4.5 Auto-Nikkor AI
Focal Length: 50-300mm
Aperture Range: f4.5-f22
Angle of View: 46°-8° 10'
No. of Elements/Groups: 20/13
Coating: Multi-layer Nikon
Integrated Coating
Minimum Focus: 8.2' (2.5m)
Diaphragm Type: Fully Auto
Filter Size: 95mm
Dimensions: 3.9x11 .5"
(98x292mm)
Weight: 5.1 Ibs. (2300g)
Product No .. 1182
(Non-AI, 1082)

200-600mm f9.5 Auto-Nikkor AI
Focal Length: 200-600mm
Aperture Range: f9.5-f32
Angle of View' 12° 20'-4° 10'
No. of Elements/Groups: 19/12
Coating: Multi-layer Nikon
Integrated Coating
Minimum Focus: 13.0'· (4m)
Diaphragm Type: Auto.
Filter Size: Series 9 (82mm)'
Dimensions: 3.5x15"
(89x382m)
Weight: 5.3 Ibs. (2400g)
Other' · Close-Up Lens (supplied)
permits focusing to 7.5' (2 .3m)
'Accepts Series 9 filters
with accessory lens
hood . Stopdown exposure
measurement.
Product No. 1086

SO-200mm f4.5 Auto-Nikkor AI
Focal Length' 80-200mm
Aperture Range: f4.5-f32
Angle of View: 30° 10'-12° 20'
No. of Elements/Groups: 15/10
Coating. Multi-layer Nikon
Integrated Coating
Minimum Focus: 70.9" (1.8m)
Diaphragm Type: Fully Auto
Filter Size: 52mm
Dimensions: 3.0x6.4"
(75.5x162mm)
Weight: 28.9 oz. (820g)
Other: Supplied with Case.
Product No. 1184
(Non-AI , 1084)

1S0-600mm fS Auto-Nikkor
Focal Length: 180-600mm
Aperture Range: f8.0-f32
Angle of View: 13° 40'-4° 10'
No. of Elements/Groups: 18/11
Coating Multi-layer Nikon
Integrated Coating
Minimum Focus: 8.2' (2.5m)
Diaphragm Type: Auto
Filter Size: 95mm
Dimensions: 4.1x15.9"
(105x403mm)
Weight: 7.6 Ibs. (3200g)
Other' Stopdown exposure
measurement
Product No .. 1285

360-1200mm f11 Auto-Nikkor
Focal Length: 360-1200mm
Aperture Range: f11-f32
Angle of View: 6° 50'-2°
No. of Elements/Groups: 20/12
Coating: Multi-layer Nikon
Integrated Coating
Minimum Focus: 19.7' (6m)
Diaphragm Type: Auto
Filter Size: 122mm
Dimensions: 4.9x27 7"
(125x704mm)
Weight: 15.7Ibs. (7100g)
Other' Stopdown exposure
measurement.
Product No .. 1287

All specifi cations subject to chang e with out notice.
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Micro-Nikkor Lenses
Evolved from decades of Nikon leadership in optics
for graphic arts , scientific, and macro/ micro
instruments, Micro-Nikkors are optimized for critical
sharpness and flatness of field at closer range than
conventional photographic lenses. Yet, their
5-element formulas provide exceptional
performance even when focused at infinity
leading many photographers to employ them as
all-purpose optics. Both the 55mm f3.5 and 105mm
f4 Micro-Nikkors have extended helical mounts
permitting continuous focusing from infinity to O.5x
magnification (V2 life-size) , by attaching the
automatic extension ring available for each lens, the
focusing range is extended from O.5x to 1x-actual
or 'life-size' -where a subject measuring just
24x36mm (under 1x1W' ) fills the entire film frame
The compact 55mm f3.5 Micro-Nikkor offers a field
of view closely approximating that of a normal lens,
enabling the photographer to record , for example ,
first an entire field of flowers , then a close-up of a
single specimen , with ease. The 105mm f4 MicroNikkor is particularly suitable for close-up
photography where a greater lens-to-subject
distance is desired, as in the photography of insects
or small animals ; this extended lens-to-subject
distance also permits greater freedom in positioning
lights conveniently. Yet, it also serves as a superb
medium telephoto, with a perspective and
comfortable working distance that make it
especially prized for portraiture. Both Micro-Nikkors
stop down to f32 for maximum depth-of-field (a
special benefit in close-up and photomacrography),
and provide color-coded distance/ magnification
readouts. And, both feature Nikon mUlti-layer
Integrated Coating for crisp , flare-free images at
every aperture.
Each AI-Micro-Nikkor lens and extension ring
provides automatic diaphragm control and fullaperture metering with Nikon F2A and F2AS
Photomic,FM, EL2,and Nikkormat FT3 cameras,
additionally, both AI-Micro-Nikkor lenses activate
the Aperture Direct Reading (ADR) function of F2A,
F2AS, and FM models. The AI-Micro-Nikkors also
provide automatic diaphragm and full-aperture
metering with all other Nikon and Nikkormat meter
systems when mounted directly on the camera ,
when the extension rings are employed , stopdown
metering is used with non-AI camera models.
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55mm f3.5 Micro-Auto-Nikkor AI
Focal Length: 55mm
Aperture Range: f3 .5- f32
Angle of View' 43°
No. of Elements/Groups: 5/4
Coating Multi-layer Nikon
Integrated Coating
Minimum Focus: 9.5" (0.241m)
Diaphragm Type ; Fully Auto
Filter Size: 52mm
Dimensions: 2.6x2.5"
(65.5x64.5mm)
Weight: 8.3 oz. (245g)
Product No. Lens only, 1140;
with PK-13 ring , 11 41
(Non-AI w/ PK-3 Ring , 1040)

Automatic AI Extension Jjling PK-13
27.5mm extension ring provides continuous focusing from
0.5x to1x (1 :2-1'1) with 55 mm f3 .5 Micro Auto-Nikkor AI
lens; gives automatic diaphragm control and full-aperture
metering with all AI-system Nikon and Nikkormat
cameras.Not for use with non-AI lenses. Product No. 2653 .

105mm f4 Micro-·Auto-Nikkor AI
Focal Length: 105mm
Aperture Range: f4-f32
Angle of View' 23° 20'
No. of Elements/Groups: 5/3
Coating Multi-layer Nikon
Integrated Coating
Minimum Focus: 18.5" (0.47m)
Diaphragm Type: Fully Auto
Filter Size: 52mm
Dimensions: 2.9x4.1"
(74.5x104mm )
Weight: 17.6 oz. (500g)
Product No. Lens only, 1154;
with PN-11 ring , 1155
(Non-AI w/ PN-1 Ring , 1054)

Automatic AI Extension Ring PN-11
52. 5mm extension ring for focusing with 105mm f4 Micro
Auto-Nikkor Aliens from 0.5x to 1x (1 :2-1 '1). Automatic
diaphragm control and full-aperture metering with all
AI-system Nikon and Nikkormat cameras. For use with
AI-lenses exclusively. Product No. 2647

Al l specificatio ns subject to change without notice.
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Special.Purpose Nikkor Lenses
• PC-Nikkors
• GN-Nikkor
• Noct-Nikkor
• Medical-Nikkor
PC-Nikkors
These unique 28mm and 35mm lenses bring a
control of perspective to 35mm, previously
obtainable only with large-format view cameras , by
sliding up to 11 mm in any direction while attached to
the camera-left, right, up, down even diagonally.
Thus the Nikon-system photographer can record
subjects such as buildings in their natural, straightline perspective-eliminating the 'keystoning ' or
seemingly tilted perspective resulting when the
camera is tilted to include the entire subject.
Similarly, this flexibility permits picture-taking of
subjects partically obscured by trees, poles, or other
distracting elements , without changing position, by
merely sliding the lens elements until the desired
composition is seen in the reflex finder PC-Nikkors
also provide a simple and precise solution to
panoramic photography' taking a pair of pictures of
the subject, each with the lens at its maximum
lateral 'shift' position
The PC-Nikkor 28mm f4 provides the wider field of
view and greater depth-of-field, the compact 35mm
f2 .8 PC offers the faster speed and wider aperture
range (f2.8-f32) Both are prized for their versatility
in architectural and landscape photography, and are
perfectly suitable for use as standard wide-angle
lenses. Their diaphragms are the pre-set type ,
permitting stop-down exposure measurement with
all Nikon/ Nikkormat meter systems. And both offer
the advantages of multi-layer Nikon ntegrated
Coating for flare-free, high-contrast crispness
throughout their aperture range.

28mm f4 PC-Nikkor
Focal Length: 28mm
Aperture Range: f4-f22
Angle of View' 74°
No. of Elements/Groups: 10/8
Coating: Multi-layer Nikon
Integrated Coating
Minimum Focus: 11 .8" (0.3m)
Diaphragm Type: Manual Preset
Filter Size: 72mm
Dimensions: 3.1x2.7"
(78x67.5mm)
Weight: 14.1 oz. (410g)
Other' Supplied with Case.
Product No .. 1022
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35mm f2.8 PC-Nikkor
Focal Length 35mm
Aperture Range: f2 .8-f32
Angle of View' 62°
No. of Elements/Groups: 8/7
Coating: Multi-layer Nikon
Integrated Coating
Minimum Focus: 11 .8" (0.3m)
Diaphragm Type: Manual Preset
Filter Size: 52mm
Dimensions: 2.6x2.6"
(66.5x66.5mm)
Weight: 11 .8 oz. (335g)
Other' Supplied with Case.
Product No. 1026

45mm f2.8 GN Auto-Nikkor
This smallest and lightest of all Nikkors provides
consistently accurate flash exposures with any
electronic or bulb flash , automatically. With its
special Guide Number scale preset, the GN-Nikkor
automatically and continually adjusts the taking
aperture as you focus. As the flash is always used
manually, normally at full power, the smallest
available lens opening is obtained providing
maximum depth of field. Alternatively, with Nikon
SB-5 electronic flash units, the % power or MO'
flash setting may be used for automatically-exposed
flash pictures in motorized photography at speeds
to 3.8 frames per second
With the Guide Number control disengaged, the
GN-Nikkor provides automatic diaphragm control
and full-aperture metering with Nikon/ Nikkormat
meter systems using meter-coupling shoe. (With
AI-system camera models, stop-down exposure
measurement is employed) The superb
performance is enhanced by multi-layer Nikon
Integrated Coating
Focal Length: 45mm
Aperture Range: f2.8-f32
Angle of View' 50°
No. of Elements/Groups: 4/3
Coating Multi-layer Nikon
Integrated Coating
Minimum Focus: 31 .5" (0.8m)
Diaphragm Type: Fully Auto
Filter Size: 52mm
Dimensions: 2.5x1 .2"
(64x31mm)
Weight: 6.0 oz. (170g)
Other' Guide Number Scale
32-320
Product No .. 920

Special.Purpose Nikkor Lenses
58m m f1.2 Noct Auto-Nikkor

200mm f5.6 Medical Auto-Nikkor

Designed for unrivalled sharpness and clarity at
extremely low lighting levels and wide-aperture
shooting . Special , asphericallens surfaces
minimize aberrations otherwise typical at f1.2.
Superb contrast and freedom from flare , even in
high-contrast shots including both total darkness
and bright night lighting . Application of Nikon
Integrated Coating (IC) further controls ghosts and
flare. Accepts standard Nikon 52mm filters, weighs
just 171 ounces. Ideally suited to extended
sensitivity of Nikon F2AS Photomic meter system.
Provides full-aperture metering with all Nikonsystem cameras , and activates the Automatic
Indexing and Aperture Direct Reading functions of
compatible Nikon-system cameras .

The Medical-Nikkor reduces close-up photography
to automatic simplicity. Originally intended for
medical and dental applications , it is equally
effective for scientific and industrial use, where its
completely automatic operation and ample working
distances offer unique advantages.

Focal Length 58mm
Aperture Range: f1 .2- f16
Angle of View: 40° 50'
No. of Elements/Groups: 7/6
Coating: Multi-layer Nikon
Integrated Coating
Minimum Focus: 19.7" (0.5m)
Diaphragm Type: Fully Automatic
Filter Size: 52mm
Dimensions: 2.9x2.5"
(74x63mm)
Weight: 17 1 oz. (485g)
Other' Incorporates Aspheric
Elements
Product No .. To be announced.
Delivery' To be announced.

Basically, the Medical-Nikkor is a fixed-focus lens
for use at about 11 feet subject distance, where it
provides 1/15 reproduction . A series of
supplementary lenses, supplied with the lens, can
be attached singly or in various combinations for
shooting at closer distances with reproduction ratios
from 1:8 to 3:1 In each case , the camera is moved
towards or away from the subject until the finder
image is at its sharpest. The lens incorporates two
light sources. four incandescent bulbs serve as
modeling lights for easy viewing and focusing , a
synchronized electronic ring-light flash gives even ,
shadowless illumination for the exposure. A choice
of AC or battery power pack (requires 8-1 .5v D-size
Alkaline batteries, Mallory Type MN-1300 or
equivalent , not included) offers added versatility.
Accurate exposure is automatically assured Setting
the lens for ASA film rating and desired
reproduction ratio also presets the automatic
diaphragm for correct exposure. And , the MedicalNikkor can be set to imprint any frame with the
magnification ratio in use, or numerically from 1 to 38.
Medical-Nikkor AC System with AC Power Supply,
5' power cord , 8" PC cord and compartment case,
Product No. 980. Medical- Nikkor DC System with
Battery Pack and same accessories , Product No.
981 Accessories available include case for DC
power pack, Product No. 408 , 13' power cord
Product No. 379 , as well as replacement lamps,
cords , and close-up lenses as shown in the current
Nikon Price List.
Focal Length: 200mm
Aperture Range: f5.6-f45
Angle of View: 12° 20'
No, of Elements/Groups: 4/4
Coating: Multi-layer Nikon
Integrated Coating
Minimum Focus: 13.2"
Diaphragm Type: Auto
Filter Size: 38mm (special)
Dimensions: 3.1x7.0"
(79x177mm)
Weight: 24.7 oz. (700g)
Other' Supplied with 6
auxiliary lenses, 4 spare
focusing lamps, 59.1" (1.5m)
connecting cord and
shutter cord .
Product No. See above for
desired combination
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Nikkor Lens Consumer AI-Modification Service
An essential element of the Nikon system of photography is its
inherent capacity for growth, permitting the Nikon system
photographer to continually enjoy state-of-the-art optics and
advances , in a way that seemingly not only challenges but
actually defies obsolescence . This historic Nikon commitment
to excellence without obsolescence is again demonstrated in
the unique AI Modification service , through which owners of
millions of present Auto-Nikkor lenses can have their lenses
modified for AI-operation at nominal cost.

What The AI-Modification Does.
In the AI Modification, Auto-Nikkor lenses with meter-coupling
shoe (prong) are provided with facilities for Automatic
Maximum Aperture Indexing (AI) , Aperture Direct Reading
(ADR ), and full-aperture metering with the newest highperformance Nikon-system cameras. This modification in no
way affects their use with previous Nikon/ Nikkormat-system
cameras: aperture indexing , metering , automatic-diaphragm
action , focusing range , and viewfinder information functions
operate exactly as they did prior to the modification. You can
easily identify any AI-Nikkor lens (including modified lenses)
by the secondary aperture scale , which allows for the Aperture
Direct Reading facility of the new cameras .

What Lenses Can Be Modified.
The overwhelming majority of Auto-Nikkor lenses with metercoupling shoe manufactured from 1967 on can be modified for
AI compatability. However, due to differences in construction ,
some Auto- Nikkor lenses (predominantly those made prior to
1967) cannot be modified. Lenses suitable for modification are
identified by serial number on the chart on the back of this
page .

What It Costs.
Most Auto-Nikkors listed on the reverse side can be modified
for AI operation at a cost of $18.50 per lens (including return
shipping , insurance, and handling charges) . In some
instances, non-AI lenses require special , precision milling for
AI-Modification and will cost more than $18.50 to be modified.
Nikon will provide a pri ce quotation for these lenses (indicated
on the chart) upon receipt of a Consumer Request for AI
Modification.

How to Arrange for AI Modification
This service is designed for direct handling between
Nikon Inc. and owners of Auto-Nikkor lenses. The
procedure outlined below is addressed to such owners.
A special Consumer Information Sheet concerning requests for
AI Modification is available from Nikon Inc. in Garden City, N.Y
by writing to the attention of the AI Modification Service Dept.
Dealers interested in AI Modification of lenses in their
inventories may contact Nikon Inc.

1 Check the serial numbers of your present Auto-Nikkor
lenses against the AI Modification Chart. If they are listed , they
probably can be modified to AI.

2. Make a list of the Auto-Nikkor lens or lenses that you wish
to modify indicating a) focal length , b maximum f-stop ,
c) serial number of each lens. Next to each lens, indicate the
Modification Category number (1 2 or 3) , which you will find on
the AI Modification Chart.
3. Send your list of lens (es) along with your name and address
to :
AI Modification Service
Nikon Incorporated
PO . Box 390
Mineola, New York 11501
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4. Upon receipt and review of your list of lenses, Nikon will
mail you a Lens Report indicating
a) Which of your lenses can be modified to AI
b) The cost of modification for each lens
c) The proper Service Center to send your lenses to
d) Your Reservation Number with the date your lenses
should arrive at the designated location . Do not send
any lenses for modification before rece iving your
Reservation Number
5. When you receive your Lens Report from Nikon , select only
those lenses which the report indicates can be modified to AI.
Pack them carefully in a sturdy box , using front and rear lens
caps and with the lenses inside individual plastic bags .
Surround them with plenty of foam rubber newspaper or other
shock-absorbing material. For added security, we suggest
placing the lenses in one box , then packing that box within an
outer box also containing foam rubber or other padding . Seal
the outer package carefully.
6. Check off the lenses you are sending for modification on the
Lens Report you received from Nikon , along with all the other
information requested. Place the Lens Report along with a
check or money order for the full amount due in an envelope
and attach the envelope to your package of lenses. Address
and mail the package , prepaid and insured , to the Nikon
Service Center indicated on your Lens Report. Be sure your
return address is on the package , too!
Your Nikon Service Center will make every effort to return your
lenses as quickly as possible. As there are literally millions of
Nikkor lenses presently in use, it appears almost inevitable
that some delays will occur Nikon asks for your understanding
should you be affected by such unavoidable delays.
Nikon Service Centers have been equipped currently for AI
Modification in 3 locations across the country. This number will
be increased , and in time , there will be many more locations at
which AI Modifications can be done.
However, not all Nikon Service Facilities will be equipped to
modify all lenses since the specialized tools required for
modification vary for different lenses .
For the address of the proper Service Facility to modify your
particular lenses , write directly to AI Nikon Inc. PO. Box 390,
Mineola, N.Y 11501

7 Only Nikkor lenses can be modified by Nikon Inc. All other
brands must be referred back to the original manufacturer or
distributor

More About AI Modification
• Non-coupled Nikkor lenses-Reflex Nikkors , Ultra-Tele
Nikkors , PC-Nikkors and others-work with the new
cameras exactly as they did with earlier Nikon and Nikkormat
models and do not require modification .
• Your present Auto-Nikkor lenses can be used with the new
cameras even without modification using stop-down
metering . So , you may want to modify only those which you
use most often) .
• Meter systems of earlier Nikon system cameras cannot be
modified to the AI /ADR system. However, AI-Nikkors ,
including modified lenses, can be used with these cameras
just like earlier Auto-Nikkors.
• Nikon Inc. will perform AI lens modifications as described
herein until December 31 1980. Availability of modification
service cannot be guaranteed after that date.

Nikkor Lens Consumer AI·Modification Service
Nikkor lenses that can be modified to AI and ADR
Cost of Lens Modification per category
Lens

Serial Numbers

13mm 15.6

175021-and higher

15mm 15.6

321 001-and higher

18mm 14

173111 - and higher

20mm 13.5

421241-and higher

20mm 14

103001-and higher
242821-257010
257011-and higher

24mm 12.8

280001-335000
335001 - and higher

28mm 12
28mm 12.8
28mm 13.5
35mm 11.4

350001-385000
385001-and higher

35mm 12

690101-and higher

35mm 12.8

255311-920110

50mm 11.4

532011-635510
635511-2797020
2797021-3750400
3750401-and higher
742111 785010
785011 - and higher

50mm 12
55mm 11 .2
85mm 11.8

184711-.970110
219901-and higher

105mm 12.5

234011-and higher

135mm 12

175011-and higher

135mm 12.8

189311-430000
430001 730000
730001-and higher

135mm 13.5

111111 720100
831211-and higher

180mm 12.8

312011-and higher
304411-420000
420001-670002
670003-and higher

200mm 14

326511-480000
480001-and higher

300mm 14.5

t
t

382011-and higher
195531-301010
625611-and higher

300mm 14.5 ED

173101-and higher

400mm 15.6

256031-and higher

400mm 15.6 ED

260001 - and higher

6mm 12.8

628001-and higher

8mm 12.8

230011-and higher

16mm 13.5

272281-and higher

45mm 12.8 GN

7101 01-and higher

55mm 13.5 Micro

238011-and higher

105mm 14 Micro

174011-and higher

28-45mm Zoom 14.5

174011-and higher

43-86mm Zoom 13.5

438611-and higher

50-300mm Zoom 14.5

7401 01-and higher

80-200mm Zoom 14.5

101911-and higher

85-250mm Zoom 14

184711-and higher

t New AI extension rings (PK-13 for 55mm Micro Nikkor lens. PN-11

$18.50

$33.50

$43.00

Category 1

Category 2

Category 3
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for 105mm Micro Nikkor lens), available as
accessories, must be used for full·aperture meter operation in 1:2-1 '1 range. Original rings may be used with
stop-down metering. Modification of previous PK and PN-series extension rings is not available.

Effective Jul y 1 1977
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Nikko, Lenses Technical Specifications
Fisheye Nikkor Lenses
Product
No.

Focal Length

1105

6mmAI

f2.8-f22

Auto

220°

12/9

227t

6mm

f5.6-f22

Manual

220°

9/6

Aperture
Range Diaphragm

Angle of View

No. of EleMinimum
ments/Groups Focus

Filter Size

Dimensions:
fi x Length

Weight

11.8"

Built-in

9.3x6.7"

11 .5Ibs .

Fixed

Built-in

3.6x3 .2"

15.2 oz .
35.3 oz .

1102

8mmAI

f2 .8-f22

Auto

180°

10/8

11 .8"

Built-in

4.8x5 .5"

228t

10mm OP

f5.6-f22

Manual

180°

9/6

Fixed

Built-in

3.3x4.1"

14.1 oz.

1109

16mm AI

f3.5-f22

Auto

170°

8/5

11 .8"

Built-in

2.7x2.4"

11 .6 oz .

tThese lenses incorporate standard coating and are used with camera mirror locked up. All others
feature Nikon multi-layer Integrated Coating and permit through-the-Iens viewing and metering.

Wide Angle Nikkor Lenses
Product
No.

Focal Length

Aperture
Range Diaphragm

Angle of View

Minimum
No. of Elements/Groups Focus

Filter Size

Dimensions:
fi x Length Weight

1110

13mm AI

f5.6-f22

Auto

118°

16/ 12

11.8"

Behind-lens

4.5x4.0"

43.7 oz .

1111

15mm AI

f5.6-f22

Auto

110°

14/ 12

11 .8"

Built-in

3.6x3 .5"

22 .6 oz.

1113

18mm AI

f4-f22

Auto

100°

13/9

11.8"

Series 9

3.5x2 .3"

11 1 oz.

.

20mmAI

f4-f22

Auto

94°

10/8

11.8"

52mm

2.5x1 .9"

7.4 oz .

24mmAI

f2-f22

Auto

84°

11 / 10

11 .8"

52mm

2.5x2.4"

10.8 oz .

1116

24mmAI

f2 .8-f22

Auto

84°

9/9

11.8"

52mm

2.5x2.2"

9.5 oz.

2.5x2.7"

12.5 oz.
8.5 oz.

1115

1119

28mm AI

f2-f22

Auto

74°

9/8

11 .8"

52mm

1120

28mmAI

f2 .8-f22

Auto

74°

7/7

11 .8"

52mm

2.5x2 .1"

1121

28mm AI

f3.5-f22

Auto

74°

6/6

11 .8"

52mm

2.5x2.2"

8.5 oz .

1129

35mm AI

f1.4-f16

Auto

62°

9/7

11.8"

52mm

2.7x2 .9"

14.4 oz.

1128

35mmAI

f2-f22

Auto

62°

8/6

11.8"

52mm

2.5x2.4"

9.9 oz.

1127

35mmAI

f2 .8-f22

Auto

62°

6/6

11 .8"

52mm

2.5x2.1"

8.5 oz .

Filter Size

Dimensions:
(J x Length

Weight

52mm

2.5x1 .9"

9.2 oz .

' Information to be announced

Normal Nikkor Lenses
Product
No.

Focal Length

1133

50mm AI

1136

50mm AI

1138

55mmAI

Aperture
Range Diaphragm
f1.4-f16

Angle of View

No. of EleMinimum
ments/Groups Focus
7/6

177"

46°

6/4

177"

52mm

2.5x2 .0"

7.8 oz .

43°

7/5

19.7"

52mm

2.8x2.3"

14.5 oz .

Auto

46°

f2-f16

Auto

f1 .2-f16

Auto

Telephoto Nikkor Lenses
Product
No.

Focal Length

1151

85mmAI

f2 .0-f22

1156

105mm AI

1159

135mm AI

1162
1160

Aperture
Range Diaphragm

Angle of View

No. of EleMinimum
ments/Groups Focus

Filter Size

Dimensions :
Weight
fix Length
2.5x2.4"

5.2 oz.

Auto

28° 30'

5/5

33 .5"

f2 .5-f32

Auto

23° 20'

5/4

39.4"

52mm

2.6x3.1 "

15.3 oz.

f2-f22

Auto

18°

6/4

51 .2"

72mm

3.2x4 .1"

30 .3 oz.

135mm AI

f2 .8-f32

Auto

18°

5/4

51 .2"

52mm

2.5x3.6"

15.2 oz .

135mm AI

f3 .5-f32

Auto

18°

4/4

51 .2"

52mm

2.6x3.5"

14.1 oz.

1165

180mm AI

f2 .8-f32

Auto

13° 40'

5/4

70 .9"

72mm

3.2x5.6"

29.3 oz .

1167

200mm AI

f4-f32

Auto

12° 20'

5/5

78 .7"

52mm

2.7x5 .0"

19.0 oz .

1170

300mmAI

f4.5-f22

Auto

8° 10'

6/5

13.0'

72mm

3.1x8 .0"

40.2 oz .

52mm

ED-Nikkor Telephoto Lenses for direct camera mounting
Product
No.

Focal Length

Aperture
Range Diaphragm

Angle of View

No. of EleMinimum
ments/Groups Focus

Filter Size

Dimensions:
Weight
fIl x Length

1298

300mm ED

f2 .8-f32

Manual

8° 10'

6/5

13.0'

122mm

4.9x9.9"

5.7Ibs.

.

300mm ED/AI

f4.5-f22

Auto

8° 10'

6/4

13.0'

72mm

3.1x7.9"

2.4lbs.

400mm ED/AI

f3.5-f22

Auto

6° 10'

8/6

14.0'

41 mm Behind lens

4.9x10.4"

5.7Ibs .

16.4'

72mm

3.3x10.4"

3.1 Ibs.

1172
1174

400mm ED/AI

f5 .6-f32

*

600mm ED/AI

*

800mm ED

Auto

6° 10'

5/3

f5.6-f22

Auto

4° 10'

7/6

18.0'

41 mm Behind lens

4.9x15 .0"

5.5Ibs .

f8-f32

Auto"

3°

9/7

32 .8'

122mm

5.2x18 .1"

8.4lbs .

' Information to be announced
" Stop-down exposure measurement
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Nikkor Lenses Technical Specifications
400-1200mm Tele-Nikkor Lenses (require separate Focusing Mount)
Product
No.

Focal Length

970

400mm

Aperture
Range Diaphragm

Angle of View

No. oJ EleMinimum
ments/Groups Focus

Filter Size

Dimensions:
rIl x Length

Weight

f4.5-f22

Auto"

6° 10'

4/4

16.0'

122mm

5.3x10 .8"

4.2Ibs.
5.3Ibs .

972

600mm

f5.6-f22

Auto"

4° 10'

5/4

35 .0'

122mm

5.3x10 .8"

1292

600mm ED

f5.6-f22

Auto"

4° 10'

5/4

35 .0'

122mm

5.3x11 .0"

5.1 Ibs.

973

800mm

fS-f64

Auto"

3°

5/5

61 .0'

122mm

5.3x20 .0"

5.1Ibs.

1294

800mm ED

f8-f64

Auto"

3°

5/4

61 .0'

122mm

5.3x19.6"

6.4lbs .

974

1200mm

f11 -f64

Manual

2°

5/5

141

122mm

5.3x28 .8"

6.8Ibs .

1296

1200mm ED

f11-f64

Manual

2°

5/4

165'

122mm

5.2x28 .6"

8.2Ibs.

Dimensions:
rIl x Length

Weight

3.7x5.6"

2.2Ibs.

4.7x9 .5"

4.2Ibs.

**Stop-down exposure measurement

Reflex Nikkor Lenses
Product
No.

Focal Length

Aperture
Range Diaphragm

950

500mm

f8

Fixed

5°

952

1000mm

f11

Fixed

2° 30'

978

2000mm

f11

Fixed

1° 10'

Angle of View

No. of EleMinimum
Filter Size
ments/Groups Focus
13.0'
39mm Behind lens
5/3
5/5

25 .0'

Built-in

5/5

59 .1

Built-in

10.3x23.5" 38 .6Ibs .

Zoom Nikkor Lenses
Filter Size

Dimensions:
rIlx Length

Weight

23 .6"

72mm

3.0x3.6"

15.5 oz .

10/9

39.4"

72mm

3.0x4.0"

19.4 oz .
15.9 oZ.

No. of EleMinimum
ments/Groups Focus

Product
No.

Focal Length

Aperture
Range Diaphragm

1180

28-45 mm AI

f4.5-f22

Auto

74°-50°

11 /7

35-70 mm AI

f3 .5-f22

Auto

62°-34°20'

,

Angle of View

1181

43-86 mm AI

f3 .5-f22

Auto

53°-28°30'

11 /8

47 .2"

52mm

2.6x3.4"

1182

50-300mm AI

f4.5-f22

Auto

46°-8° 10'

20/ 13

8.2'

95mm

3.9x11 .5"

5.1Ibs.

1184

80-200mm AI

f4 .5-f32

Auto

30°10' -1 2°20'

15/ 10

5.9'

52mm

3.0x6.4"

28 .9 oz.

1285

180-600mm ED

f8-f32

Auto *'

13°40'-4°10'

18/11

8.2'

95mm

4.1x15.9"

7.6Ibs .

1086

200-600mm

f9.5-f32

Auto *'

12°20'-4°10'

19/ 12

13.0'

Series 9

3.5x15 .0"

5.3Ibs.

1287

360-1200mm ED

f11-f32

Auto"

6°50'-2°

20/ 12

19.7'

122mm

4.9x27 7"

15.7Ibs.

Filter Size

Dimensions:
(iI x Length

Weight

2.6x2 .5"

8.3 oz.
17.6 oz .

*Information to be announced
**Stopdown exposure measurement

Micro Nikkor Lenses and Special Nikkor Lenses
Product
No.

Focal Length

Aperture
Range Diaphragm

1140

55mm Micro AI

f3 .5-f32

1154

105mm Micro AI

1022

28mm PC

1026

.

920
980 tt
981

Angle of View

Minimum
No. of Elements/Groups Focus

Auto

43°

5/4

9.5"

52mm

f4-f32

Auto

23° 20'

!;i2mm

2.9x4.1"

Manual

74°

5/3
10/8

18.5"

f4-122

11.8"

72mm

3.1x2 .7"

14.1 oz.

35mm PC

12.8-f32

Manual

62°

8/7

11 .8"

52mm

2.6x2.6"

11 .8 oz.

45mm GN

f2 .8-f32

Auto

50°

4/3

31 .5"

52mm

2.5x1 .2"

6.0oz.

58mm NoctAI

f1 .2-f16

Auto

40° 50'

7/6

19.7"

52mm

2.9x2 .5"

171 oz.

200mm Medical

f5 .6-f45

Auto

12° 20'

A/4

13.2"

38mm

3.1x7.0"

24.7 oz .

*Information to be announced
tt980, with AC Outfit; 981 with DC Outfit
All specifications subiect to change without notice.
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Nikon Lens Accessories
Crafted to the most exacting quality standards, each Nikon filter is
made of the finest optical glass, ground, polished , and
hard-coated on each surface for maximum reflection prevention.
The 52mm ultraviolet filters, types L37C and L1BC skylight, are
multilayer coated via the exclusive Nikon Integrated Coating
technique for increased light transmission and freedom from flare.
Each Nikon filter is designed for freedom from striation , stress, or
other flaws which can degrade image quality. Nikon 52mm, 72mm,
95mm , and 122mm-diameter filters are double-threaded for use in
combinations when desired. Supplied with storage cases.

Nikon Filter Selector
For Use with

Filter

Designation

Factor
Day. Tung.

Skylight

L1A

1

1

Skylight

L1B

1

1

Skylight

L1BC

1

1

Ultraviolet

L37C
L37

1
1

1
1

Color
or

Ultraviolet

L39

1

1

B/W

Polarizing

Pol.

2-4

2-4

Neutral Density

ND-2

2

2

Film

2246

95mm

122mm

2287

2283

2450

2270

2284

2280

2451

72mm

2401

2412

2402

2413

2399
2411

2226

2271
2250

2300

2243

2410

2318

2.5

2.5

2218

3.2

2225

ND-4

4

4

2258

ND-5

5

5

2276

6.3

6.3

2288

8

8

2319

2244

Light Amber (81 A)

A2

1.2

1.2

2239

2266

Deep Amber (85)

A12

2

2

2256

2264

2

2

Light Blue (82A)

B2

1.2

1.2

2240

2235

Med. Blue (80C)

B8

1.6

1.6

2241

2267

Deep Blue (80B)

B12

2.2

2.2

2242

2268

Dark Amber (85B)

2261

Red

CC30R

17

17

2265

Lt. Yellow (Y1

Y44

1.5

1

2295

Med . Yellow (Y2)

Y48

17

1.2

2229

Deep Yellow (Y3)

Y52

2

1.4

2251

2296

Orange (02)

056

3.5

2

2253

2231

2274

2285

2281

2452

Red (R2/25A)

R60

6

5

2259

2249

2273

2286

2282

2453

Lt. Green

XO

2

17

2297

Deep Green

X1

5

3.5

2230
2292

2298

Plastic Filter Case (Repl.)

2291

Filter Pouch CA-1 (Holds 6 filters)

2307

Leather Case/Polarizer

2293

Series 7 Adapter Ring
Gelatine Filter Holder for 3x3" Filters
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2292
2299

Leather Filter Case (Repl.)
Accessories

Drop-In
Series 9

2275

3.2

f--

Film

52mm

ND-2.5

ND-8

B/W

39mm

ND-3.2

ND-6.3

Color
Film

Screw-In

536
2278

2279

Nikon Lens Accessories
Nikon Lens Hoods
Provide optimum protection against flare caused by extraneous
light; individually computed for specific Nikkor lens types. Snap-on
hoods attach directly to Lens or Nikon filters, may be reversed over
lens for convenient storage ; rubber hoods screw into filter mount,
fold back to permit camera or lens case to be closed when hood is
attached.

Nikon Lens Hood Selector
Screw-In
Model

Prod. No.

Snap-On

Screw-In Rubber

Model

Prod. No.

Model

Prod. No.

50mm f1.4

HS-9

543

HR-1

537

50mmf2

HS-2

515

HR-1

537

HS-3

511

HR-2

538

HS-8

522**

18mmf4

HN-15

542*

20mm f3 .5

HN -9

523

20mmf4

HN-14

520

24mm f2 .8

HN-1

508

28mmf2

HN -1

508

28mmf2.8

HN-2

509

28mmf3.5

HN-2

509

28mmf4 PC

HN-9

523

35mm f1.4

HN-3

510

35mmf2

HN-3

510

35mmf2.8

HN-3

510

35mmf2 .8 PC

HN-1

508

45mmf2 .8 GN

HN-4

525

Slip-On
Model

Prod . No.

f- -

55mmf1.2

HN-6

528

55mm f3.5

HN-3

510

58mm f1 .2 f2

HN-6

528

85mm f1.8 f2

HN-7

514

105mm f2 .5

HN-8

513

105mm f4 Micro

HN-8

513

HS-8

522

105mm f4 Bellows

HN-8

513

HS-8

522

135mm f3 .5

HN-8

513

HS-8

522

500mm f8 Reflex

87mm

530**

1OOOmm f11 Refl ex

108mm

532**

28-45mm f4 .5 Zoom

HK- 1

505'

35-70m m f3 .5 Zoom

HK-1

505'

43-86mm f3.5 Zoom

HN-3

510

50-300 f4 .5 Zoom

HN-11

529

80-200mm f4.5 Zoom

HN-7

514

200-600mm f9.5 Zoom

HN-10

616*

For 52mm Polarizer

HN-12

518

For 72mm Polarizer

HN-13

539

' Also serves as series 9 filter retain ing ring
" Replacement
1 Accepts lens hood case CK-1 Prod. No. 506.
All specifications subject to change without notice.
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Nikon Lens Accessories
Nikon Lens Cases

Leather and Leatherette
Cases
Durable, hard lens cases,
velveteen-lined for maximum protection .
Larger cases equipped with shoulder
strap for convenient carrying .

Plastic Cases
Two-piece plastic storage cases ; lower
section has bayonet mount, screws into
upper section .

Leatherette
Camera/Lens Cases
Nikon Lens Caps
Replacement front and rear caps
are available for all Nikkor lenses.
Please consult Nikon Price List
for details.

Soft Pouch Cases

Hold any Nikon or Nikkormat body with
50-300mm or 200-600mm lens attached .
With shoulder strap. (Cases for Nikon
and Nikkormat cameras with other zoom
and telephoto lenses attached are
also available ; see 'Eveready and
Compartment Case' pages .)

Flexible pouches of black leatherette for
most wide-angle , normal, and telephoto
Nikkors. Excellent protection at
moderate cost.

Wooden Cases
Hold Nikkor 400mm , 600mm , 800mm ,
or 1200mm ultra-telephoto lenses with
Focusing Mount and Nikon/Nikkormat
body attached .Felt-lined for maximum
protection .
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Nikon Lens Accessories
Nikon Lens Case Selector
Hard Leather/
Leatherette
Lens Case
8mmf2 .8
10mm f5 .6
15mm 15.6
16mm f3 .5
18mm 14
20mmf4
20mm f3 .5
24mm f2 .8
28mmf2
28mm f2 .8
28mm 13.5
35mm f1.4
35mm f2
35mm f2 .8
35mm12.8 PC
45mmf2.8 GN
50mm f1.4
50mmf2
55mm f1 .2
55mm f3 .5
58mm f1 .2
85mm f1 .8 , 12
105mm f2 .5
105mm f4 Micro
105mm f4 Bellows
135mm 12
135mm f2 .8
135mm f3 .5
180mm f2 .8
200mm f4
300mm f4 .5
400mm f4 .5
400mm f5 .6
500mm f8 Reflex
600mm f5.6
600mm f8
800mm 18 (For
focusing unit)
1OOOmm f11 Reflex
1200mm f11
2000mm 111 Reflex
28-45mm f4 .5
43-86mm f3 .5
50-300mm f4 .5
80-200mm f4 .5
180-600mm f8
200-600mm 19.5
360-1200 f1 1
*For Replacement.

Model

Prod. No.

CL-11
CL-4
CL-26
CL-31
CL-28
CL-34A
CL-34A
CL-31
CL-31
CL-32
CL-31
CL-32
CL-31
CL-31

436*
440*
483*
467
456
4474
4474
467
467
468
467
468
467
467
432*

CL-34A
CL-34A
CL-34A
CL-33
CL-34A
CL-32
CL-32
CL35A
CL-31
CL-15
CL-33
CL-33
CL-12
CL-13
CL-20A
CE-5
CL-27
CL-23
CE-5

4474
4474
4474
469
4474
468
468
4479
467
452
469
469
430*
448
431
450
458*
451 *
450

-

Soft Pouch
Lens Case

Plastic
Lens Case

Model

Prod. No.

Model

Prod. No.

54
54
54

400
400
400

CP-1

446

54
54
54
54
54
54
54
54
54
54
54
54
55

400
400
400
400
400
400
400
400
400
400
400
400
401

CP- 1

446

CP-1

446

CP-1
CP-1

446
446

CP-1
CP-1
CP-1
CP-1
CP-2

446
446
446
446
447

55
55

401
401

CP-2
CP-2

447
447

54

400

CP-1

446

55
55
55
53

401
401
401
402

CP-2
CP-2

4.47
447

Leatherette
Camera/Lens
Case

Wooden
Camera/Lens
Case

Model

Model

Prod. No.

Prod . No.

Metal
Lens Case
Model

Prod. No.

462

462
CE-6

457

463

CL-24
CE-7

453*
460

464

CL-33A
CL-32

4469*
468

CL-35
CZ-1860

479*
441

CZ-3612

443

454 *
55
55

401
401

CP-2

447
CE-2

455

CE-3

466

For latest informati on on cas es not listed, please consult most recent Nikon Price List.
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Nikon EI Nikkor Enlarging Lenses
Superior Optics for
Superior Enlargements
EI Nikkor enlarging lenses are specifically computed for optimum
performance at the most widely-preferred enlargement sizes ,
according to focal length. Resolving power contrast, evenness
of illumination, and flatness of field far exceed the capabilities of
conventional optics and insure that every detail on the
negative is transmitted , without aberration , to the print.
EI Nikkor lenses reveal the painstaking care with which all Nikkor
lenses are designed. They are corrected for chromatic
aberration beyond the visible spectrum into the near-ultraviolet
wavelength-to which photographic papers are particularly
sensitive , thus insuring against focus shift at every aperture ,
every magnification. EI Nikkor lenses are especially prized for
professional color printing because of their near apochromatic
color correction and exceptional contrast-qualities particularly
important with single-contrast color emulsions .
Widely employed in graphic arts , cathod~-ray tube , and
other specialized applications that demand their superior
performance, each EI Nikkor is equipped with dual largenumeral aperture scales and click stops for fast, accurate
operation and is front-threaded to accept screw-in accessories
for special-effects work. All EI Nikkor lenses 50mm-150mm
are supplied in universal (39mm) " Leica" thread mount.

EI Nikkor Accessories
Reverse Adapters: For mounting designated lenses in reverse
position for optimum performance in reduction prints , and other
specialized applications . For 50mm f2 .8, Product No. 2641
for 50mm , 75mm f4 and 80mm f5.6, Product No. 2640.
A special40 .5mm lens hood is also available for camera use
on the 50mm f2.8 EI-Nikkor' Product No. 524 .

Product
Number

Focal
Length

Aperture
Range

Angleof
View

No. of
Elements/
Groups

Magnification
Optimum-Usable

Largest Format Covered

215

50mm

f2 .8-f16

46°

6/4

8x 2x-20x

35mm (24x36mm)

46°

4/3

8x 2x-20x

35mm (24x36mm)
35mm (32x45mm)

214

50mm

f4.0-f16

95100

63mm

f3.5-f16

46°

6/4

8x 2x-20x

216

75mm

f4.0-f45

52°

4/3

5x 2x-10x

2V4x2V4 (56x56mm)

217

80mm

f5.6-f45

5r40'

6/4

5x 2x-15x

2V4 x23f4 (56x72mm)

218

105mm

f5.6-f45

56°

6/4

5x 2x-10x

2V4x3 V4 (65x90mm)
4x5 (9x12cm)

219

135mm

f5.6-f45

54°

6/4

5x 2x-10x

220

150mm

f5 .6-f45

54°

6/4

4x 2x-8x

4x5 (9x12cm)

95101

180mm

f5.6-f45

54°

6/4

4x 2x-8x

5x7 (13x18cm)

222

210mm

f5 .6-f45

54°

6/4

4x 2x-8x

5x7 (13x18cm)

95102

240mm

f5.6-f45

54°

6/4

3x 1x-6x

8x10 (18x24cm)

95103

300mm

f5.6-f45

52°

6/4

2x 1x-4x

1Ox12 (27x33cm)

95104

360mm

f5 .6-f45

50°

6/4

2x 1x-4x

11 x14 (30x40cm)
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Nikkor I.enses for Large-Format Cameras
While primarily known for the surpassing quality of its 35mm
camera lenses, Nikon also enjoy.s an exceptional reputation
in the graphic arts and other specialized fields for its
Apo Nikkor and Apo EI Nikkor optics. Now, Nikon has
applied its unique technological and design ingenuity to
bring the same , reliable , superior performance to all largeformat cameras. Drawing on more than 220 types of Nikon
optical glass and utilizing latest computer techniques , Nikon
designers have produced a series of lenses that are
unsurpassed in their field.
Nikon offers three new high-performance lens systems for
press, view, and technical cameras using 4x5" and larger
film sizes, each featuring an exceptionally large image
circle for maximum freedom in camera movements . Their
resolution contrast , flatness of field and evenness of
illumination are further enhanced by the application of
multi-layer Nikon Integrated Coating (IC) for optimum color
fidelity, contrast and freedom from flare. Each large-format
Nikkor is supplied with a precision leaf shutter incorporating
a convenient 'press focus' control as well as cable release
socket.

Super-Wide Angle Nikkors
65mm-90mm
Three ultra-fast, 8-element optics ideally suited to the most
demanding interior architectural , and scenic photography.
The greatly increased speed as compared to conventional
wide-field lenses) significantly aids ease and accuracy in
focusing and composition. Their angle of view reaches an
exceptionally wide 1050 at f22 and smaller apertures.

Wide Angle Nikkors
135mm-210mm
Combine relatively fast speed with superb image quality,
even at maximum aperture. Versatile , all-purpose lenses
excellent for fashion , commercial , architectural and
industrial applications , the longer focal lengths, covering
5x7" format easily, also serve as superior portrait lenses for
4x5" format.

Long Focal Length Nikkors
300mm and 450mm
Developed from the famed Apo-Nikkor optics, to provide
resolution, flatness of field, and color correction equivalent
to the most demanding photographic or graphic-arts
requirements . The 4-element optical system incorporates
Nikon multi-layer Integrated Coating for maximum light
transmission , image clarity, and freedom from flare .
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Nikkor Lenses for Large-Format Cameras
Super-Wide Angle Nikkors
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Product No.

1301

1303

1305

Focal Length

65m m

75mm

90mm

Apertu re Range

f4-f45

f4.5- f45

f4 .5-f64

No. of Groups/ El ements

*

Intended Format

*
Image Circle ¢ *

An gle of Vi ew

5/8

5/8

5/8

4x5"

4x5"

5x7"

105°

105°

105°

170mm

200mm

235mm

Shutter Type

No. O

No. O

No. O

Speed Range

T B, 1- 1/500

T B, 1- 1/500

T B, 1- 1/500

Flash Synch

MX

MX

MX

Filter/ Accessory Size

77mm

77mm

82mm

Dimensions (Length/¢)

2.7x3.1"

3.0x3.1"

3.3x3.3"

Weight

12.7 oz.

13.9 oz .

18.0 oz .

Wide Angle Nikkors
Prod uct No.

1311

1313

1315

1317

Foca l Len gth

135mm

150mm

180mm

210mm

Aperture Range

f5 .6- f64

f5.6- f64

f5.6-f64

f5 .6- f64

No. of Groups/ Elem ents

*

Intended Format
Angle of View

*

Image Circle (/J

*

4/6

4/6

4/6

4/6

4x5"

4x5"

5x7"

5x7"

70°

70°

70°

70°

190mm

210mm

253m m

295mm

Shutter Type

No. O

No. O

No. 1

No.1

Speed Range

T B, 1- 1/500

T B, 1- 1/500

T B, 1-1 /400

T B, 1- 1/400

Flash Synch

MX

MX

MX

MX

Filter/ Accessory Size

52mm

52mm

67mm

77mm

Di mensions (Length/(/J)

1.8x2 .1"

2.0x2 .1"

2.4x2.8"

2. 8x3.1"

Weight

7 1 0z.

8.1 oz.

13.4 oz.

16. 8 oz .

Long Focal Length Nikkors
Product No.

1321

1323

Focal Le ngth

300mm

450mm

Apertu re Range

f9-f128

f9-f128

No. of Groups/ Elem ents

3/4

3/4

Intended Format

8x10"

10x12"

Angle of View

55°

50°

325mm

420mm

Shutter Type

No.1

No.3

Image Circle

**
**
¢ **

Speed Range

T B, 1- 1/400

T B, 1- 1/125

Flash Synch

X

X

Filter/ Accessory Size

52 mm

62mm

Dimensions (Length/¢)

1 7x2 .1"

2.2x2.5"

Weight

9.9 oz .

21 .2 oz .

* Indicated Values at f22.
** Indicated Values at f9.
All specifications subject to change without notice.
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Cine Nikko, Lenses
Easy Mounting on Camera
All Cine Nikkors are fitted with standard C mounts, making
them readily interchangeable on most 16mm motion picture
cameras and on television cameras equipped with 1" vidicon
tubes. After screwing the lens into the camera mount or turret ,
the barrel may be pushed towards the camera and rotated to
position the control markings for greatest viewing
convenience .

Other Applications
In addition to 16mm motion picture and TV photography, other
specialized applications may require precise reproduction of
small format sizes. Because of their exceptionally fine
correction in all areas, Cine Nikkors are perfectly suited for
such work.

Accessory Lens Hoods
A standard (single size) screw-in lens hood fitting all Cine
Nikkors is available as an accessory. Two or three lens hoods
may be combined for maximum protection against stray light
with longer focal length lenses. When several lenses are
mounted on a turret-type camera, hood combinations may
have to be limited to prevent their projecting into fields of view
of shorter lenses on turret. Combinations for 3-lens turret are
shown below. Cine Nikkor Lens Hood , Product No. 382 .
Basic
Lens

Cine Nikkors are specially designed for use with cameras that
accept interchangeable, standard C-mount lenses. This
includes not only 16mm motion picture cameras but also
closed circuit TV cameras using a 1" vidicon tube. Both these
photographic areas involve enormously large image
magnification during projection and therefore require
uncommonly high optical quality, especially when used for
critical industrial measurements and research applications .
Cine Nikkor lenses, with their superior resolving power and
color correction , more than meet these exacting requirements .
In fact, in CCTV applications , their resolution usually exceeds
that of the system itself, assuring highest possible image
quality. They are available in five focal lengths, from 10mm
wide angle to 100mm telephoto , each offering excellent speed
in addition to its other advantages.

Convenient, Positive
Operation
Cine Nikkors are designed not only for superior optical
performance but for fast, easy handling as well. They can be
rotated on the camera to bring the various markings into
convenient viewing position during camera operation . Lens
barrels are finished in satin black with white markings for clear
legibility. Aperture control rings feature positive click stops at all
standard f-numbers throughout the full range of each lens.
Control rings are located in similar positions on all lenses to
facilitate operation when using several focal lengths, and outer
diameters as well as attachment sizes are identical for all .
Full protection is assured by snap-on or screw-in lens caps .
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Other Lenses Mounted
No. of
Hoods
(without hood)
When
Used
100mm
Alone 10mm 13mm 25mm 50mm

10mm f1.8

None

None

13mmf1 .8

None

None

25mmf1 .4

One

None

None

50mmf1.8

Three

None

None

100mmf2.8

Two

None

None

Do not
Combin e

None

None

Do Not
Combine

One

Do Not
Combin e

Two

Do Not Combine

Do Not
Combine
One

F-C Lens Mount Adapter
Permits the use of Nikon system F-mount lenses on C-mount
cameras . Makes a wide variety of high-resolution optics
beyond the longest (100mm) Cine Nikkor available for 16mm
motion picture and 1" vidicon applications. Product No. 2360.

Cine Nikko, Lenses
10mm ft.8 Cine Nikkor
Focal length 10mm
Aperture range: f1.8 to f22
No. of Elements/Groups: 10/9
Correction wavelength range:
400-700mm
Picture angle: 64° 30'
(74° with 1/1 vidicon)
Vignetting 0% (at f2 .6)
Distance scale: In meters and feet,
from 0.3m (1 ft.) to infinity
Image size: 16mm motion picture
·film and 1/1 vidicon format
Weight: 145 9 (5.10 oz.)
Diameter· 42mm (1 .65/1 )
Length: 57mm (2.24/1 )
Rear mount: C mount
(25.4mm/1/1· 1/P = 32)
Attachment size: 40.5mm
(P = 0.5mm)
Product No. 385

13mm ft.8 Cine Nikkor
Focal length 13mm
Aperture range: f1 .8 to f22
No. of Elements/Groups: 8/7
Correction wavelength range:
400-700mm
Picture angle: 51 ° 40'
(60° with 1/1 vidicon)
Vignetting· 0% (at f2 .5)
Distance scale: In meters and feet,
from 0.3m (1 ft.) to infinity
Image size: 16mm motion picture
film and 1/1 vidicon format
Weight: 1509 (5.28 oz.)
Diameter· 42mm (1.65/1)
Length: 57.45mm (2.26/1)
Rear mount: C mount
(25.4mm/1/1 · 1/P = 32)
Attachment size: 40.5mm
(P = 0.5mm)
Product No. 386

50mm ft .8 Cine Nikkor
Focal length 50mm
Aperture range: f1.8 to f22
No. of Elements/Groups: 4/4
Correction wavelength range:
400-700mm
Picture angle: 14° 20'
(17° with 1/1 vidicon)
Vignetting. 0% (at f2 .9)
Distance scale: In meters and feet,
from 1m (0.3 ft.) to infinity
Image size: 16mm motion picture
film and 1/1 vidicon format
Weight: 1759 (6.16 oz.)
Diameter· 42mm (1.65/1 )
Length 52.5mm (2.07")
Rear mount size: C mount
(25.4mm/1/1·1 / P = 32)
Attachment size: 40.5mm
(P = 0.5mm)
Product No. 390

100mm f2.8 Cine Nikkor
Focal length. 100mm
Aperture range: f2.8 to f22
No. of Elements/Groups: 5/3
Correction wavelength range:
400-700mm
Picture angle: 7° 10'
(8° 30' with 1/1 vidicon)
Vignetting 0% (at f3 .6)
Distance scale: In meters and feet,
from 1.2m (4 ft.) to infinity
Image size: 16mm motion picture
film and 1/1 vidicon format
Weight: 2109 (7.39 oz.)
Diameter· 42mm (1.65/1)
Length: 89.5mm (3.52/1)
Rear mount: C mount
(25.4mm/1/1· 1/ P = 32)
Attachment size: 40.5mm
(P = 0.5mm)
Product No. 392

25mm ft.4 Cine Nikkor
Focal length 25mm
Aperture range: f1.4 to f22
No. of Elements/Groups. 7/5
Correction wavelength range:
400-700mm
Picture angle: 28°
(33° 22' with 1/1 vidicon)
Vignetting: 0% (at f2.8)
Distance scale: In meters and feet,
from 0.6m (2 ft.) to infinity
Image size: 16mm motion picture
film and 1/1 vidicon format
Weight: 1409 '(4.93 oz.)
Diameter· 42mm (1 .65/1)
Length: 57mm (2.24/1)
Rear mount: C mount
(25.4 mm/1/1· 1/P = 32)
Attachment size: 40.5mm
(P = 0.5mm)
Product No. 388
All specifications subject to change without noti ce.
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Nikon System Accessories: An Introduction
Paramount to the Nikon System is an integrated
array of more than 300 precision accessories,
extending the Nikon system user's mastery to any
and all photographic applications. Every Nikon
accessory is crafted with the rugged excellence
typical of the cameras for which it is intended

Nikon Close-Up, Macro and Micro Accessories
bring unrivalled flexibility and precision to one of the
most fascin ating areas in all photography, from
simple close-ups to advanced photomicrography.
Nikon Viewfinder Attachments provide optimum
viewing and focusing comfort and accuracy under a
broad range of light and shooting conditions, further
expanding the visual control inherent in Nikon
single-lens reflex design
Nikon Carrying Cases, Flash Equipment and
General Accessories provide practical solutions to
a multitude of picture-taking needs.
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Nikon Close-up, Macro & Micro Accessories
In the fascinating area of close-up photography
Nikon and Nikkormat cameras offer exceptional
advantages. The Nikon system provides the widest
array of aids in 35mm photography ' close-up
lenses, extension rings, bellows units, slide copiers ,
viewfinder attachments, finder screens, speciallydesigned optics, camera supports, and even
illumination systems. Singly or in combination, they
enable the Nikon or Nikkormat owner to undertake
any challenge from simple close-ups of flowers or
artifacts to advanced photomicrography. And,
because all these precision accessories are
specifically designed for use with Nikon system
cameras and lenses, highest optical and
mechanical quality are assured.

Close-Up Attachment Lenses
No.O,1,&2
The simplest , most economical approach to close-up
photography. Individual No. 0, 1 and 2 Close-up Lenses screw
into any 52mm-thread Nikkor lens ; all automatic camera/ lens
functions remain in operation . Use singly or in combinations to
reproduce subjects measuring from 26x3S" to as small as
2.S"x4 .3" (0.3X ratio) with 50mm f2lens . Gives optimum
sharpness at smaller lens openings . Excellent for flowers,
plants, animals , other 3-dimensional subjects . No. 0, Product
No. 2729; No. 1 Product No. 2730 ; No. 2, Product No. 2731

Extension Ring E2
Semi-automatic extension ring of 14mm depth; mounted
between camera and normal lens, covers subject areas from
3.5x5.2" to 2.5x3.S" (0.27x-0.37x reproduction ratio) with
50mm lens. Push-button control opens lens to full aperture for
viewing and focusing-when released , closes lens to preset
aperture for metering and exposure. May be operated via Nikon
cable release if desired. Use alone for moderate close-up
application , in pairs , or with other extension rings or bellows
units to provide semi-automa,tic diaphragm control.
Product No. 2720.
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Extension Ring Set K
Versatile 5-piece system provides increased lens-to-film
distances from 5.Smm to 46 .6mm, in various combinations.
With 50mm lens, fills frame with subjects from S.4x12.6" to
0.9x1.4" (0.11x-1x); can also be used with any other Nikkor
lens. Stopdown , thru-the-Iens metering and manual diaphragm
control ; Extension Ring E2 may be added for semi-automatic
diaphragm operation with Auto-Nikkor or AI-Nikkor lenses.
Provides great flexibility at moderate cost. With case .
Product No. 2710.

Automatic Extension Rings
Precision metal extension rings maintain full-aperture metering
and automatic diaphragm control of Auto-Nikkor lens in macro
range with Nikon system cameras incorporating external metercoupling mechanism. PK-1 2, & 3 Rings are respectively Smm,
14mm, and 27.5mm long; mount between camera and lens
individually or in any of seven combinations to increase lens-tofilm distance up to 49.5mm ; with50mm normal lens, record
subjects measuring from 6.1x9 . " io just 0.S9x1.3" -larger than
1'1 or 'life' size on the film . May be used with all Nikkor lenses
from 20mm wide angle to 300mm telephoto. PK-1 , Product
No. 2643 ; PK-2 , Product No. 2644 ; PK-3 , Product No. 2645.
Note: For AI Nikkor lenses use PK-11 , 12 & 13. Similar
specifications to PK-1, 2 & 3, but with AI coupling . PK-11,
Product No. 2651 PK-12 , Product No. 2652 ; PK-13 Product
NO.2653.

Nikon Close-Up, Macro & Micro Accessories

Macro Adapter Rings BR-2 & BR-3

Bellows Attachment PB-5
Mounts between camera and lens for close-up and macro
pictures from nearly life-size (0.83x) to almost four times lifesize (3.6x) with 50mm lens and 1.6x to 4.4x with the lens
mounted in reverse position via a BR-2 reversal ring. Excellent
for stamps, coins, insects, sections of plants or flowers, any
ultra-small subject. Continuously variable lens-to-film extension
from 43mm-185mm. Front and rear focusing controls for fast,
easy framing and focusing; use with Nikkor lenses from 24mm
to 300mm or for slide duplicating with Nikon Slide Copying
Adapter. Camera mount rotates for horizontal or vertical format.
Product No. 2635.

BR-2 lets you mount any 52mm-thread Nikkor lens in reverse
position on extension rings or bellows for optimum performance
(and added lens-to-subject distance) when shooting at life-size
(1x) or larger magnifications. Unique BR-3 Ring converts
bayonet mount of reverse-mounted lens into 52mm diameter
thread to accept Slide Copying Adapter, 52mm filters, or lens
hoods. BR-2 Ring, Product No. 2630; BR-3, Product No. 2629.

Auto Ring BR-4
& Double Cable Release AR-4

Bellows Attachment PB-4
Most versatile of all photomacrography accessories; provides
all features of PB-5 plus twin dual-track mechanism that permits
moving lens and camera separately or as a unit for fastest,
most convenient framing and focusing . Lensboard shifts 10mm
left or right and swings 25° from left-to-right for enhanced depthof-field control. Product No. 2602.

Provides one-touch automatic diaphragm control and shutterrelease action with Nikon Bellows units or Extension Ring
Set K. Auto Ring is bayonet-mounted to lens; then , one of the
paired Cable Releases is screwed into Auto Ring , the other into
the camera's shutter release. Pressing the release plunger first
closes down lens diaphragm, then trips shutter. Depth-of-field
preview button on Auto Ring permits quick stopdown for
metering and depth-of-field check. When mounted between
lens and camera or bellows, the ring also serves as 9mm
extension. BR-4 Ring, Product No. 2637 ; AR-4 Double Cable
Release, Product No. 2636.

Slide Copying Adapters
PS-4 & PS-5
Attach to either Nikon Bellows unit for same-size or enlarged
duplicates of 35mm or smaller slides and negatives as well as
filmstrips, even 8mm, Super-8, or 16mm movie films! Deluxe
model PS-4 has support trays for uncut rolls, permits cropping
by shifting slideholder 6mm vertically, .9mm horizontally.
PS-4, Product No. 2633; PS-5, Product No. 2634.
All specifications subject to change without notice.
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Nikon Close-up, Macro & Micro Accessories

Electronic Ringlight Unit SR-2
For use in close-up photography with 52mm-thread Nikkor
lenses from 35mm-200mm. Provides soft, shadowless
lighting at lens-to-subject distances of 7.8" to about 10 feet.
Accepts AC or Battery Power Pack of Medical-Nikkor lens with
full and 1f4-power selector Product No. 342 .

Repro-Copy Outfits
Rugged , rigid , versatile camera supports for photography of
documents, books , paintings, and similar materials. Coarse and
fine elevation controls for accurate camera positioning ; camera
mount is adjustable to 8 different positions at 45 0 intervals for
copying wall-mounted originals. Model PFB-2 (Product No. 2761)
supplied with hardwood baseboard ; Model PFC-2 Product
No. 2760) in carrying case which opens up to form work
surface . Accessory clamp Product No. 2755) permits mounting
column on table or bench .

Macro Ringlight Unit SM-2
Designed for optimum performance in photomacrography, at
magnifications of 1x (life-size) or larger· attaches directly to
flange of reversed Nikkor lenses 24mm- 135mm for mounting
on bellows unit, using BR-2 Ring . Operates on AC or Battery
Powerpack of Medical-Nikkor lens, with full and 1f4-power
control. Product No. 343.
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Nikon Close-up, Macro & Micro Accessories

Nikon Microscope Adapter 2B
Mounts all Nikon-system cameras on standard Nikon laboratory
microscopes; records image on film at V2 indicated
magnification of microscope. Designed specifically for use with
Nikon HKW-5x, 10x, and 15x 'high-eyepoint' eyepieces for
optimum image quality (not intended for use with other
eyepiece types). Includes green filter for improved chromatic
correction with black & white films . With Nikon Type C Finder
Screen for use with all Nikon F2 cameras , Product No. 813; for
other Nikon system cameras, without Finder Screen, Product
No. 818. Leather Case for either model, Product No. 819.

Microflex PFMF
Embodies its own image-forming optics, shutter mechanism
and viewing system . Reduces overall magnification by one-half.
Supplied with focusing ocular eyepiece for high-power
photomicrography, and interchangeable ground-glass screen
and 7x magnifier for low-power work . The screen also offers
advantages in teaching and other group-viewing applications.
For use with all Nikon and Nikkormat sir cameras.
The Microflex has an internal prism system which diverts the
microscope image into the viewing eyepiece or onto the viewing
screen . Exposure is made with conventional cable release ,
which swings the prism out of the light path and trips the shutter.
All of the light reaches the film. Shutter speeds range from
1 second to 1/250th plus "bulb" and "time" for prolonged
exposures . There is also provision for synchronized flash .
Product No. 805 .

Microflex PFM-B
A similar micro system for use with Nikon M35-S Camera Body.
Product No. 806,

Camera Body M35-S
Can be used with Microflex, in place of Nikon or Nikkormat
body. Contains film transport and counter, with dark slide.
Product No. 801

All specifi cations subiect to change without notice.
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Nikon Close-Up, Macro & Micro Accessories
Usable Magnification Range of Auto-Nikkor Lenses
in Close-Up Photography
Values shown are for lenses most commonly employed in
close-up photography. However equivalent magnification
ranges apply with other Nikkor lenses of similar focal length for
all applications except with lens mounted in reverse position.

Lens Only

Extension
Ring E2

Extension
Ring Set K

Auto
Extension
Rings PK-1,2,3

28mm f3 .5

1/lnf.-O.14x

O.5x-O.63x

O.2x-1 .8x

O.28x-1 .9x

1.5x-2.9x

3.6x-8.6x

35mm f2 .8

1/ lnf.-O.18x

O.38x-O.56x

O.16x-1 .5x

O.22x-1 .6x

1.2x-5.1x

2.6x-6.5x

50mm f2.0

1/ lnf.-O.14x

O.27x-OA2x

O.11x-11x

O.15x-1 1x

O.83x-3.6x

1.6x-4Ax

85mm f2

1/lnf.-O.11 x

O.16x-O.29x

O.07x-O.67x

O.09x-O.7x

O.5x-2.2x

O.45x-2.1x

105mm f2.5

1/lnf.-O.12x

O.13x-O.26x

O.06x-O.56x

O.08x-O.6x

O.4x-1.8x

O.3x-1 .6x

135mm f3.5

1/lnf.-O.11 x

O.1x-O.21x

O.04x-O.45x

O.06x-OA8x

O.3x-1 .38x

1/lnf.-O.7,x

200mm f4.0

1/ lnf.-O.13x

O.07x-O.2x

O.03x-O.37x

O.04x-O.38x

O.21x-O .91 x

55mm f3.5

1/ lnf.-O.5x

O.25x-1 .25x*

O.1x-1.85x*

O.14x-1Ax

O.8x-3.4x

17x-4.3x

105mm f4.0

1/ lnf.-O.5x

O.13x-1 13x**

O.05x-1 A4x**

O.08x-1.0x

OAx-1 .8x

O.26x-1 .6x

Bellows Attachments PB4/S
Reverse
Forward

Notes: Maximum magnification values include focusing range of Nikkor lens. With Extension Ring Set K, some
intermediate ratios may require additional extension depending on lens in use. All values shown are approximate .

Magnification Ratio
Field Size in mm

O.2x

240x360 120x180

Magnification Ratio
Field Size in mm

O.1x

*With PK Ring
** With PN Ring

O.3x

O.4x

O.5x

O.6x

O.7x

O.8x

O.9x

1.0x

72x108

60x90

48x72

40x60

34x51

30x45

27x40

24x36

1.5x

2.0x

2.5x

3.0x

3.5x

4.0x

5.0x

6.0x

7.0x

8.0x

16x24

12x18

10x15

8x12

7x10

6x9

5x7

4x6

3Ax5

3x4

All specifications subiect to change without noti ce.
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Nikon and Nikkormat Viewfinder Accessories

00

All accessories screw into 19mm-threaded eyepiece of all
Nikon-system Pentaprism viewfinders, except where noted.

Right Angle Viewing
Attachment DR-2
Unique 7-element, 6-group optics provide 1'1 right-side up,
laterally correct image of entire finder area at 90 0 angle.
Special roof prism construction gives same-size
reproduction , permits unrestricted finder-screen visibility
including meter needle and all other information normally
visible in finder. Built-in diopter adjustment, - 5 to + 3.
Permits aerial-image focusing with Types C and M finder
screens. Weighs just 3.9 ounces. A tremendous aid to more
comfortable , precise close-up and copy photography.
Product No. 2320.

00

Eyepiece Correction Lenses

Aids viewing and focusing for both far- and nearsighted
photographers. For nearsightedness , 4 "minus" lenses are
offered; for farsightedness , 4 "plus " lenses. The correction
lenses are numbered to indicate the total effect of the viewing
system , which has a built-in - 1 factor ' thus , when a + 2 lens
(actually a 3-diopter lens) is attached , the total viewing
system has a rating of + 2 diopters. A neutral (0 diopter) lens
is also available.

Nikon Eyepiece Correction Lens Selector
Prod. No.

Doubles magnification of central 12mm finder area for
pinpoint focusing accuracy' particularly helpful in closeups
and photomacrography. Hinged mount permits swinging 2X
Magnifier out of the way for composition and metering .
3-element optical system adjustable from - 5 to + 1 diopters.
Permits aerial-image focusing with Types C and M screens.
Accepts accessory rubber eyecup. Product No. 2315.

Corrects For

2918

- 5 Diopter

Nearsightedness

2917

- 4 Diopter

Nearsightedness

2916

- 3 Diopter

Nearsightedness

2915

- 2 Diopter

2914

2X Eyepiece Magnifier

Description

o Diopter*

Nearsightedness
Normal Vision

2922

+ 0.5 Diopter

Farsightedness

2919

+ 1 Diopter

Farsightedness

2920

+ 2 Diopter

Farsightedness

2921

+ 3 Diopter

Farsightedness

*Replacement (gives effective - 1 factor)
NOTE: These eyepieces may not be used on the Nikon FM.
Some viewfinder accessory items may block the
access to the camera back on the FM , due to compact
size of this camera.

Folding Rubber Eyecup
Shields finder and eye from extraneous light for more
comfortable viewing and focusing-especially for eyeglass
wearers-may be used with Eyepiece Correction Lens if
desired. Particularly effective in shielding meter from stray
light entering through eyepiece when stopdown metering is
employed. For Nikon F2, Product No. 2313 ; for Nikkormat,
Product No. 2312.
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Nikon/Nikkormaf Comparlmenf Cases
Feature roomy, safe storage and
separate compartments for cameras
and lenses and , in some models ,
outside pockets for accessories .
Luxuriously finished in genuine
cowhide or durable leatherette, each
case comes with shoulder strap and
nonslip shoulder pad . For all Nikon and
Nikkormat cameras.

accessories fit into bottom compartment
which has adjustable partitions . With
partitions removed, there is room for
an extra-long lens , up to 500mm
Reflex-Nikkor Made of fine cowhide.

Compartment Case FB-14
Handsome semi-soft shoulder bag with
full-length zipper and outer pocket.
Holds one camera and three lenses up
to SO-200mm Nikkor zoom or 300mm
f4.5. Fine leather construction .

Compartment Case FB-12
Compartment Case FB-8
Holds two cameras one with lens),
three extra lenses (to 300mm) in
individual bayonet sockets. Opens
away from you for quick , safe access
to contents . Outside pocket for small
accessories. Made of fine black
leatherette.

Similar to FB-11 A but smaller.
Removable tray holds two cameras (or
orie plus extra lens) ; bottom section
adapts for a variety of lenses and
accessories . Cowhide.

Shoulder Bag Model 1
Compartment Case FB-11A
Extra-large Pro-bag with carrying
handle and detachable shoulder strap .
Removable tray holds two cameras
plus extra lens; additional lenses and

Versatile carry-all bag holds an
amazing quantity and variety of
equipment. Full-length zipper gives
access to non-compartmented interior
another zipper opens a small pocket
for film or accessories. Stores flat
when empty. In soft, black vinyl.

Compartment Case FB-13
Pro-bag style with removable
compartments. Accommodates one or
two cameras with (or without) attached
motor drive, auto winder, lenses, or
diverse other equipment. Cowhide.

Nikon Compartment Case Selector
Shoulder Bag

Number of Cameras
Lenses

FB-11A

FB-12

FB-13

FB-14

2

2

2

2

1

4(upto
300mm f4.5)

4-9 (up to
500mm fS)

3-6 (up to
400mm f5 .6)

3 (up to
300mm f4.5)

3(upto
300mm f4 .5)

3

Yes

Yes

Motor Drive or
Auto Winder
Nikon Compact
Thyristor Flash

Yes
Yes

Large size accessory
(such as Bellows)
Side Pocket for Sundries
Approx . Outer
Dimensions

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
12.3xS.6x9.0/l

Accessories Provided

Product No.

Model 1
1

FB-8

496

15.0x9 .5x11.5/1

13 .1x7.9x10.5/1

13.1xS.Ox1 0.5/1

4 Partitions,
Cushion Pad ,
Fl'lter Pouch

3 Partitions,
Cushion Pad ,
Filter Pouch

3 Partitions ,
Cushion Pad ,
Filter Pouch,
Camera Pad

500

501

502

11.5x5.Sx9.S/I

13.0x5 .0x12.5/1

503

404

This chart lists possible combinations of equipment which may be stored in each of the cases listed. In most instances, alternate components will
also fit. The number of lenses accommodated in each case will vary depending on the size of the individual lenses.
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Nikon/Nikkormaf Carrying Cases
Combining handsome styling with practical
protection , each Nikon and Nikkormat carrying case
is constructed of the finest materials reflecting
Nikon's traditional quality and is designed for
specific camera/lens combinations as noted. Case
tops fold down, can be detached if desired. In black
fin ish .

Hard Eveready Case

Nikon/Nikkormat Case Selector
Nikon F2 with
Prod.
No.
Model Description
413 CH-4 Hard Eveready Case
416 CH-5 Hard Eveready Case

Pentaprism Photomic
Finder (All)
Finder

•

Nikkormat

Nikon
Action
Finder

FM

EL2

EL

ELW

•

•

•
•

•

•

414
415
429
425
426

CF-1 Semi-Soft Eveready Case
CF-2 Semi-Soft Eveready Case
CS-12 Soft Pouch Case
CS-8 Soft Pouch Case
CS-9 Soft Pouch Case

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

427

CS-10 Soft Pouch Case

•

•

•

•

•

410

CF-6 Semi-Soft Utility Case

•

•

•

•

•

420
393

CH-3 Hard Eveready Case
CH-8 Hard Eveready Case

•
•

•

•

428

CS-11 Semi-Soft Eveready Case

•

•

422
423
424

CS-7 Soft Pouch Case
CH -9 Hard Eveready Case
CH-10 Hard Eveready Case

•

•

•
•

.2

.2

.2

.2

4481 CF-7 Semi-Soft Eveready Case
4487 ' CH-6 Hard Eveready Case
4488 CH-7 Hard Eveready Case
489

CF-4 Semi-Soft Case

•

FT2/3

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

With Lenses
16mm to 55mm 1
as well as:
85mm
85mm , 105mm,
43-86mm
85mm
85mm
85mm
85mm , 105mm,
135mm
85mm , 105mm,
135mm, 200mm ,
43-86mm , 80-200mm
85mm , 105mm,
135mm, 200mm ,
43-86mm , 80-200mm ,
+ extra lens, filters.
85mm
85mm , 105mm,
43-86mm
85mm

•

•

•
•

85mm
85mm , 105mm,
43-86mm
85mm
85mm
85mm , 105mm,
43-86mm
85mm

, Includes 16mm 13. 5; 20mm 14 ; 24mm 12.8 ; 28mm 12,2 .8, & 3.5 ; 35mm 11 .4, 2 , & 2. 8 (except PC); 45mm 12.8; 50mm 11.4 & 2; 55mm 11 .2 & 3.5
(without PK or M-Ring ).
2With Auto Winder AW-1
Note: Soft Pouch Cases (CS-series) require accessory Neckstrap with Shoulder Pad , Models AN-1 Leather, Prod. No. 635, or AN -3 , Leatherette,
Prod. No. 637
All specifications subject to change without notice.
Nikon , Inc. , Garden City, N.Y. 11 530. Subsidiary of Ehrenreich Photo-Optical Industries , Inc. Other offices in Niles, III. , and San Francisco, Calif. ~

Nikon Electronic Flash Units
Nikon S8-5
Thyristor Flash System

Nikon S8-2 and S8-3
Thyristor Flash Units

Two compact, shoe-mount units with energy-saving thyristor
circuitry and accurate , automatic exposure control at a choice
of 3 lens apertures . Model S8-2 is equipped with Nikon F2
series hot shoe, fits Nikkormat-type hot shoe with accessory
AS-2 Flash Coupler; Model S8-3 has standard Nikkormattype hot shoe , fits Nikon F2 hot shoe with AS-1 Flash Coupler
or Nikon R10/RB SuperZoom cameras with SC-7 Flash Cord .
Key features :
Versatile thyristor flash ideally suited to motor-drive
photography. Key features:

Variable Power Control
Selector switch on flash permits operation at Full Power
V4 Power or special 'MD' setting equivalent to Vsth power' in
MD mode, recycles within 0.25 seconds to permit motorized
flash photography at speeds to 3.B frames per second , in
continuous bursts up to 40 frames! Guide numbers (ASA 100):
105 at full power, 36 in MD mode.

Automatic Control
Accessory SU-1 Sensor permits accurate automatic operation
at choice of three f/stops, at distances to 26:2 feet. Sensor
plugs into flash for direct lighting , mounts on camera accessory
shoe with accessory SC-9 Adapter for automatic bounce flash .

Quick-Release Bracket
with 12-Way Bounce
Flash may be rotated vertically, locking at 30° increments, for
360° light path flexibility. Additionally, the flash grip can be
rotated horizontally in the bracket to permit unrestricted flash
placement whether camera is used in horizontal or vertical
mode.

Choice of Power Sources
Nicad battery pack SN-2 provides 75-420 flashes (depending
on subject distance), recharges fully in 3 hours with accessory
Quick Charger SH-2. Alternatively, the heavy-duty power pack
SD-4 (with shoulder strap) gives 250-4000 flashes per set of
two 240v dry batteries.
Other Nikon S8-5 features include 48° x 67 0 angle of coverage
to cover 2Bmm Nikkor lenses ; direct-reading exposure
calculator with automatic guide number readout; built-in
neckstrap provision, and open-flash control.
S8-5 is available with either battery pack and accepts a
complete range of Nikon Eyepiece ready-light adapters, synch
cords, and other accessories .
Section IV, Sheet 7/July 1977-Printed in U.S.A.

Automatic Exposure Control
Silicon-controlled rectifier (SCR) system shuts off flash when
correct amount of light reaches subject ; provides accurate
automatic control from 24" to 20', according to aperture
selected (f4 , 5.6 or 8 with ASA 100 film) , plus full manual
override. Guide Number' 40 for ASA 25 film , 80 for ASA 100.

Ultra-Fast Recycling
Energy-saving thyristor system recycles in under 1 second at
close range. With 4 AA alkaline batteries , gives 140-1400+
flashes , according to subject distance and aperture selected.
This extremely rapid recycling and large number of flashes
make Nikon S8-2 and S8-3 ideally compatible with Nikon
motor drive systems or Auto Winder.

3-Way Horizontal/Vertical Mount
Flash head adjusts over 1800 for desired light path and
convenient access to camera controls; in horizontal position ,
provides 40x56° coverage , matching field of 35mm wide-angle
Nikkors; accessory SW-1 Wide Flash Adapter expands
coverage for use with Nikkor 28mm or 28-45mm Zoom-Nikkor
lenses. Positive locking screw prevents inadvertent removal.

Camera Ready-Light Provision
Nikon S8-2 couples automatically to ready-light contact of
Nikon F2 Photomic-series finders; if mounted off-camera ,
ready-light activation is obtained via Ready Light Adapter
SC-4. S8-3 is equipped for use with the Eyepiece Pilot Lamp
SF-1 giving eyepiece ready-light indication with all Nikon
system cameras, and also provides off-camera ready-light
indication with Nikon F2 and F2A Photomic finders by means
of Ready Light Adapter SC-4.
Nikon S8-2 and S8-3 also feature click-stopped , direct-reading
calculator dials, combined ready-lighVopen-flash control , and
built-in flash cord outlet accepting Nikon and other parallelblade cords. 80th units supplied with synch cord SC-7 and
black vinyl case SS-2.

Nikon Electronic Flash Units
Nikon 58-4
Compact Thyristor Flash
Single-aperture automatic providing quick, reliable operation in
one of the smallest and lightest thyristor flash units-only 6.4
ounces in weight! Guide number of 52 for ASA 100 film permits
automatic operation up to 13.1 feet, with full manual control
also possible. Powered by two AA alkaline batteries , the SB-4
provides 140-1 000 flashes with recycling times from less than
1 second to approximately 13 seconds, according to distance.
Supplied with Nikkormat-type hot shoe , detachable PC cord,
and case.

Technical Data
S8-5

58-4

58-3

SB-2

Flash Type

Thyristor Side-Mount

Thyristor Shoe-Mount
(Nikon-Type)

Thyristor Shoe-Mount
(Nikkormat T-ype)

Thyristor Shoe-Mount
(Nikkormat Type)

Power Source

SN-2 Nicad Powerpack
or
SO-4 480 V Powerpack

4-AA Alkaline Batteries

4-AA Alkaline Batteries

2-AA Alkaline Batteries

Approx. Number
of Flashes

SN-2: 75-420
SO-4: 250-4000

140-1400

140-1400

140-1000

Approx. Recycling
Speeds

SN-2:
0.25-2.6 sec . (Auto)
0.25-2 .6 sec. (Man.)
SO-4:
0.25-0 .5 sec. (Auto)
0.25-1.5 sec . (Man .)

Under 1 to 8 sec . (Auto)
8 sec. (Man .)

Under 1 to 8 sec. (Auto)
8 sec. (Man .)

Under 1 to 9-13 sec.
(Auto.)
9-13 sec. (Man .)

Automatic Distance
Range

24/1 -26 .2' at max . aperture
24 /1-18.4' at med . aperture
24/1 - 13.1' armin . aperture

24/1 -20' at max. aperture
24/1-15 ' at med. aperture
24/1-10 ' at min . aperture

24/1-20 ' at max. aperture
24/1- 15' at med. aperture
24/1 -10 ' at min . aperture

24/1-13.1

Automatic Aperture
Options (ASA 100)

f4, f5 .6, 18

14, f5 .6, f8

14, 15.6, 18

14

Guide Numbers

ASA 100: 105, 52, 36
ASA 25: 52, 26, 18

ASA 100: 80
ASA 25 : 40

ASA 100: 80
ASA 25 : 40

ASA 100: 52
ASA 25 : 26

Angle of Illumination
(H/V)

67"x48°
(covers 28mm lens)

56°x40°
(covers 35mm lens)

56°x 40°
(covers 35mm lens)

56°x40°
(covers 35mm lens)

Duration (Manual)

1/ 1OOOth , 1/300Oth ,
1/6500th sec .

1/ 1200th sec .

1/ 1200th sec.

1/800th sec .

Dimensions

3.7x4.9 x9.9 "

1.6x4.1x 4.3"

1.6x4.1 x 4.3"

1.6x2.8x 3.0"

Weights
(Less 8atteries)

42.7 oz .
inc!. bracket, cord

15.1 oz .

14.1 oz.

6.4 oz .

Supplied With

bracket,
synch cord SC-5

synch cord SC-7
case

synch cord SC-7
case

synch cord SC-8,
case

Other Features

Adjustable manual
control at lull and
V4 -power and MO

Product No.

W/ SN-2 : 301
W/ SO-4: 302

298

299

300

Note: For information on Nikon Ringlight Units , refer to
Nikon Close-up, Macro & Micro Accessories section.

All speci fications subject to change without notice.
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Nikon Flash Accessories
The following accessories are exclusively for the Nikon S8-5
thyristor flash :

Sensor SU-1
Attaches to S8-5 flash or accessory cord SC-9. Product No. 306.

For indicated Nikon flash units:

Flash Coupler AS-1
Adapts Nikkormat-type flash to Nikon F2 hot shoes .
For S8-3,4. Product No. 362

Extension Cord SC-9
3.3' coiled PC cord connects SU-1 to Nikon F2 hot shoe , with
eyepiece ready-light coupling . Product No. 307

PC Cord SC-5
Replacement. Product No. 340.

Flash Coupler AS-2
Nicad Powerpack SN-2
Includes NC batteries. Product No. 309.

Adapts Nikon F2 type flash to Nikkormat hot shoes.
For S8-2, 5. Product No. 363.

Eyepiece Ready Light SF-1
Quick Charger SH-2

For Nikon-system cameras without built-in ready-light. For
S8-2, 3, 5. Product No. 329.

For use with SN-2 Nicad Powerpack. Product No. 310.

Ready Light Adapter SC-4
Activates F2 finder eyepiece ready light when flash is off
camera. For S8-2, 3, and 5. Product No. 320.

AC Adapter SA-2
For S8-2 , 3. Product No. 346.

Battery Pack SO-4
Requires two 240v batteries (not included). With shoulder
strap, power cord . Product No. 311
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Nikon Flash Accessories
Synch Cord SC-6
3.3' coiled PC cord . For SB-2, 3, and 5. Product No. 341

Nikon BC-7 Flash Unit
and Accesories

Synch Cord SC-7
Replacement PC cord . For SB-2, 3. Product No. 347

Synch Cord SC-8
Replacement PC cord. For SB-4. Product No. 348.

Heavy Duty Coiled Cord
Extends to 6' with Nikon screw-on PC fitting and standard
2-blade plug . Product No. 381

Wide Flash Adapter SW-1
Covers field of Nikkor 28mm lenses.
For SB-2, 3. Product No. 345.

Soft Case SS-2

Ultra-compact folding flash accepts AG -1, M3, or 6/26 flash
0
bulbs . Reflector tilts to clickstopped 30 , 60 , 90 , and 120
bounce positions. Direct-reading calculator dial. Requires one
15v battery (Eveready #504 or equivalent, not included) .
Attaches directly to hot shoe of Nikon F2 cameras ; may be
used with other hot-shoe Nikon-system cameras with
accessory Flash Coupler AS-2 (Product No. 363). Nikon BC-7
Flash Unit with case , Product No. 357

Replacement. For SB-2, 3. Product No. 350.

8" Synch Cord BO-1
Tough molded 8" cord for using BC"7 in shoe or separate
bracket. With Nikon screw-on PC fitting . Product No. 338.

40" Synch Cord BO-2
40"molded cord for off-camera flash with BC-7 ' Nikon
screw-on PC fitting . Product No. 339.

Soft Case SS-3
Replacement. For SB-4. Product No. 351

Battery Holder
Replacement for SB-2, 3. Product No. 349.

All speci fications subject to chang e without notice.
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Nikon Publications and General Accessories

Cable Release AR-3.
Panorama Head AP-2
Nikon/Nikkormat
Handbook
A complete guide to the entire Nikon
system of 35mm photography.
Comprehensive information on latest
and previous Nikon, Nikkormat, and
Nikonos cameras , lenses, and
accessories . Actually consists of a
series of books within a book, each
covering specific aspects of Nikon
photography including se lection and
use of lenses ; perspective &
composition ; exposure ; artificallight
and flash techniques , close- ups and
copying , motor-drive and remotecontrol systems ; astroph otography and
photomicrography ' underwater
photography' filters, special effects
even an introduction to da rk room work !
Includes over 1000 illustrations, many
in color, plus hundreds of charts and
tables. Latest 2-volume edition , in
convenient loose-leaf format for ready
update with optional period ic
supplements. An indispensable aid to
photographic achievement with the
Nikon System. Product No. 2029.

Mounts between tripod and camera for
accurately-spaced , panoramic pictures
up to 360 0 Calibrated for Nikkor 28mm ,
35mm, 50mm , 85mm , and 105mm
lenses; may also be used with other
lenses . Built-in spirit level insures
correct camera alignment.
Product No. 2028.

Vinyl-clad 12" release for Nikon FM, EL2,
and all Nikkormat cameras . Product
No. 664. A similar release, Model AR-2,
incorporates a lock for Time exposures,
and operates with all Nikon F2 cameras
as well as all other Nikon system models;
Product No.660.

Soft Shutter-Release
Button AR-1
Raises height of release button
approximately 10mm. Extra height and
oversize top surface facilitate smooth
shutter release. Particularly useful
when wearing gloves.
Product No. 661

Pistol Grip 2
Large, contoured grip gives steady hold
on Nikon or Nikkormat camera. Has
trigger release for use with connecting
cable release or special cord for MD-2,
MD-3, MD-11 and Nikon F motors.
Particularly useful with extra-long lenses.
Product No. 45.
Cable Release for Grip. Product No. 46;
coiled motor drive cord , Product No. 28.

Body Cap
For all Nikon and Nikkormat cameras;
protects camera interior from dust and
damage when lens is removed .
Product No. 587

Nikon/Nikkormat Guide
Compact manual details camera!
accessory operation in simplified form.
160 pages , many charts, illustrations.
Hard cover. Product No. 2030.

Nikon Image Book
Beautiful 144 page book with full-color
reproductions of outstanding
photography by 17 prominent Nikon
photographers. Newly revi sed, includes
complete technical data on each
photograph. Hard-cover, 83/4" x 12" A
valuable addition to any library.
Product No. 2035.
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36-Exposure Film
Cassette AM-1
Durable 2-piece metal construction with
separate inner and outer sections plus
take-up spool. Unique design causes
cassette to open when in Nikon F2
camera to permit smooth film transport
and rewind at high speeds without
danger of abrasions . Recommended
for use with Nikon motor-drive systems.
Product No. 2081 .

FIC Lensmount Adapter
Permits use of all Nikkor sir lenses on
16mm or TV cameras with "C" mount.
Permits focusing throughout full range
of lens ; accepts intermediate
accessories such as Nikon Extension
Rings or Bellows Units.
Product No. 2360.
All specifi cations subject to change without notice.
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Nikonoslll
Dual-Body Construction
Reinforced outer body sealed with '0 ' rings is
waterproof to 160 ft . (SOm) ; inner body contains
shutter/film transport mechanisms. Inner and outer
parts are corrosion -resistant. Entire unit weighs just
21 .9 ounces .

Interchangeable
Nikkor Lenses
Outstanding picture quality. 3Smm f2 .S IC and BOmm
f4 IC for use both under and above water; 1Smm f2 .B
and 2Bmm f3.S wide-angle lenses specially
corrected for underwater use only. Bayonet
lensmount constructed of stainless steel.

Metal Focal Plane Shutter
Speeds 1/30th-1/ S00th sec . plus " B" Large ,
top-mounted shutter-speed dial is color-coded for
fast, easy settings.

Full Flash Capability
Waterproof synch socket accepts Nikonos III flash
unit; accessory adapter converts to PC fitting for land
use with standard flash units. " FP" synch 1/601/S00th second 'X' synch to 1/6Oth .

Single-Lever Operation
Unique multi-function lever serves as shutter
release , advances film , and counts exposures in fast
73° action , then snaps back to cock shutter for next
exposure. Incorporates shutter-lock and incompletecocking prevention mechanism .

Film Loading/Transport

For Underwater and
All-Weather Photography.
This unique Nikon camera operates reliably underwater, at
depths to 160 feet, as wel l as in rain , snow, sleet, dust, or
virtually any environment- all without any auxiliary housing.
Already the standard, universal tool in marine and
oceanographic research , the Nikonos also provides an
easy-to-use , versatile 35mm system to photographers in a
seemingly endless array of specialized applications: diving,
boating , skiing , news industrial (due to its seal against
chemical sprays and dust) , and operating rooms and
laboratories (it can be cold-sterilized with complete safety) ,
to name only some of the most prominent fields.
Quick, comfortable handling is the hallmark of the Nikonos
III. Its compact, light-weight, yet incredibly rugged
construction provides the 'negative buoyancy' so helpful in
underwater operation. All major controls are uniquely large
and both located and shaped for smooth , fast operation. Its
system of four bayonef-mount Nikkor lenses includes two
specially computed for underwater photog ~aphy-another
of the many Nikon 'firsts' in 35mm optics. For wide-ranging
versatility, the Nikonos III accepts an entire sUb-system of
precision aids for close-up photography, flash , exposure
metering , and fi ltration to assure consistently excellent
results under the most challenging conditions.
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Dual-slotted take-up spool and auto-reset exposure
counter speed loading ; locking pressure plate and
sprocket film drive assure accurate spacing and
registration . Top-mounted exposure counter
contains unique signal dot which rotates as film is
wound or rewound , stops when film has been fully
rewound or if camera incorrectly loaded. Extra-large
knob with fold-out crank for rapid rewinding .

Nikonoslll
NikonQs III Technical Specifications

Bright-Frame Viewfinder
Luminous frameline denote fields of 35mm and
SOmm lenses; parallax-correction marks for accurate
close-range operation. Top-mounted accessory shoe
accepts finders for oth~r lenses.

Other Features
Automatic depth-of-field indicators on all four Nikkor
lenses; oversize aperture and focusing knobs colorcoded caps supplied for quick identification) ;
stainless-steel tripod socket ; hinged neckstrap lugs
double as camera opening controls ; supplied with
screw-on cover for flash outlet ; black body clad with
textured vinyl for secure grip.
Nikonos III Camera . less lens. Product No. 10050.

Camera Type: 35mm underwater and all-weather camera.
Lensmount: Stainless-steel; accepts Nikonos/Nikkor lenses
15mm. 2Smm . 35mm and SOmm .
Shutter ' Metal vertical-travel. focal-plane. speeds "S" 1/3Oth.1 /60th .
1/125th. 1/25Oth. & 1/500th second release lock prevents accidental
shutter operation.
Flash Contact: Suilt-in waterproof socket for Nikonos-III 3-prong flash
cord; supplied with screw-in cover for non-flash operation. Accepts
accessory adapter for flash photography with PC-type units out of
water.
Flash Synchronization "X" synch . S. 1/30th . 1/6Oth second ; " FP" synch .
1/60th-1 /500th second ; " M" synch . 1/3Oth second.
Viewfinder' Telescopic type with luminous framelines and parallax
correction marks for use with 35mm and SOmm lenses out of water
- 0.5 diopter eyepiece.
Film Loading Dual-slotted take-up spool and locking pressure plate ;
top-mounted exposure counter automatically resets in unloading.
contains signal dot that confirms correct loading and end of rewind
cycle .
Film Transport: Single lever advances film and exposure counter when
pulled towards camera; further movement releases shutter Lever
returns to "ready " position . simultaneously cocking shutter for
subsequent exposure . Automatic mechanism prevents incomplete
shutter cocking .
Film Rewind: " R" position on shutter-speed dial ; oversized rewind knob
with fold-out crank.
Other Features: Automatic depth-of-field indicators on all four Nikkor
lenses ; stainless steel tripod socket ; hinged neckstrap lugs double as
back-opening mechanism ; accessory shoe and wide accessory
capability.
Dimensions: Camera body 5.7"x 3.9"1 .9" (144mm x 99mm x 47mm).
Weight: Camera body 21.9 oz . (620g).

All specifications subject to change without noti ce.
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Nikkor Lenses for Nikonos
Built to highest Nikon standards of optical and mechanical quality. Fitted in
special mounts , waterproof and pressure-proof to depth of 160 feet.
Hermetically sealed behind protective optical glass plate ; automatic depthof-fi eld indication .

Product No.

10308

10305

10311

10312

Focal Length

15mm

28mm

35mm IC

80mm IC

f2. 8-f22

f3 .5-f22

f2 .5-f22

f4.0-f22

94°

59°

46°30'

22°

62°

30°20'

Aperture
Range
Angl e
of Vi ew '
Underwater
OutofWater
No. of
Elements/
Groups

9/5

6/5

6/4

4/4

Minimum
Focus from
Film Plane

12. 0" (0.3m)

24 .0" (0.6m)

31.5" (0 .8m)

39.4" (1 .0m)

84mm

52mm*

52mm*

52mm*

3.5x3.1 "
(90x79.5mm)

2.4x1 7"
(62x 43. Bmm)

2.4x1 .6"
(62x39 .7mm)

2.4x2 .6"
(62 x66mm)

12.0 oz .
340g

6.2 oz .
175g

5.60z .
160g

9.70z .
275g

For underwater
use exclusively '
requires accessory optical
viewfinder.
(Product No.
10754

For underwater
use exclusively '
requires accessory frame viewfinder (Product
No. 10751

For use under
or out of water.
Underwater requires accessory frame
finder. (Product
No. 10753)

. For use under
or out otwater.
Underwater requires accessory frame
finder (Product
No. 10753)

Filter Size
Dimensions
Weight
Application

*Accessory Lens Hood (Product No. 10625) required to fit 52mm filter to lens.
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NikonosAccessories

Open-Frame Viewfinders
For underwater use; permit accurate
composition with eye away from
eyepiece . For 2Smm f3 .5, Product No.
10751 , combination finder for 35mm f2.5
and SOmm f4 , Product No. 10753.

Underwater Flash Unit P
Completely waterproof' dependable
battery-capacitor operation . Accepts
No. 6 or 26 focal-plane flashbulbs or AG-1
bulbs with accessory adapter. Vinyl-clad
synch cord with molded top for Nikonos III
flash outlet. Requires regular 22.5v
battery (Eveready #412 or equivalent) .
Product No. 1072S. Model for Nikonos II
(exclusively) , Product No. 10726.

Flash Adapter
Permits use of Nikon 8C-7 flash unit or
S8-3 electronic flash unit out of water with
Nikonos III. Product No. 10724.
Model for Nikonos II, Product No. 10725.

Screw-In Lens Hood/
Filter Holder
For 2Smm , 35mm , and SOmm lenses.
Shields lens from extraneous light;
required for attach ing Nikon 52mm filters
to lenses. Product No. 10625.

Close-up Outfit
Simplifies close-up photography under
and out of water. Comprises coated
auxiliary close-up lens, field frames for
use with 2Smm , 35mm and SOmm lenses
and 3 field frame holders plus flash unit
holder. With outfit attached to Nikonos
camera, simply place field frame
matching lens in use over subject, focus
camera lens at infinity and you 're sure of
accurate focus and composition. May be
used with any Nikonos model. Complete
with leather case. Product No. 10717

Nikonos Close-Up Outfit
Technical Data
UnderNikkor Lens
water

Optical Viewfinders
With mounting bracket.
For 15mm f2.Slens, Product No. 10754;
for SOmm f4 lens, Product No. 10752.

Out-ofwater

2Bmm
f3 .5

Field Size
Mag Ratio

5.7 xB.5"
1:6

35mm
f2 .5

Field Size
Mag Ratio

4.3x6.4"
1:4.5

6.1x9.1"
1:6.5

BOmm
f4

Field Size
Mag Ratio

2.1x3.1"
1:2.2

2.Bx4 .2"
1:3

Leather Lens Cases
Hard , durable lens cases with soft lining ;
supplied with carrying straps . For 2Smm
f3 .5 or 35mm f2 .5, Product No. 10416;
for SOmm f4, Product No. 10417;
for 35mm f2 .5 IC, Product No. 1041S.

Rubber Lens Nooa)
Protector
For 2Smm or 35mm lens. Gives valuable
protection , shields lens from extraneous
light. Not for use with filters.
Product No. 10626.

o

Plastic Lens Protector
Screws into Nikk0r 2Smm f3 .5, 35mm
f2.5, or SOmm f4 lens for added safety
and protection. Does not serve as filter
holder. Product No. 10620.

Underwater Exposure
Meter
Sekonic Auto-Lumi L-S6 exposure meter
and waterproof housing. Meter ranges:
ASA 6-12000 , f1-f32 , S seconds1/2000th second . With nylon cord .
Product No. 10721

Soft Leather Camera
Case
Zippered pouch case for Nikonos III with
2Smm or 35mm lens. Specially-treated to
resist fungus and moisture. With
neckstrap. Product No. 10414.
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Nikon Prism Binoculars
Nikon Compact Binoculars
Pocket-size, ultra-light, yet offering full 6, 7 or
8-times magnification. Internal central focusing
mechanism gives pinpoint focusing accuracy,
provides excellent dust/moisture seal. Diopter
adjustment allows 'personalizing' optics to individual
requirements . Viewing brightness, equaling that of
far larger and heavier glasses, is the maximum the •
human eye is capable of accommodating in daylight.
Ideal for travel and backpacking.

Nikon Roof Prism Binoculars
Very compact and lightweight, with advanced
roof-prism optics for brilliant, crystal-clear viewing .
Convenient center focusing permits 'tracking ' fastmoving subjects with ease . Their exceptionally wide
field of view matches that of far larger binoculars.
Built-in, folding rubber eyecups for extra protection
and viewing comfort. In 7 and 9-power models.

Nikon Standard Binoculars
Nikon quality in classic binocular format, in 7x35 and
7x50 models. Oversize front lenses assure brilliant
image even in dim light. Fast center focusing is
provided, as well as individual right eyepiece
adjustment. Hard-coated optics and prisms. Excellent
for all applications requiring high light transmission and
quick, responsiye handling.

Nikon Wide Field Binoculars
A high-performance binocular series combining widefield viewing with extra magnifying power The 8x30
and 9x35 models actually provide larger viewing fields
than most 7-power instruments, while even the 10x70
and 12x40 offer exceptionally wide coverage for their
high magnifications. The 10x70 is also noted for its
exceptional brightness , making it a favorite for
commercial boating, navigation, and related
applications . Each (except 10x70) provides quick
center focusing.

• Unrivalled Nikon Optical Quality
• Finest Mechanical Precision
Exceptionally rugged, lightweight instruments for
comfortable, distortion-free viewing with surpassing clarity
and,sharpness.
Nikon binoculars provide visible proof of the superiority of
Nikon optics. Their lenses and prisms are made from Nikon
optical glass and hard-coated for high, flare-free light
transmission. In each Nikon binocula~, the optics are
carefully matched and precisely aligned and collimated to
assure true parallelism of both barrels and total absence of
color fringing. They are mounted in rugged, moistureresistant housings of selected lightweight alloys and
secured in position by threaded retaining rings'and special
fittings (not simply cemented).
As a result, Nikon binoculars provide sharp, clear viewing
and may be used comfortably even for extended periods.
Their performance equals the most expensive binoculars,
yet they are affordably priced. All except two special~
purpose models feature convenient center focusing, and all
are supplied with case.
Section VI , Sheet 1/July 1977-Printed in U.S.A.

Nikon 7x50 Tropical Binocular
Highly moisture-resistant (not waterproof), widely
selected for nautical and night viewing . Special
rubberized finish gives added handling comfort, impact
resistance , and humidity seal. Individual focusing.

Nikon 3X Sport Glass
Trim , compact, 3x24mm non-prismatic glass offering
bright , clear viewing over wide 9° area. Easily carried in
pocket or purse ; weighs just 5.3 ounces. With pouch
and strap. Product No. 765.
Note: Please see reverse side for additional technical
data and Product Numbers.

Nikon Prism Binoculars
Binocular Selector
Boating

6x18

7x21

7x26

7x35

7x50

8x24

Compact

8x30

9x30

9x35

10x70

12x40

Compact

Roof
Prism

Standard

Standard/
Tropical

Compact

Wide
Field

Roof
Prism

Wide
Field

Wide
Field

Wide
Field

B

B

B

B

A

B

B

B

B

A

B

B

B

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

B

B

B

A

A

A

A

A

Flying
Hunting
Nature, bird study
Outdoor sports

A
A

A

A

Target shooting
Astronomy,
night viewing

A

Theatre ,
indoor sports

A

A

B

Travel

A

A

A

A

General use

A

A

A

A

A-Excellent

-

B

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

B- Suitable

Nikon Prism Binocular Technical Specifications
Product No.
Focusing
system

6x18

7x21

7x26

7x35

7x50

8x24

8x30

9x30

9x35

10x70

12x40

Compact

Compact

Roof
Prism

Standard

Standard/
Tropicalt

Compact

Wide
Field

Roof
Prism

Wide
Field

Wide
Field

Wide
Field

701 *

702*

708*

704

705/750t

706*

707

711*

710

732

735

Central

Central

Central

Central

Central!
Indiv·t

Central

Central

Central

Central

Individual

Central

Magnification

6X

7X

7X

7X

7X

8X

8X

9X

9X

10X

12X

Objective Dia.

18mm

21mm

26mm

35mm

50mm

24mm

30mm

30mm

35mm

70mm

40mm

Angle of view

8°

7°6'

8°36'

7°20'

7°20'

r

8°30'

6°40'

r20'

6°30'

5°30'

Field of view
at 1000 yards

420 ft.

372 ft.

453 ft.

385 ft.

384 ft.

366 ft.

446 ft.

353 ft.

385 ft.

342 ft.

288 ft.

Exit pupil

3mm

3mm

3 .7mm

5mm

71mm

3mm

3 .8mm

3.3mm

3.9mm

7mm

3.3mm

9

9

13.7

25

50.4

9

14.4

10.9

15.2

49

10.9

Weight

8.2 oz.

10.6 oz .

15 oz .

17.6 oz.

340z .!
500z·t

14.3 oz .

17.6 oz.

15.3 oz.

18.6 oz .

88.2 oz .

22.2 oz .

Width

3.7 in .

4 in.

4 .5 in .

7 in.

7. 9 in .!
8.3 in .t

4.3 in .

7 in.

4.5 in .

7 in .

10 in .

7.3 in.

Length

2.9 in .

3.5in.

4 .5 in.

4 .3 in .

7.2 in.

3.6 in .

3.9 in .

4.7 in.

4 .3 in .

10.2 in .

5.2 in .

Brightness
index (1

*Supplied with neckstrap and zipper pouch. All others supplied with hard leather case and strap.

t Applies exclusively to 7x50 Tropi cal, Product No. 750.
(1) Brightness Index provides a means of comparing relative light transmission in binoculars. It is obtained by dividing front lens
diameter by magnification and squaring the result. Thus, the brightness index for a Nikon 7x35 binocular is 25 (35 + 7 = 5; 5x5 = 25) .

Nikon Binocular Accessories
Special Shallow Eyecups permit
closest access for eyeglass wearers;
soft rubber construction. For 7x35
Standard and 8x30/9x35 Wide Field ,
Product No. 718; for 7x50 Standard ,
Product No. 719 .

Adjustable Shoulder Straps fo r Nikon
7x26 and 9x30 Roof Prism binoculars ,
Product No. 741 , for 12x40 Wide Field ,
Product No. 744 .

Lightweight, collapsible Monopod
provides added stability for 10x70 Wide
Field binocular attaches via special
Adapter Nikon Monopod , Product
No. 733 ; Adapter Product No. 734.
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